
Sunday, January 15, 2017
10:00 a.m., Lots 1350 to 1982

U.S. Collections & Various

1350 Hm Excellent Collection 1847 to 1940 Web $25,000
Collection in well filled Scott album, highlights incl. #1, 2,
12, 20, 22, 28, 29 30A, 72, many grills, Pictorials complete,
Bank Notes, Columbians complete mint or used, Bureau
mostly complete, Trans-Miss. complete mint or used, many
Washington-Franklins, Airmails complete mint or used,
Ducks complete, Officials well filled, good showing of
Revenues including Marijuana #RJM5-7 n.h., huge cat.
value, well worth a look, mixed condition 
............................................................. Est. $26,000/30,000

1351 Hm Large Dealers Stock Web $19,000
9 sales books from classics to modern with many better items
throughout just to mention a few #39 mint, various
Columbians to $5, C13-15, J58 single and used block,
Officials incl. $2 and $20 State Dept., nice run of 1st issue
Revenues and much more, please inspect, mixed condition.
Scott $216,000+ (Owner’s) ................ Est. $21,000/23,000

1352 Hm 1857 to 1961 Mint and Used
Collection Web $15,000
Scattered earlies with some unused, incl. #30A, 36-37, 67
used, 76 mint, 77 used, few Grills, Bank Notes to 24¢, 1869
issue to 30¢, 1887 to 90¢, small Bureaus, Columbians
complete to $2, 1894 to $2, 1895 to $5, Pan-Pacific complete, 
505, Washington-Franklins incl. coils and better singles,
mint Airs, Ducks complete to 1945 and on to 1992, strong
Dues mint mostly n.h. to o.g., Parcel Post mint to 75¢, better
pl. blocks 1923 on, very high cat. with some regumming,
excellent colors ..................................... Est. $16,000/20,000

1353 Hm 2 Volume Mint and Used Collection Web $10,000
To 1930’s on dupl. mint and used pages; 1st album starting
1867 Grills, strength in Bank Notes mint and used to 90¢,
mint 1894 Bureaus on, Washington-Franklin coils, mostly
complete to 1920’s on incl. used #630; 2nd album back of
the book with Officials, Dues, etc., 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine. Scott
$122,000 ............................................. Est. $11,000/13,000

1354 H Balance of Mint Collection Web $7,500
From collector on Scott hingeless to 1934, occasional used
(mint appearing) incl. #2, 12 (both with certs.), mint incl.
#15 (cert.), 30, 42 with certs., Grills, 1869’s mint to 30¢ with 
re-issues, 1870-71 without grill to 90¢, extensive later large
and small Bank Notes, 1881 on mostly complete,
Columbians to $4, Trans-Miss. complete, #315, 1902-03
complete to $2, nice Washington-Franklins incl. line coils
(some fakes), 1916-17 perf 10 set and virtually complete after 
that, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine, needs inspection, high cat. 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/15,000

1355 Hm Very Oldtime Mint and Used
Collection Web $6,000
On homemade pages to 1930’s (few removed and put on
stockpages), classics mostly used. starting #9X1, 1-2, 79
used pair, mint 39, incl. mint and used Columbians to $5,
Bank Notes mint and used to 90¢ with better grills, 1869’s to
90¢, back of the book with Parcel Post, no Airs (Postage
Dues, Officials separate lots), some dupl., coils with
occasional used, pairs, Washington-Franklins mostly used,
Kansas-Nebraska blocks, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ...... Est. $7,500/10,000

1356 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $4,000
In Scott hingeless album to 1934, 19th Century mostly used
or unused and 20th century mostly mint with a high degree of 
completion, mint or unused highlights incl. #69, 71, 76-77,
112-117, 182-190, 212-218, 219-229, 230-242, 264-275,
277, 285-292, 300-312, mostly complete after that except for
the rare numbers, coils need to be checked, used incl. #1, 2,
17, 27, 37-39, 72, 97-101, 118-122, 241, 243, 244, 262, 278
and 293, mixed condition ......................... Est. $6,000/7,000

1357 Hm Collection in Scott Albums Web $4,000
Hundreds in two albums mostly used with many better items
incl. #1, 2, 12-17, 18, 20-24, 27-38 (28A cert.), most of the
grills, 112-122, 127, 130 (cert.), 142 (cert.), 230-245 less
244, 246-263, 264-278, Trans Miss complete $1 mint, 313,
virtually complete to 1980 less better coils, C1-6 mint
C13-15 mint, Special Delivery complete used, Postage Dues
only missing a few J29 (cert.), Ducks complete, huge cat.
value, worth a close look, mixed condition  Est. $6,000/8,000

1358 Hm Unpicked Collection in Scott Album Web $3,750
Running from 1847 to 1956 mixed mint and used highlights
incl. #1, Columbians to $2, 551-573 mint, Kansas.-Nebr.
mint, C1-6 and C13-15 mint, inspection recommended,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $4,000/4,500

1359 H Mint Collection in Albums Web $3,500
Hundreds written up on pages with many better items
includes book with Washington Franklins mostly complete
except high cat. items, Shanghai incl. some blocks of 4,
#331-342, 414-423, 424-440, 468-478, 523, 524, offsets,
and many imperfs, booklet panes, private perfs, Bureaus with 
plate strips, misperfs, Possession overprints, Q1-Q12,
album with Liberty series, album with presidentials and
albums with coils incl. misperfs, huge cat. value and better
than most, worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/6,000

1360 Hm Collection in Scott Album Web $3,500
Hundreds of mint and used from 1847 to 1973, classics
mostly used then turns mostly mint from 1901 on incl. #1
(3), good selection of grills, 1869s complete used, good
showing of Bank Notes, Columbians to $4 mint or unused,
Trans-Miss to $2 mint less $1, 331-342 mint, 374-382 mint,
various coils, 422-423 mint, 424-440 mint, 467, 505,
498-518, 524, 547 mint, 551-573 mint and appears to be
mostly complete to 1973 mint, worth a look, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/6,000
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1361 Hm Dealer’s Better Mint and Used $3,500
65 pieces, all retail $80 to $1175 range with most in the $350
to $600 range, incl. #278 used, Q10, Q12 n.h., K16 n.h., 67
used (2), few Grills used, 100 (3 used), 95 (3 used), 1869’s
used, 218 mint, small Bureaus on mint with #260 hinged
and n.h., other back of the book incl. Newspapers, R98a,
R94a strips of 3, Dues, Special Delivery, etc., couple
questionable items, excellent lot already set up for retail or
Ebay, retail $32, 680, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,500

1362 m Excellent Used Collection $3,000
Collection of used regular issues on Minkus American
pages, solid 19th Century incl. #1 (pen cancel), 2, 9, 12, 15,
17, 30A, 36, 37, 38, 70, 71 (x 2), 72, 77, 86, 91, 95, 96, 97, 99, 
100, 101, 1869s complete (plus extra 2¢, 6¢, 12¢), great run
of Bank Notes to 90¢ and first Bureaus to $5, 1902 to $5,
Washington-Franklins to $5 etc., also Kansas-Nebraska
complete, Prexie set mint, better cancels throughout, some
obvious faulty not counted, inspection will prove rewarding,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $35,000 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1363 Hm Commemorative Collection,  Web $3,000
1893 to 1947, ssentially complete, incl. the Columbian Issue
mostly unused (four with certificates) and the
Trans-Mississippi Issue mixed unused and used, starting in
1919 almost all unused incl. the White Plains sheet, a few
extras such as first day covers, mixed condition, virtually all
with Fine to Very Fine appearance ........... Est. $3,500/4,000

1364 Hm Mint and Used Collection to 1975 Web $2,500
Classics mostly used starting #1, reasonably complete 1861
on with #64 (PF cert. - sound), 1869 to 90¢, Bank Notes to
90¢, some mint starting with small Bureaus incl. #229, 1917
on mostly mint, commemoratives separate incl. Columbians
to $5, Trans-Miss. to $2 mint, no back of the book, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1365 H
HH Plate Block Collection Web $2,000

O.g., hinged or never hinged, In album and on stocksheets
from 1902 to 1950s many better items throughout with lots of 
n.h. highlights incl. #300, 301, 323, 328 (2), 329 (2),
343-45, 370, 371 (2), 376, 378, 431, 501, 502, 508, 526-528,
532, 540 (2), 620-621, 616 (2), 622-623 (2), 628 (3),
647-648, 650 (3), various 2c reds and Kansas.-Neb., 704-15
Parks perf and imperf, 1053, Airs incl. C7-C12, C21-C22
and many other BOB items, worth a close look, very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1366 m Classic Used Collection Web $2,000
Thousands of 19th Century through Louisiana Purchase,
starting #9X1, virtually all used sorted on binder page in
album created from numerous collections purchased over
many years, dupl. throughout, some heavy dupl., incl.
cancels, few higher cat. pieces (couple of certs), high cat.,
value through the Bank Notes, mixed condition throughout,
worth inspection, few items bought individually out of auctions 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1367 H
HH Better Accumulation in Stockbook Web $2,000

Nice group of o.g. to n.h. mostly picked for better centering
incl. #C1 (5), C3 (6), C6 (5), C13-C15, C13 (2), C14, C18
(8), Columbians to 30c with extras of lower values, 233
imprint block of 6 n.h., 285-290 with extras, 294-299,
617-619 and much more, nice lot for breakdown to retail
sales, very fine appearance ........................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1368 H
HH r 20th Century Mint Better Plate Blocks Web $2,000

O.g., hinged or never hinged, couple hundred, n.h. to o.g.
mostly Washington-Franklin period to 1930’s, better
individually bought, occasional non pl. block multiple incl.
#514 bottom pl. # strip of 5, 528B, 1922-25 Issue ($2, $5
singles only), 704-715, 803-834, 1053, etc., fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1369 Hm Worthwhile Accumulation $2,000
12 albums in two banker boxes with accumulation of
collections noticed plate block collection with many better
items, collection with covers incl. early advertising, collection
with classics, and much more, many better items to be found,
great for retail or internet sale, worth a good look, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,200/2,400

1370 m Comprehensive Commemorative
Collection $1,800
Mostly used Commemorative collection in a Minkus
American album, features Columbians complete to $5,
Trans-Mississippi set to $2, both $5 Columbian and $1
Trans fairly well centered, 1901-20s complete with White
Plains souvenir sheet, mint and used Farley issues etc., also
C13-15 and C18 Zeppelin, great collection for the used
specialist, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $2,200/2,400

1371 Hm General Collection 1851-1991 $1,350
Mint and used collection in a Scott National album, used
incl. #9, 12, 20 (x3), 63, 68, 69, 73, 77, 78, 93, 96, 98, 116
(x2), 119, 121, various Bank Notes to 90¢ values, 219-29,
276 (x2), 277 (x2), 278 etc., mint incl. 2¢-$2
Trans-Mississippi, 294-99, 327, 397-400, 401-3, various
Washington-Franklins, 573, Kansas-Nebraska sets
complete, nice run of Farley material, then fairly complete
1930-91, condition mixed, still plenty of material to work
with, obviously damaged stamps not counted. Scott $18,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1372 H Group of 9 Collections From 
Various Sources $1,300
Mostly mint, incl. a Scott commemorative album with mint
blocks of four incl. 367, 620-21, most 2¢ Reds, Parks perf
and imperf, then a nearly solid run of plate blocks from 859 to 
1504, album with a few classics, 230-37 used 397-403 and
many other better, a stockbook filled with a good variety of
many hundreds of revenues, album which incl. mint Prexies
complete. and C1-6, commemorative album 1893-1975 with 
earlier used but vast majority 610//1570 n.h., springback
album incl. mint 400, 548-50, 614-21 and nearly mint
complete to 951, album with scattered classics onward to
1930s then mint 778//2468 plus a good run of Ducks incl.
RW1 no gum, album with mint incl. 617-21, 632-42 (no
634A), 692-701 (no 700), 704-15, Prexy set and coils
complete, 1030-52, and finally, a folder of nice quality n.h. to
l.h. material incl. 294-99, 303, 307, 508-16 (no 514), 323-25, 
328-30, 367-73 (no 369), 374-78, 397//402, 548-50,
551//70, 581-91, 610-23 (no 613), C1-12, Q1-6, great lot for 
a dealer or internet seller, fine to very fine overall 
................................................................. Est. $1,700/2,000

1373 H Collector’s Mint on Stockpages Web $1,100
Few hundred pieces mostly 20th Century to #527, many
individually purchased, starting #11 and sparse until 1869
issue with mostly used, #205 on mint mostly o.g. with
occasional dupl. or additional multiple, occasional later used,
Columbians to 50¢, small Bureau pl. # strips of 3 and/or
blocks, few coils, fresh throughout, much fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000
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1374 Hm Accumulation of Mint and Used $1,100
Ranging from a few classic to modern, highlights incl. a
shoebox sized box of mint U.S., singles and plate blocks,
mostly 20th Century and a file drawer holding 328//C18,
incl. a fine n.h. top plate of 506, mint sheet file of full and part
sheets, 702//838, groupings of Prexie plates, a binder of
mostly used (condition varies) with Bank Notes, 230-38,
scattered used Washington-Franklins, 397-400, 614-19, 2c
Reds onward to Famous Americans plus a page of Ducks
incl. RW1-6 unused, a scattering of smaller collections in
albums and mint and used in stockbooks and glassines,
federal and state revenues, five dealer sales binders
26//RF22, binders of EFOs, PNCs, gutter snipes, envelope
of better, incl. n.h. plate of 650, blocks of four of 537 and 550,
an older mint sheet file which incl. a full sheet of 634 with the
experimental electric eye plate, plus a bit of Canal Zone,
Philippines and miscellaneous back of the book, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1375 Hm High Catalog Accumulation Web $1,000
Couple hundred 19th and early 20th century mounted in
album mint and used with duplication, noted classic with
cancels, small Bureaus, Washington-Franklins incl. coils,
BOB items, and some Possessions, should be some good
picking, fresh looking with a huge cat. value, mixed
condition ................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1376 H EFO Lot in Sales Book $1,000
Hundreds with duplication in sales book including misperfs, 
imperfs, and others, huge retail over $6000, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,400

1377 H 3 Album Mostly Mint Collection $850
In Minkus All-American albums, scattering of earlier used
19th Century, 230-37 no gum, 238 mint, then onward l.h.
285-90, 294//98 and 323-26, 2328 used, then l.h. later
Washington-Franklins and basically complete from 551 to
1990s, incl. 551-73, 575-91, Kansas-Nebraska, Prexies
(832-34 used), airmails complete except C1-6, C13-15, and
l.h. Q1-12, plus smattering of Postal Stationery, Revenues
and a bit of U.N., fine to very fine overall .. Est. $1,200/1,500

1378 Hm Six Volume Collection $850
Mostly 20th Century mint collection in six Davo hingeless
albums with slip cases, features White Plains sheet, 1938
Presidential set mint, $5 Hamilton n.h. and an excellent run
of modern postage with high values and better sheets incl.
2000 Space Achievement in Exploration 5-sheet set,
Legends of Baseball etc., albums alone retail over $500, fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1379 Hm Eclectic Accumulation $800
Interesting group of mint and used from a U.S. collector in
Europe, features small group of foreign city cancels incl.
Liverpool cds on 10¢ 1902 issue jumbo tied on piece
w/Diena cert., also Yokohama cds on 10¢ banknote and
others, 50¢ Columbian mint w/Raybaudi cert., Louisiana set
mint w/Diena cert., Kansas-Nebraska set plus extra
Nebraska set all seemingly n.h., various
Washington-Franklins w/50¢ and 1$, Shanghai mint 2¢, 6¢, 
9¢, 50¢, $1 plus some used, four $5 Hamilton singles all n.h.
plus used block of 25 and block of 14, used 1913 Parcel Post
set complete plus another set (less 20¢), some mint
periodicals and a few other goodies, well worth a look,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1380 P Collector’s Selection of 1890 
Bureau Proofs Web $650
Incl. #219P1 hybrid, 227-228P4 blocks of 4, “P2s-P4s”
with pairs, blocks, 224TC5d gummed block of 4, excellent
group, overall very fine ............................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1381 m Mostly Used Collection/Accumulation $650
In 5 albums (one most value), on pages, loose in glassines,
etc., mostly used, a little face, best is hingeless virtually all
used with dupl. from the beginning, nothing expensive but
cat. value mounts, incl. back of the book, mixed condition but 
better varieties could be lurking, accumulation of many
collections bought over the decades ................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1382 H Accumulation on Stockpages Web $650
Small old investment items with certificates of authenticity
most of classics regummed the rest o.g. but some good values
incl. #11 strip of 4, 72, 113 (3), 35, 166, 24, 112, 73, 232
block of 4, 326 and 327 blocks of 4, Jamestown set,
Confederate strips, plate blocks of 323 and 329 and more,
worth a look, generally fine .......................... Est. $900/1,000

1383 H Collection Remainders Web $500
Bankers box filled with collection remainders, mostly
modern mint incl. sheets and booklets, noticed Bugs Imperf,
stockbooks with mint stock, BOB collection in hingeless
album with Newspapers, Officials, complete set of Ducks
mint or used to 1992, collection of Hawaii on stock pages and 
collection of Revenues in Scott album with many useful
items, worth a look, generally fine to very fine . Est. $800/900

1384 m Collector’s Accumulation $500
In 3 boxes, incl. mostly used dupl. late 19th to mid 20th
Century in glassines, album, stockbooks, incl. scattered mint
stationery, a little face, 1st through 3rd issue Revenues, cut
squares, etc., fine lot .................................... Est. $750/1,000

1385 H Confederacy Mint Collector’s Group $500
Couple hundred mostly dupl. mint of the common on
stockcards, etc., incl. #4 mint, used, few counterfeits,
imprint strip, few multiples, numerous #11s incl. private
perfs (questionable), also #3 mint, 2 used, 1 (5 copies mint),
over 10 of #8, 5 used, etc., generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1386 m Oldtime Collection $500
Heavy in used classics, starting with two faulty copies of #1,
variety of 1¢ Franklins, 3¢ and 10¢ Washington and onward
to a substantial run of large and small Bank Notes incl. 90¢
Washington, #72, then 300-310, strong run of
Washington-Franklins, 551-573 (no 571) and on to 653,
mixed condition throughout but huge cat. value, careful
examination could prove rewarding ............ Est. $750/1,000

1387 m Extensive Precancel Collection $500
1939 Whitebourgh Bureau Print Album (just like new) with
thousands of precancels mounted on the pages, most of
which are completely filled without duplication from
Alabama to Wisconsin, plus on the back there are filled pages 
with 1916-17 Experimental issues, 1929 Playing Cards with
red ovpts (appears complete), and a nice group with many
pages of errors and varieties, an exceptional lot for the
specialist as there are many elusive items here, please inspect,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800
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1388 H Mint Single and Plate Block Five
Volume Collection $500
Clean and fresh 20th Century collection in mounts on White
Ace pages, plate blocks housed in three albums ranging from
1931-72, incl. 1932 Olympics, National Parks (perf)
complete, Famous Americans complete (less 10¢
Remington), 1942 China, Overrun Nations complete, 1927
Lindbergh booklet pane etc., singles in two albums feature
1907 Jamestown, 1909 issues, 1909 Lincoln, Alaska and
Hudson Fulton issues (less blue paper), also
Huguenot-Walloon, Lexington-Concord and
Norse-American all complete, mostly n.h, worth inspection,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

1389 H All Mint Collection $450
20th Century mint collection incl. commemoratives and
regular issues mounted in a Scott National album, begins
with #294 and 328, some Washington-Franklins and 1922
issues, commems solid from 1920 incl. White Plains sheet
and Farley position pairs and souvenir sheets, nice regular
issues from 1926 incl. Kansas- Nebraska sets, two sets of
Prexis and Liberty series all complete to $5 etc., some minor
sticking, still clean and desirable ..................... Est. $600/800

1390 H Collection in Scott Albums $400
Running from 1935 to 1995 almost complete in 5 hingeless
Platinum albums, incl. #803-834, 1053 and Recalled
Legend Sheet, albums appear to be in good shape, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/700

1391 H Mostly Mint Accumulation Web $400
Bankers box filled with thousands of mostly mint items incl.
collection in Scott album with mint #RW1-36, coil stock in
box with Kansas-Nebraska singles in glassines, used
Revenues on stockpages and much more, thousands in cat.
value, please inspect, fine to very fine .............. Est. $600/800

1392 H
H r Dealer Stock of Farley Issues $375

N.h., Mostly ungummed with some n.h. incl. #730-731
(11), 750-751 (5), 740-749, and 756-765 plate blocks, Fine
to Very Fine ................................................... Est. $450/550

1393 Hm 2 Box Accumulation $350
Incl. modern used sorted in #102 boxes, also other albums,
stockbooks, album with mint sets of Kansas-Nebraska,
another with n.h. set and Farleys, etc., mostly 20th Century,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/750

1394 Hm Three Collections $350
Three separate U.S. collections, the first in a Scott National
album with some used 19th and early 20th Century, mint
from 1930 onward incl. 1938 Presidential set complete,
general run of commemoratives, Airmail w/ C18 mint, some
back of book, Liberty album mostly 20th Century mint and
used, back of book w/ some Revenues and Ducks etc, Harris
album incl. mostly 20th Century general collection w/ early
mint commemoratives, some Kansas ovpt. issues and a nice
run of modern postage to 1992, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1395 H Plate Block and Block of 4 Collection $300
N.h. to o.g. grouping 1909 to 1947 in mounts on Scott,
Empire, and White Ace pages incl. Pilgrim blocks of 4
(n.h.), White Plains sheet (n.h.), Farley souvenir sheets,
1931 Rotary set 11¢ to 50¢, Famous American plate blocks
complete, C10 plate of 6 (n.h.), etc., generally fine to very
fine. 2016 Scott $4,500 (Owner’s) ................. Est. $500/600

1396 Hm Old Album With Mint and Used $300
With a few used classics, large and small Bank Notes,
#230-38, 285-90, 294-99, 523, 551//73, 803-32, 1050-53,
used C1-6, mint Q1-12 (no Q10), modest grouping of
Special Delivery, Shanghai’s, Officials and Revenues, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $450/600

1397 Hm Collection in Box $300
Box with collection remainders incl. classics to 1980s incl.
BOB, classics mostly used and modern mostly mint, high cat. 
value, must inspect, mixed condition .............. Est. $400/500

1398 H Collector’s Accumulation $300
Mostly regular issues on pages, in glassines, incl. coils, #221
pl. block, 212 mint block of 4, around $300 face, later
imperfs, etc., fine to very fine overall ............... Est. $400/600

1399 Hm Estate Remainders $300
Bankers box with Cut Square collection with many better
items, Postal Card a Stationery collection, and Revenue
collection, postage and more, worth a look, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/500

1400 m Extensive Precancel Accumulation $250
In 2 boxes, mostly accumulated decades ago, mostly
identified or sorted on printed pages, or in stockbooks,
unchecked ..................................................... Est. $400/600

1401 H Collector’s Mint Extras $250
Small group on cards, approval pages, incl. #9 mint unused
strip of 3 (cert.), J67a, early mint Special Delivery, mint “K’s, 
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1402 H Banker Box Accumulation $250
Stuffed, mostly 20th Century with value in n.h.
Washington-Franklins with coils, also mint early Ducks, cut
squares, revenues incl. M&M’s, precancels, Presidentials
used in dupl., few mostly used Foreign incl. Canada, Asia,
etc., fine overall .............................................. Est. $400/600

1403 BH Booklet Collection Web $250
Running from 1903 to 1999 in Scott album incl. #319g,
332a, 375a, 405b, 406a, 463a, 501b. 502b, C10a and more,
lots of face value, please inspect, generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $350/400

1404 Hm Accumulation in Banker Box $200
Filled with mint and used collections, sheets and dealer sales
sheets, one album with some classics and mint postage,
collection of Special Delivery, mint sheets, many other items,
worth a look, generally fine ............................. Est. $300/400

1405 m Precancel Collection and Stock $200
3-ring binder filled with thousands of precancels with
duplication, plus small stock incl. Panama Pacific issues,
special deliveries, parcel posts, etc., please take a look, fine to
very fine appearance ....................................... Est. $300/400

1406 Hm Accumulation and Remainders $200
Thousand of mint and used in 4 bankers boxes incl.
remainders in Scott album with Recalled Legends Sheet,
collection of mixed mint and used from 1930 to about 2010,
and stockbooks with used all identified to the late 2000s saw a 
used #122, worth a look, generally fine .......... Est. $300/400
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1407 Hm Mostly Mint Accumulation in Box $200
Hundreds of items mostly mint incl. EFOs, Airmails,
Ducks, Hawaii and much more, well worth a look, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1408 Hm Accumulation With Possessions $200
Thousands of mint and used incl. Airmail and BOB stock
with mint and used, checks with revenues and a well filled
Possession’s collection with Canal Zone, Guam, Hawaii and
Philippines, worth a close look, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1409 H
H Collector’s Group of EFO’s Web $200

N.h., Approx. 100 mint, many bought individually, incl.
Linerless test specimen coil pair, #BK144 with albino print
panes (test - cert.), clean, very fine .................. Est. $300/400

1410 H Confederacy Mint Collection Web $200
On page, #1-4, 5-8, “Ten” Sperati", 11-14, o.g. (#3) to
unused, occasional fault, fine to very fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1411 BH
HH Group of 17 Better Booklet Panes Web $200

Mostly n.h. incl. #S1a-2a, PS11b-12b (with partial pl. #),
319Fq, 319g, 301c, etc., fine to very fine ......... Est. $300/400

1412 H
H Coil Mint Accumulation $200

N.h., incl. 2 complete rolls of 500 and one of 450 of #849,
many other Presidential coils and strips and line pairs of 722,
Fine. .............................................................. Est. $250/300

1413 H Proof Collection Web $150
Small group of 26 items all P4s incl. 1869s 10¢, 12¢ and
small Bureaus up to 90¢, worth a look, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/250

1414 Hm Three Collections in Box $150
19th & 20th Century mostly used in a Scott American album
and on two different sets of album pages, various early
regular issues and Bank Notes, Columbians to 30¢,
Trans-Mississippi to 50¢, Pan-American complete, back of
book with some mint and used officials, various mint Parcel
Post, Revenues etc., generally fine ................. Est. $200/300

1415 H Mint 20th Century Collection $100
Intact in mounts on pages to 1940, with few Possessions,
multiples incl. pl. blocks, fine to very fine ........ Est. $200/300

1416 m 3 Boxes of Kiloware $100
Mostly used packet material, some sorted in envelopes, on
and off paper and some album pages, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1417 H Collection in Pages $100
Group of old investment items in two folders most are
misperfs, and a few Worldwide items and covers, worth a
look, fine to very fine appearance .................... Est. $150/200

1418 H Washington Franklin Coil Lot $100
9 items all with certs., all pairs incl. #396, 458, 455, 395, 390
and 355, generally fine to very fine .................. Est. $150/200

1419 H
H Small Mint Group $100

N.h., incl. Liberty 3¢ “Look” coil pairs, coils, and sheets incl. 
Legends, E19, C46, 654, clean ...................... Est. $150/200

1420 P Small Group of Proofs and Essays Web $100
#J1-J7P4, J22-J28P4, plus 8 regular issue and local essays,
Fine. .............................................................. Est. $140/180

1421 m FD’s and Used Singles $50
Few hundred in 4 boxes, to very recent in folders, incl.
Federal and Canadian Ducks, 50 state birds, wildlife, etc.,
used on pages incl. high values, incl. high denominations
unaddressed, better cachets, clean .................. Est. $100/150

Postage & Modern Collections

1422 Hm Modern U.S. Collection $650
5 banker boxes filled with collection running from the 1960s
to 2015, on homemade pages many have a sheet, single, block 
or booklet pane and many with FDCs or used, huge face
value with a lot of Forever Stamps in sheets, also incl. couple
of collections with singles and plate strips, calculator would
be helpful, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1423 Hr Massive 3¢ Plate Block Holding $400
Thousands of mainly 3¢ era plate blocks in glassines with
other denominations present, collector attempted to match
corners, premiums throughout, approx. face value $750+,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

1424 H Collection in Two Albums $300
Running from 1974 to 2002 in two Scott albums and appears
to be complete n.h. incl. Bugs Imperf and Recalled Legends,
otherwise very fine ......................................... Est. $400/500

1425 H Accumulation in Box $250
One very well filled bankers box with mint coil # strips, plate
blocks, Airmails, match plate block sets, estimated at over
$750 face, please inspect ................................. Est. $350/500

1426 Hr Collection of Matched Plate Blocks $250
Mid-20th Century plate block group on pages where
collector was matching four corners, owner’s face over $600,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1427 Hr 3¢ Sheet Collection $200
Fresh and attractive run of approx. 100 3¢ sheets in plastic
sleeves in a Safe mint sheet binder, a few 1¢, 4¢ and 5¢ sheets
mixed in, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/350

1428 H
H r Four Different Press Sheets $50

N.h., consisting of #3409-13, 3137 (2), RW74a (500
issued), very fine ............................................ Est. $100/150

Postal Stationery Collections

1429 H Stamped Envelope Cut Squares Web $6,500
Balance of an outstanding collection comprising more than
750 cut squares arranged in two stockbooks, about 90% of
which are full corners; incl. just nearly every number up to
$500 cat.; just a few examples (all full corners) incl. U4, U11, 
U24, U28-29, U43-45, U44a, U91-109, U133, U169
(bought as separate lot in same auction - $489), etc., etc., etc;. 
also incl. a few better entires. An outstanding starter
collection, with condition being just about all Very Fine or
better, collections of full corners of this quality are rarely offered .
2011 Scott $50,000+ realized $23,000 in 2011 auction 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/14,000
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1430 H) Balance of the Comprehensive
Thomas W. Flattery Cut Square 
and Entire Collection Web $5,000
Great many hundreds of virtually all mint regular issue,
commemorative, air mail and official cut squares and several
hundred mostly mint entires mounted in four Scott albums,
plus many loose between the pages, this is a very
comprehensive as well as specialized collection, with not only
the straightforward mint cut squares, of which a plethora of
$100.00 to $500.00 or more cat. value items remain, but also
much duplication, most early reprints, nearly all the 1897
Universal Postal Congress overprint cut squares, 1907-16
Oval Dies and 1915-22 Circular Dies collected by die type
on Thorp pages, as well as the corresponding 1920-25
surcharges, precancels by town, errors of color, double
impressions, modern errors, strong air mails incl. die and
border types and good officials, all with issues to 2002 well
represented, the overall quality is excellent, while there are a
very few of the earliest issues with a small fault,
overwhelming majority are nice fresh very fine or extremely
fine cut squares and entires, with most cut squares being full
corners, binders have mildew issues but pages are fine, certainly
one of the nicest and most valuable postal stationery collection
balances we have had the pleasure to offer . 2010 Scott
approximately $50,000 realized $24,000 in 2010 auction
 .............................................................. Est. $8,000/10,000

1431 H) The Massive Marvin Schiller
Specimen Stamped Envelope
Collection and Accumulation $5,000
1, 500+ items housed in albums and cover boxes, Mr.
Schiller’s favorite postal stationery sub-specialty was the
relatively unexplored field stamped envelopes with the
various different types of “Specimen” or “cancelled”
overprint forms as well as the myriad advertising forms and
code forms, the listing of which has not been updated or
re-priced in a cat. since the 1954 Thorp-Bartels Century
Edition, and these he pursued very avidly, buying nearly
everything that came on the auction market, incl. entires only
known as specimens, high values, officials and considerable
duplication in places, and many are with the overprint away
from the indicia and would yield extremely fine full corner
cut square should one wish to commit such a philatelic crime
(which is why many of these have become so scarce), some
faults which are quite typical of these, however most are very
fine, this is probably the largest such offering since the Barkhausen
dispersal in the mid 1950s realized $17,250 in 2012 auction
............................................................... Est. $7,500/10,000

1432 H) Mercantile Envelope Collection $2,800
Comprehensive 11 volume mounted collection of 1¢-5¢ mint 
and used entires; better individual incl. UPSS 1478A, 1496
(watermark 16), 1512c (watermark 16 & 17), 1525b, 1558a
(dirty), 1569 (watermark 23), 1586A, 1637d, 1640A, 1660
(watermark 0), 1702a, 1815a (watermark 0), 1729g used,
1751 (watermark 17), 1762a (two different), 1764a, 1776,
1791 watermarks 16 & 17, 1811a, 1821, 1829, 1842, 1899a,
1938d, 1951A, 1957A, 1982 (two different), 1988-89, plus
many many others, wonderful variety of printing flaws and
die varieties incl. partial dies, damaged dies, large head,
under and over-inked, double and albino impressions, die on
inside, some faults, Fine-Very Fine collection., Years in the
making and the basis for an even more comprehensive study or
exhibit realized $10,000+ in 2011 auction .. Est. $4,000/6,000

1433 H Premium Quality Mostly Full Corner
Mint Cut Square Assortment Web $2,000
140 items, incl. some duplicates, arranged in two albums,
largely Nesbitt, Star Die and Reay issues, with later issues
being scattered mostly better items, plus some air mails which 
are not counted, highlights are #U1, U4, U16, U17a, U18,
U38, U42 (2), U43, U44 (2), W47, W55, U67 (2), U69,
U71, U72a, U73, U92-95, U97 (2), U98, U99, U100 (4),
U101, U104, U105, U107, U109, U210, U240, U243,
U273, U318, U322, U409a, U413f, U437h, U492 and
U493, there is an occasional small problem, however the
overwhelming majority are fresh and clean, with most being
full corners, incl. many oversized examples and very fine or
extremely fine; an excellent basis for a full corner cut square
collection, Ex Schiller . 2012 Scott $13,900+ realized
$8600+ in 2012 auction ............................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1434 H) 2¢ Black Jack Entires Collection,
#U46-W47, U50-W57 Web $2,000
Comprehensive mounted collection of more than 180 entires, 
mint and used, plus 14 Specimen entires; encompasses the
many working dies for each number without duplication,
comprises UPSS #102 (2), 102a (3), 105 (4), 108 (17), 108a 
(one), 109 (3 used, faults), 109a (4), 110 (19), 111 (9), 112
(one), 112a (16), 114 (9), 114A (10), 115 (2), 115a (6), 115A 
(3), 115Aa (10), 116 (one, used), 116a (20), 117a (7), 118
(one), and 118a (2), 119a (9), 120 (one), 121 (17), 121a (7);
some faults, but a F.-V.F. collection that would be very
difficult to duplicate, especially with the many rare working
dies, album binders have mildew issues but the pages are fine .
2012 Scott $12,000 realized $6900 in 2012 auction 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1435 H) Mint Entire Older Accumulation $2,000
Thousands in 5 full banker boxes, unsorted loose, balance of
the very extensive Estate, incl. dupl. up to 1930’s,
considerable 19th Century (some identified by Thorpe bands 
or by pencil notations), also early Airs, ½ box of earlier postal
cards, better items scattered throughout, occasional
precancel, Express indicia, dupl. as to be expected, needs
very careful inspection, mostly clean, fine to very fine,
accumulated over many decades .................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1436 H) 1850s-1970s Valuable Cut Squares
Collection Web $1,300
Cut squares and postal cards in two Scott albums, volume 1
better cut squares, volume 2 is postal cards with a just a few
scattered, cut squares incl. many better values with
everything clean and very fine, individual cat values into
hundreds of dollars, starts with U9; then a number of
star-dies with 1¢ (x4), 2¢ (x2) and U28 & U29; U39-44;
eight Black Jacks; U59, U61, U63-73, U93-107 12¢-90¢
complete; 1874-86 12¢-90¢ values nearly complete;
U342-47, U348-51, many more, postal cards with just a few
scattered but some better such as UX3, UX47 (cat. $235),
UY4 (cat. $70), more, clean and attractive material
throughout, very fine collection, album binders have mildew
issues but the pages are fine realized $4600 in 2011 auction 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1437 H) 1893-1903 Plimpton & Hartford Issues Web $1,100
3-volume collection of approx. 400-500 different entires
(plus a few used) mounted and identified by die, paper, size,
knife, watermark and shade; incl. 5¢ Columbian slate brown
error plus UPSS 1161-0 and many, many $25-50 numbers;
as usual, virtually all clean and Fine-Very Fine., The album
binders have mildew issues but the pages are fine realized $3000 in
2012 auction ............................................. Est. $1,500/2,000
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1438 H Cut Square Collection Balance Web $1,000
In Scott album, mostly mint but some used present, lacking
any rarities but well filled with items cataloging up to $400 or
so, with some even higher, incl. Airs, and Officials, some full
entires, somewhat mixed condition though a large
percentage is very fine, seventeen APS or PSE certificates
accompany, Ex Flattery realized $5000+ in 2010 auction 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1439 H Cut Square Mint Accumulation $1,000
Beautiful selection, nearly all very fine with all $25 and up
items incl. the following cut squares, #U11, U23 (PF cert.),
U67-69, U70 (3), U71, U72a, U73, U99, U100, U101 (2), 
U207, U211, U214-17, U286, U343-4, U346-7, U437h
(signed Bartels), U477-78, UO34-35, UO37, UO41,
UO47, UO50, UO58, choice group, with hardly any faults,
except for slight corner crease upper left on U23, replete with 
elusive items, also incl. a few entires incl. U210 (small size),
90% of the items over $25, Fine to Very Fine. 2011 Scott
$10,500 ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1440 H) Mint Better Entires Web $1,000
Collection of couple hundred mint entires with many better
incl. #U14, U18a, U42, U43, U44, U71, U73, U102,
U186, U247 used (faulty), U454a, U457a, U474a, U463,
U476, U506, UC27, War, Uo70-71, etc., also incl. a few cut 
squares, minor dupl., few Specimens, mostly identified, few
small faults but overall excellent condition, Very Fine
collection, realized $4880 in 2011 auction ... Est. $1,500/2,000

1441 H) Mostly Mint Better Entire Accumulation $1,000
Hundreds in full banker box, virtually all bought
individually or as small units out of auctions going back from
the 1980’s to 2011, incl. occasional used, slight dupl., some
still in original lot sheets, in some cases paying up to $300+
for individual items, few with Express indicia’s, some
modern errors, mostly identified, excellent lot for the new
collector to start with, or for a dealer to break down for retail,
needs close inspection, very fine overall .... Est. $1,500/2,000

1442 s Select Group of Mint Cut Squares $1,000
Mostly individual better singles (few as select issue groups),
cat. range between $150 to $500 for most, incl. #UO18,
U276, UO59, UO18, some full corner copies, couple of
essays, U245, U66, U246, U475, U457a, U456a, many
brought $100 to $400 when purchased, very fine overall,
mostly bought out of auction between 2009 and 2011 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1443 H) Extensive Mint Entire Collection $650
Hundreds sorted in 201 three ring Scott binders by Scott
numbers to 2000, starting #U100’s, many hundreds on
blank pages, minor dupl., identified by Scott, UPSS number
and wmk., some mint earlier preprinted incl. small group of
Dept. of Interior, Official Permit, also #UC1 used (12), Air
letter sheets incl. UPSS#ALS-2E, 3B (cat. $200 each), 4c
(several mint and used), 10e, Scott #UC9 (9), later F.D.’s,
Officials later (1960’s and later) incl. U100’s and #UC2 on
in dupl. mostly mint (some used, F.D.’s) sorted in 14 small
boxes, many modern vars., mostly clean, most used separated 
and in separate lot, better items scattered throughout,
excellent lot for expansion, mostly clean, Fine to Very Fine,
The album binders have mildew issues but the pages are fine
Purchased in our 2011 auction for $2400+ .. Est. $1,000/1,500

1444 H) Extensive Balance of Mint Entires $650
Incl. lots bought from auctions around 7 to 10 years ago incl.
Siegel, etc., incl. Black Jack Postal Stationery balance (ex
Saddleback, old cat. $585); mint #U29, 6c Pink on Buff
entire, Die 27 (U63; UPSS 135), size 21, knife 97,
watermark 1, three unused entires; 9c Orange on Buff entire, 
9c Orange Yellow on Buff entire, Die 28 (U67, U67a;
UPSS 136, 136b), Unused, each with Wells Fargo & Co.
frank; 2c Black on Buff, Die 3, wrapper (W51), U437h,
U550b, U439g, UPSS listed vars., some auction lots
showing studies of the various “U” numbers, modern errors
with minor dupl. occasionally (U632b-10), U590a, few
used, selection of Black Jacks, virtually all bought from auctions 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1445 Hm Mint and Used Cut Square Collection Web $650
Collection on pages to 1970’s, incl. few early covers used,
then mint and used dupl. pages, starting #U1, used with
dupl., some later issues complete mint, 20th Century
reasonably complete, also Airs, War, small studies of few
20th Century issues, many items to cat. $100+ 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1446 H) 4c Lincoln, Plimpton and Morgan
Entire Specialized Collection,
#U371-W376 Web $500
26 items, all well annotated on exhibition pages, incl. seven
“SPECIMEN” overprinted entires of various sizes, knives
and papers, all six Scott numbers in mint cut squares, except
the rare Scott #373 cut square is used (cut with small
margins but clear, cat. $1100), seven different mint entires
and five interesting used entires, two of which are
documented and certified Earliest Known Usages of those
particular UPSS numbers, concludes with three cut squares
and four entires (all but one mint) of the same issue
overprinted for use in the Philippines, plus one mint entire
overprinted for use in Puerto Rico, largely very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1447 H) Unused Black Jack Entires Balance $400
Approximately 46 items, incl. unused entires of Nos. U46,
W47, U50 (3), W53 (3), U54 (5, incl. one with Life
Insurance ad), U56 (4, incl. two with advertising), W57 (6),
also few cut squares, some Specimens (counted as cut
squares), fresh and Very Fine, Ex Burrows realized $1380 in
2003 auction, rare, unlisted in Scott .................... Est. $600/800

1448 H) Mint Entire Collections, Accumulations $400
On album pages, in sleeves, occasional used and/or corner
cards, starting from the early period (virtually all of the
value), nothing rare but little dupl., many identified,
occasional toning issue, incl. “a” numbers, up to recent
period, generally fine to very fine, most bought as two collection
out of auctions ................................................... Est. $600/800

1449 Hm) Mercantile Envelopes Used to 
Foreign Destinations Web $350
Mercantile Envelopes used to Foreign Destinations,
mounted album comprising 112 entires and wrappers,
destinations incl. Europe, Chile, Australia, Mexico,
Venezuela, Russia, Ceylon, Japan, Brazil, Fiji Islands, etc.,
many uprated with Washington-Franklin adhesives, some
registered, censored, etc. very fine and interesting group, The
album binders have mildew issues but the pages are fine realized
$1000+ in 2012 auction .................................. Est. $500/750
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1450 H Cut Squares and Entires $350
Clean in Scott specialty album, fairly well filled with some
better early items and loaded with clean $10 to $100+ items,
incl. Airs, excellent opportunity, fine to very fine throughout
with only small faults on earlies, album binder has mildew issues
but the pages are fine . 2011 Scott $4,800 realized $1150 in 2011 
auction ............................................................ Est. $500/750

1451 H) Modern Entire Errors Web $350
21 unused entires, incl. one each Nos. U586a and U595c,
fifteen U597a and nine U599a, Very Fine and choice. 2007
Scott $3,450 realized $1265 in 2007 auction ..... Est. $500/700

1452 H) 1882 to 1893 Madden Specimen
Album Web $350
Couple hundred entires, form #39 and 36, complete
collection of the 1882-86, 1890-94, and 1893 Columbian
Issue incl. various sizes, mounted in Scott album, complete
and clean, with accompanying letter form “Edwin C. Madden,
Third Assistant Postmaster General, Post Office Department,
Washington, May 2, 1902" to Fraser Whitehead rarely seen
complete .......................................................... Est. $500/750

1453 Hm) Wells Fargo Indicia Entires Collection $350
About 110 mint and used, all identified by Thorp #s, various 
sizes, used mostly common 3¢ indicia incl. SF, Santa Rosa,
some ms. cancels, mint to 10¢, fine to very fine, all Ex
Barkhausen ..................................................... Est. $500/750

1454 H) Specimen Entires Accumulation $300
Old time lots on binder pages, incl. circular dies, 1893
Columbian issue, some of the UPU envelopes, also
Undersander E860a, also few hundred unsorted, many
bought individually from old auctions, bid boards, etc., some
identified, some “Madden” produced, UPU Congress,
War, some toning scattered throughout, occasional dupl.,
needs some sorting but excellent lot to work with, fine to very
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $500/750

1455 H) Oldtime Mint Entires Collection $300
In 3 older binders on oversized pages, few hundred, starting
#U9 with value in Plimpton and later issue to 1932 period,
incl. Officials, most identified per Thorp & Bartels with few
indicias, Specimens, scattered used incl. Wells Fargo,
section of 1896 Columbian issue, separate binder of #U9
samples, etc., occasional toning issue, much fine to very fine,
excellent lot for the specialist ............................... Est. $400/600

1456 H 1850s to 1970s Mint Cut Squares 
and Entires $300
In thick 3-ring binder incl. lots of worthwhile medium to
high-cat. items, all unused, with three stock pages with
estimated 90 cut squares, plus over 100 entires and postal
cards mounted and identified, entires incl.: U10, U11, U12,
U27, U38, U39, U63, U67a, U68, more, plus a useful
selection of Philippines incl. entire, UY2, more, cut squares
incl. U28, U33 cut-to-shape and mounted on paper, U42
with color misregistration cut-to-shape, U72a, more, clean
and attractive material, generally very fine, fine to very fine,
album binder mildew issues but the pages are fine .. Est. $400/600

1457 m) 1942, 6¢ and 6¢ on 2¢ Airpost
Entires Specialized Group, 
Cut Square, #UC6, UC8 $300
Consisting of 57 used copies of the 6c Re-entry die with
border (UPSS #AM-24a; cat. $100.00 each) and thirteen
used of the 6c Re-entry die without border (UPSS
#AM-25a; cat. $75.00 each), plus 129 mostly mint of the 6c
Surcharge arranged and annotated by UPSS type and
watermark, a few small faults, mostly fine to very fine, realized 
$1680 in 2010 auction, Ex Flattery ................... Est. $400/600

1458 H) Few Hundred Mint Entires $300
Mostly identified in black sleeves, starting #U10 (plus cut
square), with U12, W21, etc., strength from U200’s through 
revalued series, to modern period some identified by Scott
and/or Thorp #s, and bought individually from dealers,
occasional matching cut square, clean collection 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1459 H Mint Full Corner Cut Squares $280
All very fine, 17 different, most $50 to $500 range, incl.
#U69, U97, U208-10, U345, U439g, UO27, UO34, some
Ex White . 2011 Scott $2,376+ realized $1150 in 2011 auction 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1460 H) Penalty Envelope Collection $250
Five mounted volumes with mint and used entires from
UPSS #1529 to 3374 plus postal service entires incl. mint
PS12, dead letter return envelopes, etc., Very Fine and
interesting collection, The album binders have mildew issues but
the pages are fine realized $830+ in 2011 auction  Est. $400/600

1461 H) Mostly Mint Oldtime Mint Entires,
#U1/U566, UC1/UC25 $250
Around 1000 on blank pages loose or in 3 albums
(#U400-419), all identified by Thorp (many with bands),
some used, better scattered throughout, fine to very fine,
bought out of Kenedi auctions many decades ago ..... Est. $400/600

1462 Hm Used and Mint Cut Square Collection $250
Oldtime lot on pages, starting with 1853-55 Nesbitt issue, all
identified to some degree, scattered mint mostly in later
period, nothing expensive but fairly extensive to 1920, also
incl. Airs, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/600

1463 Hm Large Accumulation of Cut Squares $250
In original lot sheets, on pages, on retail cards (some back
many decades), old stockpages, some used, incl. numerous
Jackson design, incl. Airs, Officials, some dupl., needs to be
carefully inspected and much work involved but high
potential, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $400/600

1464 H) 1873-1989 Postal Card Mint Collection $250
Attractive, award winning collection on pages in two 3-ring
binders, approximately 124 different unused (and none
pre-printed) postal cards, incl. #UX1, UX3, UX5-12,
UX14-16, UX18-30, UX32-33, UX37-45, etc. Clean and
attractive material, fine to very fine 2011 Scott approximately
$1,600 ........................................................... Est. $350/450

1465 H) Mint Hoard $200
Two bankers boxes with hundreds of mint Postal Stationery
and Postal Cards in collections and in stockbooks, all periods
with some in quantity, one book has unfolded letter sheets in
quantity, please inspect, generally fine ............ Est. $300/400
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1466 H) 2¢ Black Jack Mint Entires $200
Album of mostly unused entires, incl. #U46, W47, U50,
U52 (2), W53, U54, U56 (4, incl. one corner card), W57,
fresh and Very Fine, attractive group, realized $690 in 2006
auction ............................................................ Est. $300/400

1467 H) 1860’s to 1950’s Entires Mint
Collection $200
Close to 300 entires on black pages in corner mounts in 2
albums, nearly all unused, mostly different, some duplication 
of numbers, but different size envelopes, fresh, clean
collection, very fine and attractive selection .... Est. $300/400

1468 H) Couple Hundred Freak Entires $200
Virtually all mint, incl. many albinos, double, partial
printing, many identified, few cut squares, mostly fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1469 H) 1903, 1904 2¢ Washington Mint Entires $200
Few hundred (some #10’s sleeved-Ex Barkhausen 1904
Recut), others smaller size of both types, some identified by
Thorpe bands, dupl. corner cards, mostly clean group 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1470 Hm Two Oldtime Cut Square Collections $200
Mint and used on pages, 1st starting #U1 used, scattered to
modern with entires; 2nd mostly on Scott pages mostly used
starting #U1 used, sparse until 1920’s, also Airs, etc., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1471 H) Modern Mint Entires $150
In 9 packed banker boxes loose, many thousands, some
heavily dupl., incl. Airs and few Aerogrammes, occasional
EFO, clean overall ........................................ Est. $300/500

1472 H) Mint Wrapper Collection $150
Many dozens arranged in a stockbook, starts with #W20
and goes to modern issues, cat. values to $300.00 (#W126),
some duplication which is often different UPSS varieties, a
few small faults but largely fine-very fine, album binder has
mildew issues but the pages are fine, Ex Flattery . 2010 Scott
$1,000 ++ realized $460 in 2010 auction ........ Est. $250/350

1473 H) Mint Postal Card Collection to 1992 $140
Neatly mounted in a Scott album, lacking the scarce and rare
cards, but otherwise complete, with cat. values to $105.00,
#UX20 has some toning, otherwise the collection is quite
fresh and generally very fine, nice starter collection, album
binder has mildew issues but the pages are fine, Ex Flattery
realized $345 in 2010 auction ........................... Est. $200/250

1474 H) Air Mail Test Envelopes $120
Group of seven legal size test envelopes, comprising used
AMO-1 watermarks 47 (tear) and 49, AMO-2 watermark
47 used, and wmk 49 (three unused and one used), F.-V.F.
and unusual group. UPSS #AMO-1, AMO-2 realized
$374 2011 auction ........................................... Est. $200/250

1475 H) 1903 1¢, 2¢ and 1904, 2¢ Recut
Washington Entires Study, Entires $100
Oldtime collection of around 130, all identified and sorted by 
Thorpe, on various papers, knives, dies, etc., clean group,
nice study ...................................................... Est. $200/300

Revenue Collections

1476 H Duck Mint Better Stock $6,000
Priced individually starting #RW1 to RW65, slight dupl.,
mostly mint with many n.h., scattered used, couple hundred
pieces, fresh throughout, fine to very fine lot. Scott $30,000 
................................................................. Est. $6,500/7,500

1477 Hm Ducks and Revenues in Sales Books $3,250
Three sales books with mint and used Ducks, and mint and
used Revenues, great lot for retail sales or internet as work is
already done, worth a look, mixed condition. Scott $28,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $3,500/4,000

1478 H 1st Issue Collection Web $1,800
Few hundred first issues on Scott pages incl. #R4a, R61a,
R65a, R71a, R74a, R91a, R92a, R98a, R101a, R61b, R65b,
R2c, R21c, R97c, R100c, and R104c, plus some possible silk 
papers, a few with faults and some questionable imperfs and
part-perfs, some imperfs with excellent margins, attractive
colors throughout, lovely very fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1479 m 1898 Battleship Cancel Collection Web $650
Over 525 diff. printed (few hs.), many diff. companies are
represented, some by only a few cancels and others by 50 or
slightly more, each cancel has diff. date or type variety, incl.
inverted and color cancels, noted a few green, great
representation from an increasingly popular area, worth a
close look, Fine to Very Fine, realized $1840 in 2012 auction 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1480 H Ducks Complete Mint $350
To 1966 on hingeless pages, RW1 no gum, RW2-3 minor
issues, RW5 on n.h. to no gum, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1481 H Proprietary Issues, Keasby & Mattison
(Ambler Pa) Web $300
Collection of over 535 diff. cancels on homemade pages, incl.
many inverted cancels, double and triple overprints, incl.
very scarce brown cancel and red cancels used on final day
firm printed cancels prior to end of tax act, considerable
unlisted material, Fine to Very Fine lot, , very difficult to
duplicate ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1482 H Smithsonian Photos of Original 
Art Work RW1-13 Web $300
8x10 photos of original artwork with control number written
on the back, letter from the Smithsonian to the purchaser in
1949 ........................................................... Est. $500/1,000

1483 H
HH Mint Federal Duck Lot $300

O.g., hinged or never hinged, Mostly n.h group from
RW1-RW43 all in glassines with most having multiple
copies, noticed some plate singles and a couple of used, nice
lot for retail or ebay sales, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1484 m Proprietary Issues, McKesson &
Robbins (NY, NY) Web $200
Collection of over 181 diff. dates and denominations on
homemade pages, incl. all scarce ones as well as few #RB31p 
(cat. $30 each), incl. unlisted dates and colored cancels, Fine
to Very Fine lot .............................................. Est. $300/400
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1485 m Battleship Cancel and Photo Collection Web $200
171 cancels (all different) on pieces showing full markings,
180 photos (few without cancels), good locations incl. many
China and Asiatic fleet, also Nicaragua, Yugoslavia, almost
all 1930 or earlier with majority 1927 usages, quite a few “R”
rated cancels, very interesting collection that took
considerable time to form, overall Very Fine ... Est. $300/400

1486 m Proprietary Issues, C. I. Hood & Co.
(Lowell MA) $100
Collection of over 112 diff. cancels incl. all known types and
denominations on homemade pages with spaces for all
known dates, incl. 13 with early hs. cancels used prior to
printed cancels, Fine to Very Fine lot ............. Est. $150/200

1487 m Proprietary Issues, Potter Drug &
Chemical Co. (Boston MA) Web $100
Collection of 87 identified by cancel type and font variety (per 
Chappell-Joyce cat.) on homemade pages, incl. enlarged font 
type photographs, Fine to Very Fine lot .......... Est. $150/200

Back-of-the-Book Collections

1488 H Carriers and Locals Study Web $2,600
Wonderful group of this popular area, comprising some 802
pieces, with a wide variety of issues in singles and sheets, with
genuine issues, reprints and some fakes and forgeries as to be
expected, highlights incl. a sheet of 87L6, 87L24, 13L4
Stone 111 and Stone 1V (2) all with Philatelic Foundation
Certificates, issues incl. City Dispatch, Boyd’s Broad-Way
Post Office, Floyd’s, Pomeroy’s, Swarts, Winans" to
mention a few, a great lot for the student of this area to study
and compare the genuine to facsimiles, generally Fine to
Very Fine ................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1489 Hm Collection in Scott Albums Web $2,000
Well filled with mint and used (mostly mint) incl. Airmails
complete mint (no C13-C15) mint to 2001, Special Delivery
complete mint except E4 and E10 are used, good showing of
mint and used Postage Dues, Q1-Q12 mint, K1-K14 mint,
K17-K18 mint, well filled Officials mostly used, Ducks
complete mint to 2003 including couple of extras, fine to very
fine appearance ........................................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1490 Hm Collection on Pages $1,800
19th & 20th Century comprehensive mostly used collection
on Minkus album pages, Airs complete to 1949 incl. C1-6,
C10a Lindbergh booklet pane x 2 (one each m/u), C13-15,
C18, also Postage Dues J1-7, J15-28, J30-60 etc., Special
Deliveries, Parcel Post, Parcel Post Dues all complete,
Ducks used through 1954, misc. Revenues, cut squares,
some labels and other interesting material, Shanghai
overprints complete, duplication throughout, owner’s 2017
Scott $16.5K+, generally fine to very fine  Est. $2,500/3,000

1491 H Extensive Seal Collection Web $1,500
In 4 boxes in binders and sheet folders, 1st album majority of
value with reproductions of the early issues, originals and
counterfeits on homemade pages with dupl., booklet panes
incl. Greene listed only, #WX4 booklet pane with
Specimen, Type CS7 imperf. pairs and essays E1//E10,
#WX11 plus imperfs, later essays, perf. vars., incl. separate
album of test designs for the American Lung Association,
sheets in two oversized sheet folders of mostly dupl. later but
incl. #WX5, 6, 13, 2 albums of state related Seals (mostly
Christmas), few labels, generally Fine....... Est. $2,000/2,500

1492 H Postage Due Mint Collection Web $1,300
On hingeless pages o.g. to unused/regummed, starting
#J1-7, 1891, 1895-97, 1910-12 issues complete, 1917-25
issue and later complete, mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1493 Hm Officials Very Oldtime Collection Web $1,100
Mint or used on homemade pages, mostly complete with few
dupes, missing only the rare numbers incl. State dollar
values, some interesting cancels, mint o.g. to no gum, incl.
soft papers, Navy 2¢ trial color in green, generally fine to very 
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1494 H Back of Book Mint Collection Web $1,000
Mostly o.g. on hingeless pages, Airs complete to 1933,
Special Delivery complete to 1971, F1, Parcel Post, Parcel
Post Postage Due complete, mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1495 m Official Mostly Used Collection
Balance Web $700
On stockpages, collector’s grouping from which the singles
in the sale were extracted, incl. most numbers except better,
incl. #O112-113 used with certs., minor dupl., some
interesting cancels plus colored, occasional mint incl. State to
90¢, items cat. to $750 (2 #O113 used), some Specimens
incl. #O10-14SD, generally fine ............. Est. $1,200/1,500

1496 Hm Newspaper Balance of Collection $650
Oldtime mint lot on pages, starting with #PR1, 3-4, 11-13,
14-16, 18, 19 (used), PR114, 1895-97 issue to $25 used, etc., 
mostly fresh, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $1,000/1,500

1497 H Official Proof Collection Web $500
On stockpages, incl. P4’s virtually complete, O10P1-14P1,
O11TC4a pair, overall very fine .................. Est. $750/1,000

1498 Hm Airmail and B.O.B. Collection $500
19th & 20th Century mint and used in a Scott National
album, incl. #C1-3, 5-6 used, C7//132 mint, Special
Deliveries, Parcel Post to 25¢ mint, 50¢ & $1 used, Postage
Dues incl. J1-7, J15-28 used, also Officials, Cut Squares,
Revenues, some Ducks and Confederate States, condition
mixed, review recommended. Scott $6,800 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1499 H
HH r Back of the Book Mint Blocks $350

Around 50 n.h. to o.g. of mostly Dues and Parcel Post, also
singles mint #E5, E9, mint blocks of 4 of J1, J3, J22 (n.h.),
J34 strip of 3, Officials O16, O20 blocks of 4, Q1 (plate
blocks - 2), QE1-3, etc., etc., fine to very fine .. Est. $500/750

1500 Hm Back of Book and Possessions
Collection $250
On approval pages, in album, bid board, incl. Christmas with 
covers, Revenues with 1st and 2nd issues, M&M collection,
Locals, few state and Possessions incl. revenues, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $400/600

1501 m Souvenir Pages Collection $250
Virtually complete collection 1972-90 in six White Ace
binders, very clean, fine to very fine ................ Est. $400/500

1502 H
H r Airpost Plate Block Collection $250

Mostly n.h. in stockbook, incl. few singles (#C5-6), blocks
of 4 (C2, C4), later booklets, to #C104, no dupl., fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $350/450
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1503 Hr Ducks and More in Binder $200
Stock pages filled with mint ducks all different with face over
$400 and some better ones, $50 in Jr. Ducks, some California 
Fish and Wildlife on license., some covers incl. a Zeppelin
and Clipper, and Hawaii mint postal cards, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1504 Hm Misc. Back-Of-The-Book Mint and
Used Collection $200
In Mystic album, value in Officials, Ducks, Wines, and
scattered Revenues, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $300/400

1505 m Collection of Souvenir Pages $200
Collection in Postal Service Binders in three banker boxes,
over 900 from about 1980 to 2009, incl. high values and
sheets, fine to very fine. Scott $3,000+ (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1506 m 25 Binders of Souvenir Pages $200
Probably complete but unchecked 1986-2015, clean 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1507 m Group of 8 Used Newspapers $100
1875 on, consists of #PR16 (2), 18 (2), 117-119, 123, 125,
attractive cancels, fine overall ......................... Est. $150/200

1508 m Stock of FDC Programs and Souvenir
Pages $50
All identified, labeled and priced and ready for retail, mostly
1970’s to circa 2000, incl. 4 Challenger covers in folders,
clean group .................................................... Est. $100/150

Possessions Collections

1509 Hm Ryukyu and Philippines Collections $350
Ryukyus mint and mostly complete on pages except #17,
Philippines in Scott album mostly used to 1960’s, fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $500/750

1510 Hm Collection on Pages $300
Few hundred mint and used incl. Canal Zone with CO8-12,
Hawaii mint and used, Philippines and Cuba, better items
throughout, please inspect, fine ...................... Est. $500/600

1511 ) Possessions Postal History and
Ephemera Group $150
Approx. 90 covers, incl. few postcards, ephemera, diverse
and interesting lot incl., 5 House/Senate printed pamphlets
1834-1900, Interoceanic Canal etc., strong in Canal Zone,
1912 Isthmian Canal Commission with 3 official letters and
Philippines, Cuba, generally fine ................... Est. $200/300

1512 H
H Trust Territories Mint $100

N.h., 2 mint collection lots from an auction some years ago,
n.h. in albums, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $200/400

1513 Hm Collection in Scott Album $100
Mint and used in album with Hawaii, Canal Zone,
Philippine, Ryukyu and Danish West Indies, nice collection
to expand upon, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $150/250

1514 H) Mint Stationery Entires $50
Around 30 entires (Hawaii separate lot), consisting of
Philippines incl. “OB” overprints, Cuba, and Canal Zone,
with various papers and sizes, clean ................ Est. $100/140

Possessions Country Collections

1515 ) Canal Zone Cover Group $200
Over 90 items, mostly Canal Zone, also some U.S., Panama
and Latin America addressed to or through Canal Zone, also
two FDCs autographed by designer Meade Bolton and two
1945 ocean-to-ocean Victory Loan FDR Bond covers,
condition mixed, worth inspection ................. Est. $300/400

1516 Hm Hawaii Stock in Stockbook $650
Hundreds of mint and used incl. cancels to be look through
in a stockbook with duplication, worth a look, mixed
condition. Scott $15,900 (Owner’s) ......... Est. $1,000/1,500

1517 H) Hawaii Mint Entires Group $100
Slightly dupl. group U10 used out of period, mint U7, UX1, 
UX5-6, U2c, U13 used 1899, also 3 Cuba mint entires, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

1518 Hm Hawaii Peter Winter Forgeries Web $100
31 items made by former opera singer Peter Winter and
marketed Worldwide under the imprint ‘ProPhil Forum
P.O.C.’ (Process Optimation Computer Systems) and, later, 
‘House of Stamps.’, Winter never tried to market these (or
his other fakes) as genuine, but with no identifier, some of his
forgeries became the basis of serious fraud, important
modern reference items, generally fine to very fine, Winter
offered to stop producing fakes if APS paid him $1 million, the offer
was declined .................................................... Est. $150/200

Philippines

1519 ) Hoard of Over 2,100 Covers $700
Recently uncovered, mostly 1920s to late 1930s, highlights of 
lot are early flights such as 1926 Madrid-Manila, the
London-Orient Flight, 10th Far Eastern Championship
Games, the BRAD Goodwill Flight, Pinedo’s
Rome-P.I.-Tokyo Flight and even covers noting emergency
airmail service by an Army plane to bring help to
typhoon-devastated Luzon, quantities range from one to
nearly 100, also (not counted) many hundreds of fronts only
on both incoming and outgoing mail, plus fronts of official
mail representing a huge number of town cancels throughout 
the islands, clean ...................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1520 H 1898 to 1968 Mint Collection Web $600
Over 825 o.g. in Scott Specialty album with many better such 
as #236, 237, 253, 254, 260A, 284, 285-89D, 290-302, 353,
433-446, E1, E4, J5, J7, JAPANESE OCCUPATION
complete and more, overall fine to very fine, album binder
mildew issues but the pages are fine ................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1521 ) Military Bases Postal History Exhibit Web $200
35 page exhibit of military bases from 1904 to 1925 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1522 Hm Collection on Pages $200
Couple hundred mounted on pages from 1899 to 1950
mostly mint noticed #213-222 mint less 217A, C1-C6,
C10-C12 mint, Japanese Occ. material and other individual
items to be found, worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
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1523 H Collection on Handmade Pages $150
Many hundreds mostly mint, 1899 to 1954 incl. some
modern blocks and 1943 and later covers, better items incl.
mint #319-325, C18-C28, blocks of 4, mint stationery, some 
stuck to pages or with gum faults, Fine ........... Est. $200/300

1524 H) Airmail Mint and Cover Collection $100
On pages, starting with 1932 issue and incl. FD’s, 1st flights, 
censored, FAM’s, Singapore to Manila FAM, attractive 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1525 H
H Ryukyus Mint Accumulation $300

N.h., stock in glassines with duplication running from #8 to
168 and Airmails C4 to C30 with tape enclosed. Scott $4,302
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $450/500

1526 H Ryukyus 1948-72 Mint Collection $140
Virtually complete collection (except for surcharge types) on
White Ace pages, few missing are cheap, highlights incl.
#C1-3 (l.h.), 18 (n.h.), also incl. Christmas Seals, complete
for years 1952-71, fine to very fine, album binder mildew issues
but the pages are fine . 2011 Scott $1,100 ........... Est. $200/300

1527 H U.N. Large Hoard in 4 Banker Boxes $250
Filled with thousands in sheet files, souvenir packs,
shipments never unloaded from U.N., blocks and singles,
estimated face value over $5000 ..................... Est. $500/600

1528 H
H U.N. New Issues, Etc. $100

N.h., filling banker boxes, mostly still in glassines to around
2008, scattered FD’s, incl. Flags of the Nations, #38,
sheetlets, unpicked, clean ............................... Est. $200/300

1529 H
H U.N. Mostly Mint Accumulation $100

N.h., in 5 binders/albums, loose in glassines, etc., dupl. mint
incl. pl. blocks, incl. Offices, to circa 1990, clean 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

U.S. Postal History Collections

1530 ) Retaliatory Rate Collection Web $2,000
Group of 22 fully documented on pages, sorted by up to 300
miles by various sailings, and then over 300 miles
trans-atlantics incl. Ireland, Gibraltar, etc., fine overall 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1531 ) Around 400 Stampless $1,100
Mostly 1940’s era, predominantly East Coast with NY and
Conn., occasional better markings incl. colored, few
Trans-Atlantics, etc., fine overall ............. Est. $1,500/2,000

1532 ) 1851 to 1861 Issue Group of 33 Web $1,000
Better throughout incl. “U.S. Mail Natchez” (signed Cole),
#10-11’s, 15, etc., careful inspection recommended, Ex
Charles Ward ........................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1533 ) Decades of Accumulation $1,000
Few thousand loose in 3 banker boxes, mostly 20th Century
but nothing recent, mostly 1930’s to 1950’s period, with
APO, advertising, auxiliary markings, WWII related, few
19th, excellent lot to breakdown for stock, completely
unpicked ................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1534 ) War Dept. Fancy Cancels Study Web $650
Eleven entires and 17 cut squares, three cut squares 6c
denomination, others 3¢, wonderful range of fancy cancels
incl. positive and negative Letters, Pinwheels, Numeral “5",
Negative ”GAP", “77", Stars in Circles, Colored Stars,
”U.S.", Masonic, Skull & Bones, Letters, most strikes
beautifully clear, Very Fine and Choice, a desirable group,
realized $2875 in 2010 auction ................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1535 ) Used Postal Stationery Accumulation $650
In 2 full banker boxes, couple of thousand, mostly 1900 and
later but incl. all eras, incl. some bought individually, few
postal cards, mostly domestic usages, some corner cards, one
smaller box sorted by Thorpe #’s incl. #1637-0 used, few
interesting issues from Canal Zone, heavy in Mercantile
issues with scarcer items ........................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1536 ) 23 Advertising Web $600
With 5 “collars”, few with enclosures, mostly late 19th and
early 20th Century period, fine overall ............ Est. $700/900

1537 ) 19th to Early 20th Century
Accumulation $550
Couple hundred unsorted and unpicked, few later, all
commercial, incl. 3¢ usages incl. #11’s, small Bureaus,
stationery usages (#UX3, 6, 9 mint), Santa Fe, NM
territorial, few early FD’s, few overseas usages, 443 on cover,
inspect, mixed condition ................................ Est. $600/800

1538 ) 16 Better Stampless Web $550
Incl. Mobile, Free, most with enclosures or folded letters,
1827 Cincinnati, OH, Missent, fancy “Paids”, etc., fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $600/800

1539 ) 19th Century Collector Accumulation $500
Banker box full loose of hundreds accumulated over decades, 
incl. stampless, numerous 1850’s-60’s 3¢ usages incl.
#10’s-11’s, few stationery mint and used, few Revenue
documents, Civil War letters, Confederate, etc., occasional
better item, unpicked, excellent lot to breakdown for retail,
fine overall, few items bought individually at auction 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1540 ) 9,000+ Various $500
Highlights incl. over 650 ship cancels dating back to the
1920s with various ports-of-call, incl. Shanghai, China,
Maneuvers, etc., a large binder holds 200+ embossed
envelope entires from 1860s to the 1930s and a few later, a
collection of hundreds of different California town cancels,
many flight covers from 1920s onward, a substantial number
of first day covers from 1930s to Forevers, incl. plate blocks
of the $1, $2 and $5 Prexies, many unaddressed Coloranos,
large number of WWII related items like service suspended,
censored, propaganda, etc., fills five banker boxes,
fascinating lot worth enthusiastic inspection, clean overall 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1541 ) Classic Group of 21 Web $450
Incl. #10 with blue Ms. strike, fancy cancels incl. Cross
Road, #90, black jacks incl. strip of 6, 1857 cross border to
Quebec City, New London green on #11 (ex Fay), etc.,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $600/800

1542 ) 27 Large Bank Notes Web $450
Incl. overseas usages, #207 with 3¢ Due (2), 134 single
usage, corner advert., one to Turkey, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $550/700
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1543 ) Wells Fargo Collection Web $400
18 covers, noted usages from Virginia City, Chinese Camp,
San Francisco, also unused envelope for Northern Pacific
Express, San Francisco usage for Pacific Union Express,
group of adhesives (many forgeries, some genuine), worth a
look, mixed condition .................................... Est. $500/700

1544 ) 1890 2¢ Group, #219-220 Web $350
51 diff. both lake and carmine shades, used domestically,
overseas incl. South Africa, Bangkok, Japan, Australia,
Russia, Turkey, large Bank Note and Columbian
combinations, Dues, Special Delivery, auxiliary marking,
advert., fancy, etc., generally fine to very fine, see stamp lot 753 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1545 ) Interesting 19th Century Accumulation $325
50 incl. better usages, stamps and some correspondence, plus 
J.A. Garfield Member of Congress Free Frank, circa 1870’s, 
all internal except one to England, Average to Fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1546 ) Wells Fargo Express Group Web $300
17 used entires, mostly from CA usages, noted Walla Walla
Washington Terr., Rondout N.Y., Suison CA, Aurora NV,
Virginia NV, and the rest from CA, please inspect, generally
fine, Ex Mitty Stamp Co, April 1958 ................ Est. $500/600

1547 ) Hoard in Bankers Boxes $300
2 banker boxes filled with thousands mostly commercial mail
from 1860-1960 with a few Worldwide, sorters paradise with 
many items to be found, must inspect, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1548 ) New York Postal History $300
About 800 from late 1800 to mid 1940s all identified and
priced with retails over $4000, generally fine .. Est. $400/500

1549 ) Mostly 20th Century Accumulation $300
Banker box full loose of many hundreds accumulated over
decades, mostly early to middle period, occasional 19th
Century, few stationery mint and used, few Expo related,
scattered FD’s (mostly 1930’s-40’s period), few Revenue
documents, etc., occasional better item, unpicked, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $400/600

1550 ) Collection in Album Web $300
85 on stock pages with a majority written up, stampless to a
couple in late 1960s and a few foreign, the majority are from
1831 to mid 1940s, early advertising, Columbians, Trans
Atlantic, early Airmails, flights and foreign destinations,
worth a look, mixed condition ........................ Est. $400/600

1551 ) Airmail and Flight Collection $300
Well over 200 various covers in three cover binders and on
misc. stock pages, a wide variety of material incl. First
Flights, Airmail related First Day covers, Clipper covers
(both Trans-Atlantic and Trans-Pacific), Registered, signed 
items, special markings, some modern Stationery etc.,
condition slightly mixed, inspection essential, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/500

1552 ) Oldtime Naval Lot $250
Mounted in photo albums or loose, hundreds, incl. photos
related to the covers, also adhesives showing the cancels,
albums in alpha order, most without cachets, loose in sleeves
to 1940’s, with many postcards (mostly commercial), fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $400/600

1553 ) Military Postal History $250
Two boxes with about 3000 covers, mainly WWII era with
some earlier and some later. A.P.O.’s, F.P.O.’s, Ships,
domestic camps and more, condition a bit mixed with many
fine, mixed condition ..................................... Est. $350/500

1554 ) San Francisco Cancellation Collection $250
113 in binder running from 1850 to 1934, all different with
many different cancels on mostly covers but also some
postcards, noticed some advertising, please inspect, fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $300/400

1555 ) Diverse 20th Century Group $220
A few hundred different covers and cards incl. WWII
Military-related, Censored, early FDCs with some better
multicolor caches, damaged/disaster mail, vintage and
political postcards, ship-related covers, flights etc., better
items throughout, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $300/400

1556 ) Retail Group of a Few Hundred $200
Mainly older, some ephemera and possessions with some
better, mixed condition .................................. Est. $350/500

1557 ) Accumulation of About Accumulation $200
All sleeved mostly from the mid to late 1900s, noticed many
free frank and other interesting items, if you take the time
many better items to be found, generally fine .. Est. $300/400

1558 ) Large Hoard With Official Mail $200
5 bankers boxes filled with thousands of mostly 1930s to
1980s incl. two of the boxes full of Official mail and some
earlier, worth a look, generally fine ................. Est. $300/500

1559 ) WWI and WWII Collection in Box $200
Hundreds in a bankers box with many hidden gems incl.
AEF, take your time to look at this one as it is unchecked by
us, generally fine ............................................ Est. $300/400

1560 ) Mostly Common Early 20th Century $200
Few hundred, mostly low value Washington-Franklins, few
late 19th Century, all internal usages, few Foreign,
postcards, fine overall .................................... Est. $300/400

1561 ) Montana Postal History $200
Box of about 600, mainly 1900 to 1960, incl. D.P.O.’s, town
cancels, doanes, view cards and more, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1562 ) New Hampshire Postal History $200
Group of about 1000, mostly 1900 to 1920, incl. D.P.O.’s,
town cancels, doanes, many view cards and more, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1563 ) Liberty Series Bank Tags $200
About 500+ tags all from the late 1950s, no $5 but many $1
and other configurations, great lot for retail or internet sales,
fine to very fine appearance ............................ Est. $300/400

1564 ) Oldtime Collector’s Group $200
Few hundred in ½ full banker box, culled from very large
accumulation, all commercial and mostly 20th Century
period, incl. some censored, occasional stampless, stationery
usage, mostly “$” covers but few better, nothing recent,
inspect ........................................................... Est. $300/400
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1565 ) New Jersey Postal History $150
Almost 500 New Jersey covers, mostly 1880 to 1920, incl.
D.P.O.’s, town cancels, doanes, view cards and more,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $250/350

1566 ) Iowa Postal History $150
Group of over 500, mostly 1900 to 1920 on mostly postcards,
incl. D.P.O.’s, town cancels, doanes, view cards and more,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $250/350

1567 ) Nebraska Postal History $150
Group of about 400, mostly 1900 to 1920, incl. D.P.O.’s,
town cancels, doanes, view cards and more, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1568 ) 19th Century Group $150
Diverse and interesting group including, 1875 San
Francisco Cal. to Montgomery Blair, 1837 Cleaveland
stampless, 1900 B&O R.R. stock certificate, couple with
fancy cancels, some checks and more, worth inspection,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

1569 ) Small Early Group of Better Web $150
15 total covers all from the early 1900s, incl. couple of
Advertising, few Illustrated Stationery, postcard with #319
Bisect, and Shanghai K1 with a 1c postage due, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1570 ) Stampless Collection Web $150
47 running from 1826 to 1850s incl. many manuscript small
town postmarks, a few better oval marking, most contain
original content, please inspect, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1571 ) New Hampshire Stampless Collection $150
57 all with manuscript postal markings, almost all have the
original content, nice and clean, fine to very fine appearance
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1572 ) Group With China and Japan $150
More than 100 for the U.S. and various foreign countries
incl. China and Japan, please inspect, fine ...... Est. $200/300

1573 ) Group of 5 “Gun” Web $140
Consisting of Winchester (2 diff.-one with tear), Hazard,
Peters, and DuPont (tear), v.g.-fine ............... Est. $200/300

1574 ) Collector’s Accumulation $130
Couple hundred incl. used postcards with early views, incl.
early meter, precancelled stationery and few mint freaks, few
Foreign incl Formosa 1940’s native cover to Nanking, also
with mint stationery, couple of Hawaii mint postal cards,
WWII related ............................................... Est. $200/300

1575 ) 1917-1941 Yangtze Patrol Related $100
43 incl. Asiatic Fleet, about ½ are cacheted, most 1930’s with
various ships, fine or better ............................. Est. $200/300

1576 ) Modern Officials $100
Thousands in 5 full banker boxes, about 1¼ boxes with
oversized, 3½ with #10’s incl. some stamped envs., one
Express mail with 2 $5 otherwise smaller denominations, yea
we know 5 boxes worth! ................................. Est. $200/400

1577 ) Collection From Estate $100
Bankers box with a few hundred from collector with nothing
removed, noticed First Flights, V-Mail, commercial mail
and one Hawaii, please inspect, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1578 ) 1930’s Naval China Cancels $100
74 incl. Hankow, Chefoo, Amoy, Shanghai, Chunking,
Iching, Canton, etc., some with cachets, fine or better 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1579 ) 20th Century Group With Ephemera $100
Over 250 with some useful items, 1948 “Ice Follies”
brochure, Farley signed letter, 19 1900s money orders,
advertising covers and more, please inspect, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1580 ) WWI & WWII Collection $100
150+ incl. photos, about 1/3 WWI the rest WWII
including 1918 to American serviceman in France, few
marines, Donald Duck mimeo, V mail and much more,
please inspect, mixed condition ...................... Est. $150/200

1581 ) WWII Overseas Bases Lot $100
About 100 including Army Post Offices, Army Air Corps
stations, Navy shore installation and Marine Corps stations,
with exotic locations, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1582 ) 1915 Pan-Pacific Expo Cancel
Collection $70
Over 150 San Diego Expo slogan cancels on postcards and
covers, noticed few advertising, must inspect, fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $100/150

1583 ) Marine Correspondence From 1920s $50
About 70 all from “A.J. Stokes” with content, about 50 while
stationed in Tientsin China with mostly 10c Junket and some 
with registration labels, the rest are postmarked with ship
cancels, interesting group and worth a look, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1584 ) Used 1920’s Stationery
Correspondences, #Type U93 $50
All to Kansas Refinery companies using 2¢ Washington Die, 
few window and #10’s ................................... Est. $100/200

First Day and Cachet Makers

1585 ) Massive Accumulation $2,000
Thousands and thousands in 52 box of mostly U.S. FDCs
from the 1930s to 2010, incl. U.N. and Worldwide FDCs,
RPOs and much more, and a couple of boxes of commercial
mail, huge retail or breakdown into multiple ebay lots, fine to
very fine appearance ................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1586 ) CAM #1-82 Pilot Signed 
Complete Sets $1,400
All sleeved and priced in Pittsburgh box, ready for retail,
difficult to put together, 157 complete sets, clean, retail
$14,800 ................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1587 ) Jet Flight Sorted Group J1-1900+ $1,000
Main stock of around 9000 in 7 full Pittsburgh boxes, in
number order with some dupl., some with same cachets but
different colors, some sleeved, all priced and identified, few
with Foreign adhesives, ready for retail ..... Est. $1,500/2,000
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1588 ) CAM’s Stock 1926-1980 $1,000
Run of many thousands in 16 Pittsburgh boxes, in number
order with some dupl. usually using diff. adhesives, some
with same cachets but different colors, or same flight with
diff. cachets, earlies mostly sleeved (later mostly not), priced
and identified, few with Foreign adhesives, incl. scarcer
routes, ready for retail, clean overall .......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1589 ) FAM’s Stock #F1-32 $1,000
Around 4500 in 6 boxes, in number order with some dupl.
usually using diff. adhesives, some with same cachets but
different colors, or same flight with diff. cachets, some
sleeved, all priced and identified, few with Foreign
adhesives, incl. scarcer routes, ready for retail, clean overall
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,600

1590 ) Gemini and Apollo Stock $500
492 pieces in sleeves in Pittsburgh box, sorted, labeled and
identified, incl. few recovery (1 signed), priced up to $60,
incl. Beck, Ellis, R/S, 21mm cachets, very clean and better
selection than normally seen, retail up to $60, total retail
$8326 ............................................................ Est. $700/900

1591 ) Early FDC Collection $400
Magnificent collection of several hundred in eight cover
binders, beautiful assortment of caches from vintage makers
incl. Farnam, Staehle, Crosby, Grandy, Sudduth,
Grimsland and others, should be inspected, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1592 ) FD and Cachet Accumulation $300
Few thousand loose in 2 full U.S. boxes and 1 ¾ U.N. boxes
(incl. 11 #38’s), from circa 1930 (with scattered better) to
1970’s, later mostly cacheted and addressed, few
Possessions, clean overall ............................... Est. $400/500

1593 ) 8 Boxes of FD’s $250
Thousands culled from collections, 1940’s to fairly recent, all
cachet and both addressed and unaddressed, incl. few
dedication, add-ons, etc., occasional silk and better earlier,
slight dupl., clean, accumulation from many collections bought
over the decades ................................................ Est. $400/600

1594 ) Hoard in Three Boxes $200
Thousands in 3 bankers boxes running from the 1940s to
1990s mostly unaddressed, third box has encased postage
FDCs with face over $250, generally fine ....... Est. $300/400

1595 ) Collection in Boxes $150
4 banker boxes filled with thousands, mostly FDCs from
1940s to 1993, one of the boxes has some Worldwide items
incl. crash cover, flights and commercial mail, worth a look,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

1596 ) Jet Flight Sorted Group J1-1562 $150
Backup group of hundreds in 2 Pittsburgh boxes, in number
order with some dupl., some with same cachets but different
colors, all sleeved, priced and identified, few with Foreign
adhesives, ready for retail, clean ..................... Est. $200/300

1597 ) FD’s and CAM’s in 2 Boxes $100
1st box of 1930 to 1970’s FD’s incl. 2 1939 baseball, few
unaddressed; other with CAM’s on pages, Helicopter, and
few events 1940’s-50’s period, overall clean .... Est. $200/300

1598 ) Recovery Ship and Space Lot $50
Over 260 in two albums all with mostly 1965 to 1975 most
are space related few Submarine and Ship Yard
announcements ............................................. Est. $200/250

Postcards

United States

1599 ) Large Accumulation $300
Couple thousand in 2 full banker boxes, completely
unsorted, early, modern, mostly used and mostly older with
about ½ box U.S., fair to good ........................ Est. $400/600

1600 ) San Francisco Collection $200
240 cards in pages incl. real photos, nice group of Cliff
House and others from the Pan-Am Expo, all appear to be
different, please inspect, very good ................. Est. $300/400

1601 Hm) States Accumulation $200
About 750 all sleeved mostly postcards from 1900s to 1940,
most are postcards but also postal cards and some postal
history with cancels, notice real photos and scenes, worth a
look ............................................................... Est. $300/400

1602 ) Mostly U.S. Group $200
Many hundreds in 1½ boxed loose, mostly early, also some
ephemera, incl. better both mint and used and occasional
Foreign, few topical related, good to very good
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1603 Hm) California Views $150
2 binders with California views and one binder of San
Francisco Earthquake of 1918 with some photographs and
related material, worth a look ......................... Est. $250/300

1604 Hm) Accumulation From Estate $150
Thousand or more in banker box with modern to vintage
cards mostly U.S., mixed condition ................ Est. $250/300

1605 Hm) Varied Postcard Group $100
Well over 200 different incl. vintage Holiday cards with
Christmas, Santa, Valentines, Decoration Day, Military and
Mexico real photo postcards, also an autograph book and an
old leather notebook from 1874 ...................... Est. $150/200

1606 Hm) Railroad-Related Group $100
Approx. 200 various postcards incl. locomotives, trains,
tracks, stations etc., also early Nelson Pictorial Guidebook
(Central Pacific Railroad) featuring attractive color plates,
some distress to cover ..................................... Est. $150/200

1607 Hm) Banker Box Full $50
Hundreds loose in full box, mostly U.S. 1950’s and later but
occasional better earlier, clean overall, accumulation from many 
collections bought over the decades ....................... Est. $100/200

Worldwide

1608 ) Worldwide Postal Cards and Postcards Web $350
Bankers box filled with thousand or more, better WWI cards 
and many, German Postal cards, one box of France, and a
few U.S. cards, huge retail value many items over $25 each,
please inspect, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $500/600
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1609 Hm) Worldwide Military Comic Collection $300
Four albums with about 800+ mint and used WWII
military comic cards, appear to be separated by maker of
card, mostly different, please inspect, good to very good 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1610 Hm) Treasure Trove of Older Japan
Military Postcards $300
A collection of 360 different sleeved b/w and color Japan
Military postcards from WWI and WWII incl. many better, 
views incl. army, cavalry, early aviation, artillery with a few
tanks, and navy, also incl. battle scenes and campaign life,
mostly unused in overall fine-very fine condition, few with
minor defects ................................................. Est. $500/600

1611 Hm) Worldwide Accumulation in Boxes $300
2 bankers boxes filled with thousands from older to chromes,
incl. all areas from holidays to photos, must inspects, good 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1612 ) Egypt Picture Postcard Collection $250
About 250 early picture postcards, mostly mint (few used)
depicting pyramids, street scenes, city views, native people,
an interesting group generally in good condition 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1613 Hm) Turkey Views Collection $200
Binder with 235 vintage cards, all are views with some
photos, please inspect, good to very good ........ Est. $300/350

1614 ) Armenia Collection $100
Binder with 260 mint and used cards, all appear to be
different and incl. real photos and some covers, please
inspect, good to very good .............................. Est. $150/200

Ephemera

1615 Movie Star Photos $250
53 photos all signed some appear to be autopen, none are
expertised so for the expert could be nice find, incl. Bing
Crosby and Judy Garland, must inspect, v.g. .. Est. $300/500

1616 Box of Bank Checks $200
Bankers box filled with 500 to 600 checks all separated by
bank, mostly in late 1800s running into a few in mid 1900s,
worth a look, fine appearance ......................... Est. $300/400

1617 Large Accumulation $200
Two banker boxes filled with hundreds of items incl. Shasta
Railroad booklet, Mining Stocks, Revenue checks,
documents, photos, postal history, inspect ...... Est. $300/400

1618 Photo and Stereo-Views Accumulation $200
Two bankers boxes with an old time hoard of photo albums,
stereoviews, snap shots and more, worth inspection,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

1619 Historical Lot $150
90 items, interesting lot….Americana, historical, political,
Back of the Book, ephemera, miscellaneous incl. much 19th
Century, 1839 Congress pamphlet, whaling, 1859 NY Times, 
new contract for carrying Calif. mails to Nicaragua, 1862
illustrated R.R. stock certificate, 1866 Jeff Davis engraving,
1872 Missionary magazine, freed slaves and 10 business
letters to August Dietz, generally fine ............... Est. $250/300

1620 Box of Miscellaneous $100
Bankers box filled with Christmas Seals, Boys Town, Easter
Seals, Wildlife, Cinderellas and more, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1621 Ephemera and More $50
Bankers box filled with many interesting items, noted binder
with Rose Bowl programs 1928 to 1951, road maps, Stock
Certificates, checks and much more, please inspect, v.g. 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1622 Judaica Ephemera and Postal History $100
80 covers, postcards, engravings, photos and ephemera incl.,
1943 Palestine Savings Certificate order form, letter from
Jewish/Palestine Brigade soldier, May 1945, circa.1850’s
engraving “Captive Israelites”, Israel commercial covers,
signed A. Szyk stamp card and few old photos, etc, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1623 German Third Reich Lot $150
60 covers, items, interesting lot incl.1944 cover to German
P.O.W. held in Concordia Camp N.Y., German soldiers
small songbook taken to the front, 1938 Newsweek Mag.
front cover showing Hitler w/German stamps cancelled,
183.60 RM Nazi Party dues stamp n.h., 1943 Feldpost to
Krupp Stahlbau, 1940 Chemnitz doc. with revenues and
much more, please inspect, generally fine ....... Est. $200/300

British Country Collections

Great Britain

1624 m Classic Used Collection Web $1,300
Few thousand of 19th Century to 1880’s, sorted on binder
page in album created from numerous collections purchased
over many years, dupl. throughout, virtually all value in very
early period with heavy dupl. with many Penny Blacks and
line engraved, incl. cancels, few higher cat., certs, scattered
covers, high cat. total, mixed condition throughout, worth
close inspection, few items bought individually out of auctions
rarely seen in this quantity ........................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1625 Hm Mint and Used
Collections/Accumulation $1,300
In 7 albums incl. Elbe hingeless to 1900’s, on stockpages, in
glassines, etc., incl. 1 album of Channel Islands, scattered
later mint incl. later new issues, early period mostly used,
some considerable used dupl. of higher denominations and
later with mint and used or just used, incl. around 7 penny
blacks, several 2d blues, both organized and a mess,
considerable early period, also Dues, etc., 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, needs 
work, accumulation of many collections bought over the decades 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1626 Hm Collections and Accumulations $900
Four collection in a banker box with hundreds of mint and
used from classics to 1980s, many better items to be found
and lots of face value, huge cat. value, please inspect,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000
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1627 Hm Collection on Pages Web $300
Mint and used on pages from 1841 to 1955 incl. many better
items incl. #7 used, 124 mint, 142 mint and 181, toning on
the higher value stamps, please inspect, otherwise fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/600

1628 m Line Engraved Collection $300
Group of more than 600 used stamps arranged on black
stock cards in a binder, incl. Scott #3 (x37), 8 (x9), 13, 17
(x2), 20 (x67), 29 (x27), 30 (x54), 32 (x3), 33 (x437), wide
range of plate numbers, cancels etc., great lot for the
specialist, generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $6,500
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $400/600

1629 Hm Collection in Master Global Album $200
Hundreds of mint and used running from 1849 to 1980s, few 
useful items incl. used #1, 124, 142 and some mint phosphor 
tagged and machins, worth a look, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

1630 ) Postal History Accumulation $150
Banker box of about 1500 covers, generally 1890 to 1980,
mostly sent to Europe, interesting group, different than what
is typically seen, generally fine ........................ Est. $250/350

1631 ) Interesting Correspondence $140
Over 100 letters with few covers and postcards from 1880s to
1905 with few more modern, from Oswyn St. Leger Davies,
Alice Mabel Davies, and C.F. Davies, interesting letters
talking about Royalty, high fashion, etc., couple on Castle
letterheads, Oswyn correspondence is mostly about clothing
manufacturing, worth a close look, Fine ......... Est. $200/300

1632 m Australia - New South Wales Classic
Used Collection Web $600
Few thousand of 19th Century, virtually all used sorted in
stockbook, created from numerous collections purchased
over many years, dupl. throughout, incl. cancels, few higher
cat. pieces (couple of certs), high cat. overall, some identified, 
mixed condition throughout, worth inspection, few items
bought individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1633 m Australia Mostly Used Stock $550
Identified on stockpages in 3 binders, from beginning, no
heavy dupl., later mint, not much beyond #700, value in
early “Roos” to 1960s, unchecked for varieties, higher cat. in
2012, incl. some uncounted, clean, generally Fine to Very
Fine. 2011 Scott approximately $8,000 ++ 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1634 Hm Australia Massive Hoard $500
7 banker boxes filled with tens of thousands running from
1913 to 1990s mint and used in collections, stockbooks and
sales sheets, noticed two red boxes with mint running from
1913 to 1985 with some duplication, stock of used all
identified and in glassines and sales books, collections with
$25 to $50 items, part sheets, and much more, inspection is
recommended, generally fine ...................... Est. $700/1,000

1635 H Australia Mostly Mint Collection $300
5 albums running to 2015 of mostly n.h. sets and singles
written up on pages and most of time with FDCs, one book of 
early with used however most value in the newer issues from
the 1960s on, one album is Australian Antarctic Territory,
and one banker box with 1990-1995 year set books, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/450

1636 H Bahamas Mint Collection 
on Hingeless Pages Web $2,000
1859 to 1960s and only missing a few, noted early classics
mixed o.g. to no gum, #27-129, and some BOB, later up to
£1, nice collection to add to, must inspect, incl. inventory,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1637 ) Barbados Large Modern Cover
Accumulation $100
Approximately 1500 stuffed in banker box, 1960’s-70’s
period, no F.D.’s, mostly internal mail, nice variety, check for 
cancels, generally Fine to Very Fine ............... Est. $200/300

1638 H Bermuda Mint Two Volume
Collection 1880 to 2012 $650
Fresh and attractive mint collection in two “Battle Green”
albums, incl. good selection of KGVI high value key types
l.h. to n.h., nearly complete n.h. from 1946 forward, well
worth inspection, fine to very fine. Scott $5,900 (Owner’s) 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,200

1639 ) Burma Cover Lot of 17 Web $450
Mostly commercial to Foreign destinations, many
documented incl. reg., insured envs., 1930’s-40’s period,
noted, Austria, Ireland, I.E.F. overprint from Iraq, one with
Indian adhesives on Burma-UK “Southern Cross” flight,
few FD’s, etc., worth a careful look, Fine to Very Fine 
....................................................................... Est. $550/750

Canada & Provinces

1640 Hm Attractive Revenue Collection Web $8,000
Hinged in 4 Van Dam albums, better items throughout, 1st
album Federal incl. #FB17a single (marginal), FB36,
FWM1-7, 9-12, FSC11-12, overprint War Tax complete
mint or used, substantial Excise Tax (cat. $15, 500), States
incl. Alberta Law, New Brunswick Law and Probate,
Tobacco Tax #NBT5a, 6b, Newfoundland Inland Revenue 
with NFR1-4, 6-9, NFR5a, NFR11-15, NFR10a-11a,
15a, 18b-19b, NFR35, NFR37a-38a, Halifax NSH8-9,
Ontario OL1-15, OL48a, 52a, various Law, 1935 Stock
Transfer, OGT19, Yukon, Telephone & Telegraph with
Canadian Pacific incl. scarcer panes, Great Northwestern
Telegraph complete, Canadian National complete, etc.,
mostly clean, Fine to Very Fine overall. Van Dam
C$61,000+ ......................................... Est. $10,000/12,000

1641 Hm Canada & Provinces Hoard 
in Bankers Boxes Web $1,600
Thousands of mint and used in two banker boxes, incl.
collections, stock pages and singe items, huge cat. value,
noticed one album with large and small Queens mint or used, 
mint Jubilees to $1, #66-84 mint, 89-94 mint 104-122 mint
and mostly complete from there to 1983 mint incl. BOB,
couple of nice Provinces collections and much more to be
found, please inspect, fine to very fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500
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1642 H Mint Collection 1870-1984 $1,500
19th & 20th Century attractive all mint collection mounted
in a Scott Specialty album, features Scott #34-6, 41-4, 50-59
(½¢ to 20¢ Jubilees), 66-73 (½¢ to 10¢ Victoria Maple
Leafs), 74-81 (½¢ to 7¢ Numerals), 85-8, 89-91, 90A
imperf pair, 96-103 (½¢ to 20¢ Quebec), 104-22 (1¢-$1
Admirals), 123-40 (Admiral Coils, imperfs and surcharges),
141-8, 149-83 (1¢-$1 KGV Scroll and Maple Leaf sets incl.
coils), then virtually complete 1931-84, also Airs, Special
Deliveries, Postage Dues J1-27, War Tax, Officials,
Registry Stamps, F1-3 complete, very clean throughout,
owner’s 2017 Scott $14, 800, fine to very fine. Scott $14,800
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $2,000/2,500

1643 m Classic Used Collection Web $1,000
Few thousand of 19th Century to 1890’s (no Jubilees),
virtually all used sorted on binder page in album created from 
numerous collections purchased over many years, dupl.
throughout, virtually all value in very early period with heavy
dupl. with most value through large Queens, incl. cancels,
few higher cat. particularly in Provinces (couple of certs),
high cat., mixed condition throughout, worth inspection, few
items bought individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1644 H Mint Collection in Two Volumes $900
19th & 20th Century mostly mint n.h. collection in mounts in 
two Scott Specialty albums (some earlies hinged or used),
incl. #43, 44, 81, 96-9, 101-3, 104-10, 112-19, then nearly
complete 1927-2000, also Back of Book incl. some nice
Revenues and Newfoundland collection w/41-51 etc.,
should be inspected, Revenues not counted, fine to very fine.
Scott $8,800 (Owner’s) ............................ Est. $1,200/1,400

1645 H Mint Collection With Provinces $500
Attractive 19th & 20th Century all mint collection lightly
hinged on Scott album pages, mainly consisting of
Newfoundland complete sets, features #11A, 18-20, 23, 29,
31, 35-6, 41-52, 54-60, 61-74, 78-86, 104-14, 115-26,
131-44, 145-59, 212-25, 226-70, J1-7, also Nova Scotia 8-9,
11-13, and Prince Edward Island 5, 6, 9-16, very clean
collection, generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,500 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1646 m Used Collections $250
In 5 albums incl. hingeless, on pages, loose in glassines
mostly used, to 2004 with scattered later mint, incl. Colonies,
dupl. starting with 1859 issue, somewhat organized but
needs work, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine, accumulation of many collections bought
over the decades ................................................ Est. $400/600

1647 m Date Cancels and Precancels $200
Mostly modern 20th Century cancels showing clear or
complete dates (mostly diff.), and a better precancel
collection (ex auction) along with few individually
purchased, small Queens and later, fairly extensive, inspect 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1648 H
HH Accumulation on Stock Pages Web $200

O.g., hinged or never hinged, group of better mint with
many $1 values incl. #176 (3), 217-227, 227(3), 241-245,
245 (2), 249-262, 262 (2), 268-273 and 302 (two blocks and
single), very fine appearance .......................... Est. $300/400

1649 m Cape of Good Hope Classic Used
Collection Web $1,000
Few thousand of 19th Century with hundreds of triangles,
virtually all used sorted in binder, created from numerous
collections purchased over many years, dupl. throughout,
particularly later period, incl. cancels, few higher cat. pieces
(couple of certs), high cat. overall, some identified, mixed
condition throughout, worth inspection, few items bought
individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1650 H
H Cook Island Postal Fiscal Overprints Web $150

N.h., Scott #124A-126C and 192-194 both n.h., very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1651 H Fiji Collection in Album Web $200
Collection in 3 hingeless albums mostly mint running from
1871 to 2015, mixed mint and used to about 1966 and then
appears to be mostly complete mint n.h. to 2015, great
collection with many topical items, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1652 H
H Gibraltar Modern Face Lot $1,500

N.h., £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine
Middleton from 2010 in sealed PO pack of 2000, face value
is £4000, very fine. Scott $19,000 ............. Est. $2,000/3,000

1653 H
H Gibraltar Modern Face Lot $1,500

N.h., £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine
Middleton from 2010 in sealed PO pack of 2000, face value
is £4000, very fine. Scott $19,000 ............. Est. $2,000/3,000

1654 m Hong Kong Mostly Used
Collection/Accumulation $350
Many hundreds dupl. in hingeless album, stockbook used
from QEII, scattered modern 1990’s dupl. new issues, high
denominations in heavy dupl., few used classics, mostly
organized, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $500/750

India

1655 m Classic Used Collection Web $1,300
Few thousand of 19th Century to 1870’s, virtually all used
sorted on binder page in album created from numerous
collections purchased over many years, dupl. throughout,
virtually all value in very early period with heavy dupl. with
1854 issue through 4 anna (most cut to shape), incl. cancels
with better, mint, few higher cat., some fakes, certs, scattered
covers and on pieces, high cat., mixed condition throughout,
worth close inspection, few items bought individually out of
auctions rarely seen in this quantity ............... Est. $2,000/3,000

1656 Hm Collector’s Stock $400
1854 to modern mint and used identified by SG# starting
#2, thousands in multiples, blocks, overprints, States, and
high values sorted in 3 large stockbooks, incl. classics with
cancels (many picked for cancels), few States, some fairly
heavy dupl., SG#218 used block of 4 also mint Pakistan
#O1-13, well worth a close look, Fine to Very Fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1657 ) 35 Colonial Period Cover Lot Web $250
35 affixed with 12 annas (SG#213, 184), various rate and
usages virtually all used overseas, incl. Parcel Post tags, great
lot for a specialist in this era, Fine to Very Fine  Est. $300/400
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1658 H Mint Collection With Sheets $200
Small collection on pages from 1942 to 1977 with many items 
of interest incl. a few proofs and sheets and part sheet in the
1960s to 1980s many with inverted watermarks and one
partial imperf official sheet, worth a look, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1659 ) Cover Group to Europe and U.S. Web $180
34 from 1875 to 1966, nice assortment of postcards, Airmail,
registered and surface rates, all identified and mounted on
pages, Fine to Very Fine ................................ Est. $250/300

1660 ) Used Stationery $70
34 1879 to 1951 internally used, all mounted on pages and
identified by Higgins & Gage numbers, mostly smaller
towns, Fine to Very Fine ................................ Est. $100/150

1661 Hm Ireland Strong Dealer’s Stock in 6
Binders Web $1,600
Thousands from 1922 to 2006, early are o.g. or used, later
mostly n.h., better incl. mint #12-14, 56-57, 77-79, 117 (3),
lots of modern face value, Fine or better .... Est. $2,000/2,500

1662 H
H Malaysia Mint Stock $350

N.h., mint in glassines with duplication running from #1 to
363 and States nice topical material, tape enclosed, very fine.
Scott $3,761 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $450/550

1663 Hm New Zealand Accumulation $500
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation
in a 16 page stockbook, mint incl. some later n.h., used
features nice selection of 25 Chalon Heads Scott #7, 8, 9,
11-14, 14d, 15, 35, 37, and 9 mint, nice lot for the specialist,
generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $10,000 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1664 H New Zealand Mint Six Volume
Collection $500
An attractive mostly n.h collection in six Davo hingeless
albums with slip cases (volume six empty), mostly complete
1935 to 2004 incl. Health souvenir sheets, albums alone
retail over $500, great collection to build on, very fine. 2017
Scott $3,400 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $600/800

1665 Hm New Zealand Accumulation $200
Thousands in two banker boxes mint and used in collections
and stockbooks, lots of face value and dealer stock of modern
used, fine to very fine appearance ................... Est. $300/400

1666 H New Zealand Collection in Binders $200
Two banker boxes with three volumes of from 1898 to 2014,
classics to 1970 is sparse and mixed mint and used then
appears to be mint n.h. to 2014 and fairly complete, one box
contains year set from 1990-2000, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1667 Hm Papua New Guinea Group Web $100
Includes #1-7 mint, 73 used and 122-136 mint, fine to very
fine appearance .............................................. Est. $150/180

1668 ) Pitcairn 1933 to 1960 Cover Group Web $120
13 plus one front, 1 postcard, incl. 4 with N.Z. frankings,
noted 1938 “Radio”, G.B. 1939 paquet boat, 5 GVI and 5
QEII, few faults, fine overall .......................... Est. $200/300

1669 Hm Singapore Mint and Used Collections Web $250
In Scott album, also additional pages, incl. 1948 to 1960’s
complete mint, dupl. on additional pages, also collection mint 
or used to 1990’s, fine to very fine overall ........ Est. $400/600

1670 H South West Africa Accumulation Web $200
Couple hundred mostly mint on stockpages running from
1923 to late 1940s, with 3 £1 values and many other type I
thru VI GV issues and Officials, worth a look, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

1671 Hm Tristan Da Cunha Mint Or 
Used Collection $140
In Lindner hingeless album to 1990, virtually complete n.h.
incl. souvenir sheets, or used .......................... Est. $200/300

Commonwealth Collections

1672 Hm Better Mostly Mint Collection Web $3,000
In 4 Scott albums mostly mint with some used classics to
1960s loaded with QV, GV and GVI with to many highlights
to list all, to mention a few Ascension Complete mint 1922 to
1963, Australia Roos to 2£, Bahamas mint to 1£, British
Guiana with mint and used classics, Falkland Islands mint
20, 21, 22-29, 30-40, 54-64, 65-73, Newfoundland with
many mint sets and C18, New Guinea C46-C59 mint, Papua 
11-18 mint, St. Helena with 99, 101-110, St. Kitts-Nevis
24-36 mint, 52-62 mint and many other countries with $100
to $200 sets and singles, nice for breakdown or for expansion, 
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1673 Hm Collectors Lifetime Accumulation $2,200
Three bankers boxes filled with thousands of mint and used
with about every country represented, nothing taken out by
us, runs from classics to modern with many sets singles, in
stockbooks on sales cards, in albums and glassines, huge cat.
value, many finds to be had, please inspect, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1674 Hm Collection in 5 Albums Web $1,800
Thousands of mint and used in Scott albums A to Z, many
sets and singles throughout incl. KGVI sets mint, thousands
in cat. value, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1675 Hm Accumulation in Stockbook Web $1,000
Hundreds of mint and used (mostly mint) running from
classics to mostly the 1950s, includes Rhodesia with Double
Heads to 5/-, Nigeria and Northern Nigeria to 10/-, Jamaica
to 10/-, Nyasaland to £1 and much more, huge cat. and many
useful items, please inspect, generally fine  Est. $1,500/2,000

1676 m Country and General Collections $1,000
In about 25 albums incl. hingeless, or stockbooks, also on
pages, loose in glassines mostly used, incl. Australia (7) with
some States, New Zealand (2), Ireland (2), Cyprus, Malta,
Singapore, British Guiana, to fairly recent with some later
new issues, some dupl. used, mostly organized but needs
some work, few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century 
mostly fine to very fine, accumulation of many collections bought
over the decades .......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
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1677 Hm Large Dealers Backroom Accumulation $900
In 3 bankers boxes are albums, stockbooks loose running
from classics into about 1980 noticed a well filled Australia
stockbook of mint and used, Stockbook of mostly n.h. sets of
the 1960s to 1980s and collection remainders on hingeless
pages and much more, huge cat. value, great lot for
breakdown or internet sales, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

1678 Hm Diverse Accumulation $900
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation
arranged in three well-filled stockbooks, mostly countries of
British Africa and British America, incl. British Honduras,
Gold Coast, Gilbert & Ellice, Grenada, Hong Kong,
Jamaica, Kuwait, Labuan, Lagos, Leeward Islands,
Maldives, Malaya & States, Mauritius, Nigeria, Oman,
Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland, St. Helena, St. Kitts, St.
Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Seychelles, Singapore,
Somaliland, Southern Rhodesia, Sudan etc., about 30
countries represented, some duplication, inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine. Yvert €13,750
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,200/1,600

1679 Hm Four Volume Collection and
Accumulation $900
19th & 20th Century mint and used neatly arranged in four
well-filled stockbooks incl. approx. 20+ “S-T” countries,
most of later mint is n.h throughout, does incl. better Canada
#4, 17b, 59-65 (20¢-$5 Jubilees) used etc., India features
Queen Victoria to KGVI values to 15r, officials and nice
range of Indian states, good value throughout, worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine. Yvert €10,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,200/1,600

1680 Hm British Europe Group $700
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation
arranged in a stockbook, incl. Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ireland and
Malta, noteworthy is Gibraltar Scott #1-6 mint ($1,032),
some duplication, good value throughout, careful inspection
recommended, generally fine ................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1681 Hm Large Accumulation in 3 Boxes $650
Thousands of mint and used in albums, stockbooks, and
loose running from classics to 1980s, thousands of dollars in
cat. value, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1682 Hm Country Collections Web $650
Includes mint and used Mauritius with classics to 1950s,
Tristan Da Cunha mint which appears to be complete to
1970s, Natal with values to £5, Bahamas from 1906 to 1960s,
Seychelles from 1890s to 1940s, Trinidad & Tobago with
mint values to £1, Trinidad with classics and mint values to
5/- and mint and used Barbados from classics to 1960s, lots of 
cat. value and many better items to be found, please inspect,
fine to very fine appearance ...................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1683 Hm Malayan States, North Borneo
Collections $650
Mostly used in albums, stockbook, on pages, incl. some
classics with Straits Settlements, mostly 20th Century used
with some fiscals, some later complete sets incl. mint, also
Malaysia, dupl. North Borneo incl. semis, mint Brunei,
needs careful inspection, fine to very fine overall,
accumulation of collections bought over the decades 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1684 H Africa Collection in Stockbook $600
20th Century l.h. to n.h. collection of mostly complete KGVI
and QEII arranged in a well-filled stockbook, also some
early material, incl. G.B. offices in Africa, M.E.F. Scott
#1-9, 14-15, plus misc. E.A.F. offices in Morocco with
Tangier nearly complete 501-4, 508-611, Kuwait 72-81A,
Lagos 18//38, Mauritius 251-65, 273-5, 276-90, 306-20,
Nigeria 53-68, 80-91, North Rhodesia 61-74, 75-88,
Nyasaland 68-81, 97-111, 112-22, 123-34, Rhodesia &
Nyasaland 141-55, 158-71, 172-77, Rhodesia 208-21,
223-36, 275-93, 328-47, St. Helena 140-52, 159-72,
Seychelles 173-94, 198-212, 257-71, Somaliland 96-107,
128-39, South Rhodesia 81-94, 95-108, Sudan 79-94,
98-114, O44-60, Swaziland 55-66, 67-79, 80-91, 92-107
also B.I.O.T. nice run of sets 1-77 and many others,
attractive group, worth inspection, very fine appearance 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1685 Hm Three Volume Accumulation $600
Mostly 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation 
in three well-filled stockbooks, more than 30 countries
represented incl. Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Barbuda,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British Guiana,
Burma, Cape of Good Hope, Cocos Island, Dubai, Guyana,
Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia, Nauru, Nepal, New
Hebrides (British & French), Niger Coast, Niue, North
Borneo, Papua New Guinea, Pakistan, Tonga-Niuafo’ou,
Trinidad, Zambia and Zimbabwe, some duplication, much
n.h. throughout, some earlies included, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1686 H Mint Collections $500
3 banker boxes filled with collections incl. 2 well filled Samoa
running from 1963 to 2013, Christmas Islands from 1987 to
2013, Cocos Islands 1963 to 2013, 2 volume Pitcairn Islands
from 1940 to 2014 (appears complete), 2 volume Norfolk
Island from 1947 to 2009 and appears fairly complete,
British Honduras from 1949 to 2013, and 3 Volume almost
complete Papua New Guinea from 1952 to 2013, much
topical material throughout, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1687 H British Africa Accumulation $500
Thousands of mostly mint in bankers box, mostly from the
1940s to 1960s, noticed mint sheet files filled with n.h in
quantity and huge cat. value, stockpages with lots of South
Africa incl. booklets, nice lot for breakdown for retail or
internet sales, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $800/1,000

1688 Hm British Asia Accumulation Web $500
Hundreds on stockpages running mostly from late 1800s to
1950s incl. Straits and Settlements, North Borneo, Labuan,
Malaysia and most of the States incl. Japanese occupation
with Values to the $ 5 mint, huge cat. value with many better
to pick, please inspect, generally fine ........... Est. $750/1,000

1689 Hm British Africa and More $500
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation
in a well-filled stockbook, much modern mint n.h.
throughout as well as early material, incl. Kenya, Kenya,
Uganda & Tanganyika, Kiribati, Kuwait, Tanganyika,
Tanzania, Transkei, Vanuatu, Virgin Islands and Zanzibar,
classic mostly used Tasmania, Transvaal and Victoria, worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine. Yvert €5,000+
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $750/1,000
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1690 Hm “A-B” Countries Etc. $450
Mostly 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation 
in a well-filled stockbook, much modern mint n.h.
throughout with some nice early issues present, incl. Aden &
States, Aitutaki, Anguilla, Antigua, Ascension, Australian
Antarctic Territory, Bangladesh, Belize, Bhutan, Biafra,
Botswana and British Indian Ocean Territory, also good
early used Australian States (South Australian & Western
Australia) as well as British Guiana and some British East
Africa, East Africa and Uganda, inspection recommended,
generally fine to very fine. Yvert €5,000 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1691 Hm “C-G” Countries Etc. $450
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation
in a well-filled stockbook with much modern mint n.h.
throughout with a nice selection of early material, incl.
Ceylon/Sri Lanka, Christmas Islands, Cook Islands,
Falkland Islands & Dependencies, Fiji, Gambia, Ghana and 
South Georgia, also good early used Queen Victoria classics
incl. Ceylon Scott #1 (strip of 4), 9, 10, 11, etc., Cape of
Good Hope 3, 4, and Gambia 2, worth inspection, generally
fine to very fine. 2015 Yvert €8,300 ................ Est. $600/800

1692 Hm G.B. and Australia Collections $400
Two collections in new Scott Specialty albums, G.B. contains 
some used from 1887-1935 and mint from 1949-98,
Australia incl. an excellent run of mint issues 1947-2000
mostly complete and some mixed mint and used 1913-35,
well worth inspection ..................................... Est. $600/800

1693 H Mint Collections 1895 to 1984 $400
All mint collection lightly hinged on Scott album pages, incl.
#54-62, then 77-403 (complete major numbers incl. three
souvenir sheets), Dependencies 1L1-75, 2L1-5L8, B.A.T.
1-116 complete, South Georgia 1-55 complete, great little
collection, fine to very fine. Scott $3,500 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1694 Hm “M-R” Countries $400
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation
in a well-filled stockbook with much modern mint n.h.
throughout, as well as interesting early issues, incl.
Montserrat, Natal, Nevis, New Guinea, Norfolk Islands,
North Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Orange River Colony,
Palestine, Penrhyn Islands, Pitcairn Islands, Qatar and
Rhodesia, also Queen Victoria mint and used classics from
New Brunswick, New South Wales, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Islands and Queensland, some duplication,
generally fine to very fine. 2015 Yvert €4,200 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1695 Hm Interesting Accumulation $350
19th & 20th Century mint and used collector’s accumulation
consisting of stamps put away over many years, incl. new
issues, old issues, approvals, year sets, mixtures etc., features
Australia, British Africa, Canada, Cayman Islands, Ceylon,
G.B., India, Ireland, Malaysia, New Zealand and more,
offered as received, careful inspection recommended,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1696 Hm Stock in Stockbooks $300
Thousands of mint and used (mostly mint) in stockbooks
mostly from the 1930s to about 1980 with duplication,
noticed book with New Zealand, Papua New Guinea,
Canada and much more, lots of cat. value as one book has
owners cat. value of over $10,000, please inspect, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/600

1697 Hm Accumulation in Books Web $300
Group of items in three stockbooks some highlights incl.
G.B. #141 block of four purchase at Harmer of London in
2000 and many modern up to 10£ mint Machins, 249-251A
n.h., Bahrain #38-51, 60-61A mint blocks, Kuwait 54-57,
India O100-103 (3) and mint blocks of O101-103, please
inspect, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $500/600

1698 H Singapore and Tristan Da Cunha $200
Group of mostly mint items in stockbook and on sales sheets,
incl. mint Singapore #28-42 n.h., 106a n.h. and a small
group of Tristan Da Cunha on sales sheets, very fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $300/400

1699 Hm Scattered Countries Mint Or Used $140
In hingeless albums to 1970s, incl. British Honduras,
Antigua, St. Vincent, fine to very fine ............. Est. $200/300

Foreign Country Collections

1700 H Classic Armenia Mint Collection $200
On Scott pages, stockpages, loose, etc., all mint, incl. 1920
surcharges, Tridents, organized, disorganized, also scattered 
modern, usually not seen in this quantity, fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $300/400

1701 m Austria Classic Used Collection Web $600
Thousands of 19th Century, virtually all used sorted on
binder pages in 2 albums and on stockpages, created from
numerous collections purchased over many years, dupl.
throughout, virtually all value in very early period with heavy
dupl. of lower values, incl. cancels with better, mint,
Newspapers, scattered certs. and notations throughout, high
cat., mixed condition throughout, worth close inspection, few 
items bought individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1702 Hm Brazil Extensive Intact Classic
Collection Web $3,500
To 1928, starts #1b mint (cert.), 2a mint marginal (cert.), 3b 
mint (cert.), 10 o.g. (cert), selection of 2nd issue and 3rd
issue mint and used, 1854 and 1866 color changes mint and
used, later issues well represented mint and dupl. used, some
on pieces used, also Airs to 1934, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, needs close
inspection, identified 2011 PF certs. ........ Est. $4,000/5,000

1703 m Brazil Classic Used Collection Web $1,300
Many thousands of 19th Century, virtually all used sorted on 
binder pages in 4 albums, created from numerous collections
purchased over many years, dupl. throughout, virtually all
value in very early period with heavy dupl. of lower values,
strong in “Bulls-eyes” issues incl. cancels (identified) incl.
better, high cat. pieces and mint, scattered certs. and
notations throughout, cut squares, occasional variety, some
back-of-book, very high cat., very mixed condition
throughout, worth close inspection, few items bought
individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000
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1704 H Brazil Never Hinged Accumulation $1,200
Starts in late 1930s onward, decent run of 1940s to 1950s,
very strong through 1960s and incl. considerable material
issued during strong spike in cat. values in early 1970s,
everything identified by Scott number, cat. value (tapes
enclosed) and quantities, majority complete sets or complete
as commemorative singles, with individual values to $100+,
quantities range from just a few into the hundreds, not
counted is substantial number of n.h. unsorted singles, plus a
small group of used, fine to very fine. Scott $35,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,800/2,000

1705 m Chile Classic Used Collection Web $400
Thousands of 19th Century, virtually all used sorted on
binder pages in 2 albums created from numerous collections
purchased over many years, dupl. throughout, virtually all
value in very early period with heavy dupl. of lower values,
incl. cancels with better, mint, scattered covers, high cat. with 
virtually all value in the imperfs, mixed condition
throughout, worth close inspection, few items bought
individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

China

1706 Hm China and P.R.C. Accumulation Web $1,500
Bankers box filled with thousands of mint and used items on
pages, stockbooks, loose and a few covers noticed many
better items in P.R.C. incl., #1540, 1483, 1573 and 1761
n.h. souvenir sheets, 1076-1079, 1090-1098 and 1099-1102,
many better items to be found in this huge box, thousands in
cat. value, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1707 Hm Classic Through Taiwan Accumulation Web $1,000
Mint (later) and used earlier classics, incl. on pages, in
binders, some dupl. classics, 1930’s-40’s with mint complete
sets, few provinces and Japanese Occupation, Airs and back
of the book mint, few locals, separate Taiwan collection mint
or used to 1976 and few later new issues, better hidden
throughout, mostly organized, fine to very fine overall,
accumulation of collections bought over the decades 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1708 Hm Shanghai Intact Collection of 
About 75 Web $700
Mostly o.g. (earlies) with few used, incl. #2, 4, 24-25 mint,
1877 on reasonably full, needs to be examined, clean
collection, fine to very fine for this ................ Est. $800/1,000

1709 H Taiwan Mint Collection 1950-1984 Web $600
Hundreds of mostly n. h. mounted on Scott pages incl. many
better noticed, #1012-1024, 1037-1040, 1046-1051,
1096-10991096-99, 1290-1307, 1355-1358, 1466-1504 and 
much more only missing a few to 1984, please inspect, fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $900/1,000

1710 H
H Taiwan Mint Select Group $450

N.h., incl. #1088-89, 1037-140 perf (2) and imperf, M3,
1355-1358, 1479-82, very fine. Scott $2,035 .. Est. $600/800

1711 Hm Collector’s Accumulation $400
In small box hundreds with some Manchukuo and P.R.C.
on stock pages, album and pages mostly early, noted some
better items used #8, 9, 22, 24, and 79, inspection
recommended, mixed condition ..................... Est. $500/600

1712 Hm Collector’s Accumulation $300
Mostly P.R.C. mint n.h. in year set presentation books, incl.
some early material on album pages, also some postal card
and postcard sets, circuit book w/various issues, better
material throughout, Terra cotta Warrior booklet noted, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600

1713 H Mint Collection to 1949 Web $250
Couple hundred mounted on Scott pages with Provinces,
incl. early dragons and overprints, many better items to be
found, noticed Manchuria #1-28, please inspect, fine to very 
fine appearance .............................................. Est. $400/500

1714 m) Accumulation With Covers $200
Box filled with thousands of mostly used from classic thru
Taiwan period and some P.R.C., worth a look, fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $300/400

1715 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $200
Several hundred, inspection recommended, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1716 ) 10 Anti-Bandit Covers Web $130
Also 6 singles showing city overprints, incl. censored, 1920’s
period with “Junk” adhesives, some with red chops, virtually
all used to U.S., mixed condition .................... Est. $200/300

People’s Republic of China

1717 H Mint Collection to 1990 Web $3,500
Hundreds in two albums running from 1949 to 1990 with
many better items, incl. some Provinces, most are n.h. (or
ungummed as issued), noted #1-11, 57-94, 105-135,
245-505, 506-517 (hinged), 818-541, 560-619, 639-715,
732-798, 810-937, 960-966, 998-999 and from 1000 on is
almost complete to 1990 less a couple of better souvenir
sheets and booklets, huge cat. and many better items, please
inspect, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $5,000/6,000

1718 Hm Accumulation in Stockbooks Web $1,500
Two stockbooks filled with mostly n.h. sets and souvenir with 
some early used some highlights incl. mint n.h. #1047-1052, 
1433, 1452, 1483 (2), 1530-1541, 1547-1554, 1493-1497
(2), 1500-1501 (2), 1557-1573 (3), and 1617, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1719 H
H 1951 to 2010 Mint Stock $1,200

N.h., all priced up in 11 three ring binders, and one oversized 
for souvenir sheets, up to $400+ cat. incl. #1067-1075 with
#1074a, 1108-1113, few back of the book, occasional
souvenir sheet, majority of items more recent, very clean,
overall very fine. 2016 Scott $8,125 .......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1720 H
H Better Balance of Mint $1,200

N.h., Mostly sets, incl. #1099-1102, 109-1094, 536-537,
313-316, 1076-1079, 1104-1107, 1095-1098, 1904 (2),
1540, clean, very fine. Scott $5,036 ........... Est. $1,500/2,000

1721 Hm Large Accumulation $650
Housed in banker boxes, from 1949 on in album with
original issues used, to 1990’s year sets, #2730 pad of 100
(cat. $750), some Cultural Revolution used, occasional
dupl., modern FD’s, booklets, maximum cards, etc., inspect, 
fine to very fine overall, accumulation of collections bought over
the decades ................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500
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1722 Hm P.R.C. and Other Asia $500
Nice group of mint n.h. P.R.C. arranged in three small
presentation books, best items incl. #1547-54, 1557-72 and
booklets 1764a, 1832a and 1889a, also glassines of other
China, Japan, Manchukuo, and small presentation books of
Japan and Vietnam, fine to very fine ............... Est. $600/800

1723 Hm Czechoslovakia 5 Volumes of
Collections $250
In 4 albums and stockbook and loose in glassines, mint and
used, incl. dupl. 1940’s and later mostly used, dupl. min.
sheets, early to mid period with mint and used, one album
pretty full to 1980’s, mostly organized, fine to very fine
overall, accumulation of several collections bought over the decades 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1724 Hm) Denmark in Album $150
Hundreds of mint and used with quite a few covers (both
commercial and FDCs) running from 1870 to 1959 with
BOB all done on homemade pages and identified, great lot
for breakdown or internet sales, fine to very fine appearance
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1725 ) Egypt "Posta Europea" Covers
1851-1864 Web $750
Group of 45+ covers bearing Posta European postmarks, of
different type of different cities, seldom seen group, fine to
very fine appearance .................................... Est. $900/1,200

1726 H Egypt Royal Printings Group Web $650
Around 130 different imperfs and Ex Royal Egyptian
collection items, incl. Chalhoub # D132e, D153a, D154g
and much more, rarely seen, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1727 H) Egypt Postal Stationery Lot $250
100+ mint and used early postal stationery incl. postal cards,
message/reply, envelopes, wrappers, etc., a nice clean group
seldom seen, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $400/500

1728 Hm Finland Outstanding Collection $3,000
Thousands in 3 albums and stockbook, running from 1856
to 2005 and Aland Islands, high degree of completion with
classics mostly used the rest mint, great lot for breakdown,
many better items throughout, fine to very fine. Scott
$50,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1729 ) Finland Postal History $150
Banker box with about 1000 incl., first days, event and postal
history, very nice group and clean, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

France & Colonies

1730 Hm France & Colonies Large Accumulation $3,000
Two bankers boxes filled with thousands of mint and used
from classics to modern, many better items to be found,
collections on pages, stockbooks with Colonies, France
booklets, large proof cards and two small boxes filled with
better items on stockcards and in glassines incl. cards with
better France classics mint and used, Obock, Reunion, Ivory 
Coast and many more, huge cat. value, please inspect,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $5,000/6,000

1731 H Mint Collection Web $3,000
Hundreds mounted on pages in 3 albums running from
1900 to 1975 and mostly complete for the period, incl. many
better items #108-32, 197, 226, 241, 246, 329, the Semi’s
appear to be complete incl. B3-B10 and Airmails complete
less C3 and C4, and other BOB items, huge cat. value and
great for expansion, only spot checked the better items and
most were l.h. or o.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1732 Hm Colonies & Offices $2,500
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection/accumulation
arranged in a well filled stockbook, nice range of about 25
different colonies and offices, good value in early and later
New Caledonia incl. Scott #3 used, 4 used (x2), 17-18 mint
(signed), 23-33 mint/used etc., also the following mint items: 
Diego Suarez 11 (signed), 25-37 (used), French Offices in
Crete 1-20, French Offices in Levant 33 (signed), Indochina 
3-21, B4b n.h., B5a, B13, Mayotte 1-20, Moheli 1-16, Nossi 
Be 11, 16 (signed), J10, 12 and 16, Yunnan Fou 1-15, etc.
also good representation of French Guinea, French India,
French Equatorial Africa, Lebanon, Obock, Tahiti, Wallis
& Futuna etc., some duplication, lovely group, worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine. 2015 Yvert €35,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1733 m Classic Used Collection Web $2,000
Many thousands to Liberty & Peace issues, virtually all used
sorted on binder pages in 6 albums, created from numerous
collections purchased over many years, dupl. throughout,
starting with 1850 issue with heavy dupl. of #1, and other
lower values, cancels (identified) incl. better, high cat. pieces
and mint, scattered certs. and notations throughout,
scattered covers, occasional variety, incl. Dues, Colonies
General issues, very high cat., mixed condition throughout,
virtually all value in 19th Century, worth close inspection, few 
items bought individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1734 m Mostly Used Collections/Accumulation $1,000
In 10 albums incl. hingeless, on pages (mostly Colonies), in
glassines, etc. to circa 2000, mostly used with dupl. starting
from the beginning, scattered later mint and new issues,
some later dupl. mostly used, incl. back of the book, scattered
Colonies, considerable value but needs reorganizing, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine, accumulation of many collections bought over the decades 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1735 Hm Extensive Collection $700
In Scott Specialty album starts with scattered 19th Century
incl. #37 5Fr. Napoleon (fault), mint and used 121//132, a
pristine VF n.h. 329, almost solid mint from 1950s to 1980s,
semi-postals from B42-46, then relatively solid post WWII,
incl. most of better semi-postal sets of early 1950s to 1980,
strong mint airmails incl. a very fine l.h. C15, 50F
“Banknote,” C17 used, then mint to C47, plus back of the
book incl. the Councils of Europe sets, Occupation issues,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1736 Hm France & Colonies in Albums Web $600
Thousands of mint and used in two Scott specialty albums
running 1849 to 1962, good showing of mostly used classics
and then mostly mint and fairly complete from 1935 to 1962,
incl. Airmails with many better items to be found in the
Colonies, please inspect, fine to very fine .. Est. $1,000/1,200
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1737 Hm France & Colonies Accumulation $400
Thousands of mixed mint and used in bankers box in albums
and stockpages running form classics to about 1970s, huge
cat. value, worth a look, mixed condition ........ Est. $600/700

1738 m Cancels on 19th Century Issues Web $350
Specialized collection of 500+ neatly organized and
identified on homemade pages, many unusual domestic and
Foreign usages, incl. anchors, railways, newspapers, Paris
stars in red and blue, maritime incl. anchors, ambulants,
China, Shanghai, Smyrna, Jaffa, Constantinople Army of the 
Orient 1854, etc., inspect for value, generally Fine, realized
$920 in 2012 auction ....................................... Est. $500/700

1739 Hm Colonies Accumulation and Stock $350
Bankers box with thousand of mint and used (mostly mint
n.h.) running mostly from the 1940s to 1970s in stockbooks
on album pages and in glassines, many countries
represented, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $500/700

1740 ) France & Colonies Cover Group $350
About 80 in an album with marked retails of $2860, most are
colonies and from the 1930s and 1940s, includes a small
French Seapost collection, a few are earlier, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1741 Hm Accumulation in Box $300
Hingeless album running from 1945 to 1959 with mostly
n.h., box of mostly used with classics and box with mostly
mint running from #374 to 1500s with BOB, great lot for
expansion or breakdown in internet sales, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/500

1742 H
HH Collection in Album $300

O.g., hinged or never hinged, thousands mint and used
(mostly mint) running from 1849 to 1991, mixed mint and
used to 1937 then almost complete mint incl. n.h. to 1991
with BOB, noticed #329 hinged and some FSAT, nice
collection for expansion, worth a look, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

1743 H Intact Mint Collection $300
In binders on pages, all 20th Century in mostly complete sets, 
with Semis and better sheets, Musical, earlier period l.h.,
later mostly n.h. to 1960, occasional gum tone spot from old
mounts, occasional used item, many Semis, few booklets,
scattered Colonies, generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,000
(as hinged) .................................................... Est. $400/600

1744 P Accumulation of Imperf Sets and
Deluxe Proofs With Colonies $300
Over 200+ n.h., mostly Fr. Africa 1960s period, lots of
topical issues, slight dupl., all in complete sets, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1745 Hm Offices in China Collection Web $100
Small collection on Scott pages, mostly mint with some used,
incl. Offices in China, Canton, Hoi Hao, Kwangchowan,
Mongtseu, Pakhoi and Yunnan Fou, worth a look 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1746 Hm French Polynesia Collection $200
100s mixed mint and used in 2 Palo albums to 1999 incl.
#1-18, 20, 21-54 and much more, nice collection for
expansion, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $300/400

1747 H
H F.S.A.T. N.H. Collection $550

N.h., 1955 to 1986 n.h. regular and Airmail issues mounted
on handmade album pages, no souvenir sheets, Fine to Very
Fine. 2010 Scott $3,050 ................................. Est. $600/800

Germany & Colonies

1748 Hm Germany and Areas Accumulation $4,000
Four bankers boxes of filled with collections, stockbooks, on
cards and in glassines, many better items to be found incl.
n.h. items and used items from Germany, Berlin, Colonies,
Locals and German States, huge cat. value and many better
items to be found, great lot for the show dealer or internet
dealer, please inspect, fine to very fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $6,000/7,000

1749 m Extensive Inflation Collection Web $2,400
Hundreds of mostly used, some mint and covers, neatly
organized on black stockpages in 7 binders, lots of dupl.,
many Michel varieties noted #118b, 174c (2) used (all
signed), multiples and dupl., shades, cancels, pairs, strips
and blocks out of booklets, plus booklet panes, private issues,
perf freaks, Officials, forgeries identified, great lot for the
specialist, needs close inspection, Fine to Very Fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1750 m Classic Used Collection Web $2,000
Many thousands to early Empire period issues, virtually all
used sorted on binder pages in 6 albums, created from
numerous collections purchased over many years, dupl.
throughout, virtually all value in States period with heavy
dupl. of lower values, starting with Baden #1, incl. cancels
(identified) incl. better, high cat. pieces and mint, scattered
certs. and notations throughout, scattered covers, occasional
variety, cut squares, very high cat., very mixed condition
throughout, worth close inspection, few items bought
individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1751 Hm Accumulation in Box $1,500
Large accumulation with many better items nothing past
1960s, noticed one stockbook filled with locals and
Revenues, stockbook with mostly mint Saar and Danzig,
stockbook filled with more locals, stockbook filled with mint
and used empire and locals, group of mostly mint souvenir
sheets incl. #B58, stockbook of mint and mostly n.h. Reich
and Berlin period, three small boxes filled with items on
stockcards and in glassines with countless better items incl.
Zeppelins and German State items, thousands in cat., nice lot 
for breakdown for retail or internet sales, worth a close look,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1752 ) Offices in China 1904-1905
Russian-Japanese Postcards Web $1,500
38 cards from the 1904-1905 period of the War with many
battle scenes, almost all have German Offices in China
stamp, many with German Regimental censor cancel,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1753 Hm Germany & Colonies in Album Web $1,200
Well filled collection in Scott album with thousands of mint
and used incl. States, huge cat. value and many better items to 
be found throughout, incl. occupation and Colonies,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/3,000
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1754 H) Interesting Third Reich Collection Web $1,100
Many hundreds on handmade pages incl. over 100
propaganda cards and covers, mint sets mostly o.g. with few
n.h., used with special cancels, strong group of booklet panes
and Zusammendrucke, incl. Danzig #241-254 on cover and 
some Occupation issues, worth a close look, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,400/1,600

1755 Hm Germany and Area Collection 
and Accumulation Web $1,000
Collectors collection and accumulation with nothing
removed, incl. old Kabe album of Germany & Areas with
hundreds of mostly used running from 1851 to 1940s with
many better used classics incl. #242A (not signed), many
mint and used on pages incl. mostly Third Reich era incl.
Zeppelins and Ostropa and Iposta sheets, better occupation
items and much more, huge cat. value, if you have expertise
in this area you are sure to have finds, fine to very fine
appearance .............................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1756 m German and Related
Collections/Accumulation $1,000
In 18 albums incl. hingeless or stockbooks, also on pages,
loose in glassines mostly used, all periods mostly used incl.
States, Plebiscites, some Offices and Colonies, Berlin, some
dupl. incl. heavy in parts used, mostly organized but needs
some work, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine, accumulation of many collections bought
over the decades .......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1757 Hm Offices in Hingeless Album Web $700
Mint and used collection in album mostly mint with some
duplication in used, incl. Offices in China, Offices in
Morocco, Cameroon, New Guinea, Marshall Island,
Kiauchau, Mariana, East Africa, Southwest Africa and
Turkey, many better sets throughout, some booklet panes,
nice collection to expand upon, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1758 ) 19 Offices & Colonies Covers Web $700
10 various offices covers and 9 different colonies with
marked retail of $5120 all identified and written up, nice lot,
fine to very fine appearance ...................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1759 H 1945-1946 Soviet Zone and Allied
Local Issues $650
Many hundreds incl. souvenir sheets in Schaubek album
listed per Michel incl. the specialized varieties incl. gum,
plate varieties, few souvenir sheets, majority o.g. with few
used, better items incl. Bad Nauheim Michel #8 Ix
(Exercising hs. on reverse), and Cottbus issues, worth a close
look, some signed, excellent lot for the specialist, fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $800/1,000

1760 m Sudetenland WWII 3rd Reich
Souvenir Sheets Web $650
48, all diff. either with German or Czechoslovakia
commemorative cancels in red, blue or purple in stockbook,
mostly clean group, rarely seen, fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1761 ) WWII Propaganda Complete Series 
of Cards Web $650
Set of 21 showing swastika design “Die siegreichen Fahnen
und Standarten der deutschen Wehrmacht”, mostly mint
though few used, also incl. original envelope (rare but faulty), 
cards mostly sound, complete sets are scarce ... Est. $700/900

1762 ) Collection of Feldpost Covers 
and Cards Web $600
Over 200, many identified on pages incl. 6 French,
Norwegian, and Flemish Legion Post, Fine, interesting
group ............................................................. Est. $700/900

1763 Hm 19th & 20th Century Accumulation $400
Interesting assortment of hundreds mint and used, mostly all
housed in annotated glassines on stockpages in 2 binders,
worthwhile German States incl. Bavaria, also Occupation,
Colonies, Danzig etc., good value throughout, generally
Fine to Very Fine ........................................... Est. $500/750

1764 Hm Collection With States & Colonies Web $350
Thousands of mint and used mounted in a Scott specialty
album, many better items throughout incl. a nice section of
DDR, Saar and German States and much more, inspection
recommended, fine to very fine appearance .... Est. $500/700

1765 ) Better Cover Collection From Estate Web $300
Around 200 better in Albums and on pages or loose from
collector with nothing removed, huge cat. value incl. better
early flights and glider flights incl. Zeppelins, two books with
better Germany FDCs incl. #B316-B317, B318-B319,
B225-B226, Berlin #61-63, 74, 80-81 and many more, a
book of mostly propaganda cards and some foreign flights
and dedications, huge cat. value, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1766 H Mint Collection in Hingeless Album Web $300
Most if not all are n.h. running from 1946 to 1974 incl.
Germany, Berlin and Zones, items noted Germany
##665-669, 687-6701, B309-B337, Berlin appears
complete to 1969 (overprints not signed) only missing
couple, great collection for expansion, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/600

1767 Hm Third Reich Souvenir Sheet Group $300
20th Century mostly n.h. collection/accumulation with some
used incl. Third Reich, post-war occupations, W. Germany
and DDR, features Scott #B91-2 (x2), B91 used (x2), B103
(x2), B104, B105 (x2), 5NB4a (Baden), 6NB6a
(Rhineland), 8NB4a (Wurtemberg), 16NB4a (Thüringen), 
worthwhile group, fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $3,200
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $400/500

1768 Hm 3 Banker Boxes Filled With
Stockbooks and Binders $220
Germany, plus Danzig and Saar, the backup stock of a
retired dealer, there is a mixture of mint and used, ranging
from German States to 1980s, one highlight is two large
binders filled with large group of tete-beche, se-tenants,
gutter pairs and blocks, Revenues, cancels, varieties and
similar, plus a nice run of unlisted post WWII local issues,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1769 Hm Third Reich Accumulation $170
Few hundred o.g. and used on pieces with special cancels
plus few covers, souvenir sheets and propaganda cards,
overall very fine .............................................. Est. $200/300

1770 m) DDR and Berlin Collection $150
Thousands of mint and used (mostly) used in 5 albums
running from the 1940s to 1980s incl. many covers 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
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1771 ) 1945 to 1947 Correspondence $150
13 early postwar covers from West Germany to Istanbul, all
franked with Numeral or A.M.G. definitives (two with
mixed-issues usages), good variety of censor tapes and
markings, all sent to Alexander Rustow (1885-1963), one of
about 1,000 German intellectuals (mostly Jewish) who
emigrated to Turkey in the early 1930s at the invitation of the
recently formed Turkish Republic to help modernize the
fledgling nation’s universities, health care and legal systems,
by doing so, many of these individuals were saved from the
Holocaust, Rustow returned to Germany in 1947, where he
was instrumental in shaping the economy of West Germany,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $250/300

1772 H
H Bad Gottleuba Overprint With 

Town Seal Web $150
13 different all n.h., fine to very fine, signed Zierer BPP
 ...................................................................... Est. $250/350

1773 H
H Fredersdorf Collection of FM

Overprints Web $150
17 different incl. complete sets all n.h., very fine, Signed
Sturm ............................................................ Est. $200/300

1774 14 Mostly Third Reich Telegrams Web $100
Incl. 2 with env., some showing Swastika, mostly clean
group, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $150/200

1775 Hm) Greece Extensive Collector’s Study Web $2,500
Incl. Postal Tax 1917 issue with numerous Die I and II
overprint varieties incl. pair with and without surcharge,
inverted surcharges, multiples, later issues, Islands, “New
Greece” incl. overprint varieties, some items bought through
Greek auctions, most identified, also cancels, needs work but
an excellent collection for specialized expansion, Dues album 
with 1875 perf vars., Specimens, misplaced centers, proofs,
later issues with 1912 overprint issue for New Greece, also
some regular issues incl. Hermes Heads bought from
auctions incl. Vlastos #12 I used, early mint and used postal
card incl. Specimen, album starting with 1886-88 Belgian
prints mostly used incl. multiples, 1900 and later surcharge
issues with vars., mint multiples, inverted surcharges, #298,
last album mostly used Hermes Heads incl. better vars.,
occasional mint, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, needs careful inspection
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1776 H
H Greece Mint Stock $700

N.h., In glassines all sorted and identified with duplication
running from #369 to 926 with BOB, tape enclosed, very
fine. Scott $8,512 (Owner’s) ....................... Est. $900/1,000

1777 Hm Greece Five Volume Collection $500
Attractive 19th & 20th Century mint and used collection in
five Davo hingeless albums with slip cases, strength in
complete n.h sets from 1945-2000, also some better pre-1945 
n.h and some earlies incl. #1 (four margin example) unused,
also 1927 Pictorials 321-34 ($700), much VF used in mounts 
behind mint stamps throughout, great collection to build on,
albums alone retail over $500, owner’s conservative 2017 cat
value $4, 500++, fine to very fine. Scott $4,500+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $600/800

1778 Hm Nice Iceland Collection $600
1876 to 2011, better mint sets incl. 130-38, 152-66 (dist.
gum), 195-98, 213-16, 232-35, 240-45, 273, 284-86,
289-96, C4-8, C9-11, C15-20, O31-39 (used), O53-67,
these aforementioned sets alone cat $3, 700+, a very clean
collection housed in a hingeless album, fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1779 Hm Iceland Collection Web $500
Almost complete mint and used from 1873 to 1990 in
Lighthouse hingeless album along with backup duplicates in
stockbook, many times mint and used of each issue, incl. used 
#8, 71-85 mint or used, 92-107 mint or used, 152-166 mint
or used, O53-O67 mint or used, and C4-11 mint, nice
collection for expansion, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1780 m Iraq Mostly Used Accumulation $300
Hundreds on Scott album pages, in glassines, on stockpages
and on small stockcards, good variety with duplication, some
surprises, inspect, generally Fine ................... Est. $350/450

1781 H
H Israel Mint Sets Web $200

N.h., Includes #25, 28-30, 33-34 and C1-6, all n.h. and full
tabs, fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $300/400

1782 H Israel Revenue Collection of Gaza &
Golan Heights Web $200
On pages mostly mint with the time period of 1967 to about
1977, fine to very fine appearance ................... Est. $300/500

Italy & Colonies

1783 m States Used Collection Web $2,000
Many thousands of 19th Century, virtually all used sorted on 
binder pages in 5 albums, created from numerous collections
purchased over many years, dupl. throughout, virtually all
value in very early period with heavy dupl. of lower values, all
States incl. Lombardy-Venetia along with a few Regular
issues, incl. cancels (identified) incl. better, scattered covers,
high cat. pieces and mint, scattered certs. and notations
throughout, occasional variety, some back-of-book, very
high cat., mixed condition throughout, worth close
inspection, few items bought individually out of auctions rarely
seen in this quantity ..................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1784 H Occupation of Aegean Islands 
Mint Collection Web $2,000
Few hundred on Scott pages mostly o.g., incl. general issues
complete incl. Airs, many sets from the smaller islands and
Rhodes virtually complete, great collection from this hard to
find area, fresh throughout, fine to very fine lot. Scott
$13,900+ ................................................ Est. $2,500/3,000

1785 H Intact Italy & Colonies Collection $1,400
In 3 binders on pages and in envelope to circa to 1960,
virtually all 20th Century in complete sets, no expensive sets
but mostly complete up to cat. $500 range incl. #486-488, in
older mounts, spot checking shows mostly l.h. earlier and
later n.h. (some show signs of gum toning from mounts),
incl. back of book with better Airs, Parcel Post, also Fiume,
few unlisted, approx. cat. $8100 in Colonies also mostly 20th
Century, occasional blocks of 4, incl. Tripolitania C21-26
n.h. blocks, etc., generally fine to very fine. Scott $22,000 +
(all as hinged) .......................................... Est. $2,000/3,000
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1786 Hm Nice Roman States & Vatican
Collection 1852 to 1998 $1,000
Mint and used collection splendidly laid out on quad pages in 
eight old Elbe albums, starts with an outstanding group of
Roman States incl. 1852 Papal Arms, 1867-68 glazed paper
issues, the balance of Vatican issues are mostly complete with
many blocks of four, highlights incl. 1934 Surcharged Set
complete, hinged, signed Diena accompanied by 1991
certificate, also 1948 Air Post Archangel Raphael and UPU
complete n.h., inspection will prove rewarding, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1787 ) WWII Propaganda Cards Web $400
20 different in excellent shape ........................ Est. $600/800

1788 ) Stampless Cover Group $250
Group of 140+ folded letters with variety of markings and
postmarks, etc., nice lot for the specialist, fine to very fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $400/500

1789 ) Around 40 Stampless Covers $100
Folded letters, 1800’s except one 1675 and two with France
20c adhesives, fine overall .............................. Est. $120/160

Japan

1790 Hm Mint and Used Collector’s Stock $1,100
In 3 binders and loose to around 1990, starting mostly used
from #55 with Cherry blossoms, minor dupl., few early mint
incl. #109, 110, 112, 151, 190-193, both mint and/or used
and some dupl. from #265 on, value 1940s on, later min.
sheets, Semis mint, Airs mostly used, Offices, etc., clean
overall, generally Fine to Very Fine .......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1791 H
H Intact Mint Collection $700

N.h., In 3 White Ace albums, few earlies used, value in
mostly n.h. from 1937 on incl. National Parks sheets, 1948
Philatelic Week, mostly complete 1955 on to 1984, mostly
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $800/1,000

1792 H
H 20th Century Mint Collection $600

N.h., In Scott hingeless to 1981, few classics used, mint starts 
1915 and scattered to 1940 but incl. #222a, reasonably
complete after that with souvenir sheets, 1953 on mostly
complete, Semis, Airs C3-13 n.h. ................ Est. $750/1,000

1793 ) Russian-Japanese War 
Postal History Exhibit Web $500
81 pieces on old time exhibit pages, from 1904 to 1905 war,
all written up and identified, mixed condition . Est. $700/900

1794 m Classic Mostly Used Group $300
100 plus items unchecked for cancels, incl. Kobans incl.,
111-112 blocks of 4 with Nagasaki cancels, dupl. Revenues,
some dupl., occasional mint incl. #1 mint, also 32 (Syl. 1-2),
33 (Syl. 4, 11-12), 34 (Syl. 1, 3-5), 40 (Syl. 2-3), etc., #86
Shanghai FD cancel, fine or better ................. Est. $400/600

1795 ) Used Postal Cards Web $300
31, 1880 to 1900, all internal usages, mounted on Lindner
pages, nice cancels, needs a close look, fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1796 Hm Collection and Accumulation $250
Bankers box filled with collectors collection with nothing
removed by us, incl. four volume in White Ace albums, early
mostly used with a few better mint untill 1960 then appears
n.h. and complete to 1984, collection in Scott album from
1871 to 1966 with used classics mint items throughout and
stockbooks filled with mint and used, nice lot for breakdown,
fine to very fine appearance ............................ Est. $350/400

1797 Hm Balance of Collection $200
Few hundred mint or used incl. few better 1950’s issues,
Revenues, scattered Mihons incl. #227-229, 913, 914, 919,
and 921 with bar overprints, few multiples, and couple small
books on Japan stamps, Average to Fine ........ Est. $300/400

1798 ) Unpicked Postal Stationery Lot $200
Over 100+, incl. mint stationery, mostly early to mid 20th
Century but few earlier, FD’s, few Ryukyu, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1799 H Mint Collection $140
Many hundreds on pages mostly n.h. 1951 to 1968 incl. few
better Airmails and souvenir sheets, virtually complete for
period, Fine to Very Fine, incl. inventory ....... Est. $200/250

1800 ) 1880 to 1921 (Ca.) Range of 
Nine Covers Web $120
Incl. two franked with “Old” Kobans, stampless registered
cover from Kobe Post Office to U.S., etc., fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

Korea

1801 H Imperforate Lot Web $200
Unused, from #74 to B1-2 in imperf pairs or blocks, very
fine. Korea P.S.C. #C10a//S1-2a Won 1,200,000 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1802 H
H 1962 to 1964 Definitive Complete

Sets Web $190
N.h., Includes #360-370, 360a-374A and 385-396, fine to
very fine. Scott $972 ....................................... Est. $200/250

1803 H
H Airmail Sets Web $130

N.h., incl. #C23-C26, C27-C30, C32-C34, C30 with light
fingerprint on gum, otherwise fine to very fine  Est. $150/200

1804 (H) 1946 to 1955 Imperforate Collection Web $110
11 different from #70 to 212B all in pairs or blocks, very fine. 
Korea P.S.C. #52b//133b Won 710,000 ....... Est. $150/180

1805 H
H 1954 to 1956 Definitive Issues Web $90

Includes #196-199, 235-239 and 455 all n.h. with usual
gum bends and creases, fine to very fine .......... Est. $120/150

1806 m Extensive Latvia Town Cancels Web $450
3655 sorted and identified, majority 1939-1940 period,
mostly excellent strikes and no more than around 20+ for
any town, some very scarce, also transit cancels, separate
group of earlier issues and usages, rarely seen this extensive,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

1807 Hm Mexico Collection $100
Hundreds mint and used in stockbook and pages running
from classics to 1980s, generally fine .............. Est. $200/300
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1808 H Monaco Mint Collection Web $4,000
Mint in stockbook from 1855 to 1958 with all the keys incl.
#1-10, 11-29, B2-B8, B19-B18 and many others, huge cat.
value, generally fine ................................. Est. $4,500/5,000

1809 H
HH Monaco Mint Collection $600

1885 thru 2013 mostly mint (later n.h.) mounted on Scott
and Schaubek hingeless pages, 1930 on mostly complete incl. 
back of the book, few covers, stationery, proofs, and imperfs
are incl., worth a look, Fine to Very Fine ...... Est. $750/1,000

1810 Hm Extensive Collection of Norway $750
In Scott Specialty album, put together by a collector who
worked hard buying quality material, well-centered, n.h. or
l.h., and used with very light cancels, collection has first 39
stamps, 1-39 (no 35, 21 mint), then 47//66 used, 74-95
complete mint/used, followed by n.h. 132-35, 145-48,
154-57, 177-86, 187-202A, 275-78 and from there on
virtually all n.h. and basically complete through 2010, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1811 Hm Norway Collection and Accumulation Web $450
Nice collection in Scott album with lots of dupl. in glassines
and old circuit books, noted #1-6, 11-15 used, and mint
modern to 1990’s with, few covers incl. 1931 Polar flight,
Fine to Very Fine ........................................... Est. $600/800

1812 H
H Poland N.H. Eight Volume Collection $300

N.h., mint collection from 1949-2005 in eight Davo
hingeless albums with slipcases, volume 1A and volume 7
present but empty, high degree of completion for the period
incl. souvenir sheets, great collection to build on, albums
alone retail over $600, otherwise very fine ....... Est. $400/600

1813 Hm Portuguese Colonies Revenues $200
About 679 singles and 3 documents mostly from the late
1800s and early 1900s in a stockbook, worth a look, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1814 Hm Portuguese India Extensive Collection $5,000
Oldtime lot mounted on blank pages to 1915, few hundred
mint and used with mint multiples, starting with 1871 issue
#2 (2 used), 1872 issue on well represented, incl. plate flaws,
various cancels, fakes identified, crown issues showing
reprints, originals, etc., missing the rarities but incl. many of
the $10 to $50 values, rarely offered country, inspect, fine to
very fine for this ....................................... Est. $5,000/6,000

1815 ) Portuguese India Classic Cover Group Web $4,000
Early Numeral values through 1880’s Crown issues, some in
combination with India adhesives, circa 1871 to 1882, incl.
Auxiliary markings with “Unpaid”, registered, #2 on two
partial covers, mostly to India, one telegram, typical
condition for this period, scarce group, needs close inspection 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1816 Hm Romania Collection/Accumulation $350
In 6 albums, two small stockbooks (used), on pages, incl.
dupl. mint/used copies, mostly 20th Century with many
complete sets, mostly fine to very fine ............. Est. $500/750

1817 ) Romania-Moldavia 1860’s 
Cover Group Web $200
Consists of 4 stampless, 1 Romania proper with 1868 18b
with Bucharest cancel, and 4 way bills for mail, very fine and
rarely offered ................................................. Est. $300/400

1818 Hm Russia Collections/Accumulation Web $1,000
Mint and used in 4 albums, stockbook, stockpages, in
glassines, etc., 3 album collection incl. one with decent back
of the book incl. better Airs, Offices, South Georgia, Tannu
Tuva, etc., another album mostly used to 1966 starting with
1858 issue with dupl. used into the early 20th Century,
scattered mint, needs inspection, mostly organized, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine, accumulation of several collections bought over the decades 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1819 Hm Russia 1858 to 1979 Mint and 
Used Collection $750
In 2 specialty Scott albums with 1000s of used and unused,
starting with #1 pen cancel and virtually (95-98%) complete
thereafter, all key sets from 1930’s present, in addition to
better, like #1325, 1518-25 mint, from later years, back of
the book is good for expansion, mostly good condition and
unchecked for varieties, generally fine to very fine. 2012 Scott 
approximately $10,000 ............................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1820 Hm Russia Collection in Stockbook $300
Mint and used running from classics to 2002 with over 3300
different items, sure to be some finds, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

1821 Hm Russian Satellites Collection $100
In 9 3 ring binders, mint from inception to circa 2000 on
Scott pages, scattered mint or used, value in binder and pages 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1822 H Saar Collection in Schaubek Album Web $550
Few hundred from 1920 to 1959, mostly o.g. with some used, 
better items incl. used #B47-53, o.g. 54b, B15 and B64a,
plus few tete-beche pairs and couple imperfs, Michel vars.
incl. #16 I, 70B, 73 I used, tete-beche vars., mostly complete 
in mint or used sets, incl. back of the book, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $750/900

1823 Hm Saar Collection in Hingeless Album Web $400
Running from 1920 to 1959 mostly mint o.g. to n.h., missing
only a few to be complete, many times mint and used of both,
nice collection for expansion, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/700

1824 H San Marino Intact Mint Collection $200
In binders on pages, starting 1877-99 issue with 20th
Century in mostly complete sets, with Semis and better
sheets, earlier period l.h., later mostly n.h. to 1958, occasional 
gum tone spot from old mounts, occasional used item, many
Airs, few earlier FD’s, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1825 H
H Slovenia 2 Volume Collection

Virtually All N.H. $200
Early 1990s to 2008, everything identified by Scott number,
there are sets, singles, blocks of four and a few souvenir sheets 
and sheetlets, tapes enclosed, very clean lot. Scott $1,827 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
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1826 m Spain 19th Century Used Collection Web $600
Thousands to 1880’s, virtually all used sorted on binder
pages in album, created from numerous collections
purchased over many years, dupl. throughout, starting with
1850 issue with heavy dupl. of #1, and other lower values,
numerous bar cancels, punched, scattered certs. and
notations throughout, occasional variety, incl. back of book,
very high cat., mixed condition throughout, worth close
inspection, few items bought individually out of auctions rarely
seen in this quantity ..................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1827 Hm Spain Accumulation and Stock $400
Thousands of mint and used (mostly mint n.h.) in two
banker boxes running from classics to the 1980s in mostly
stockbooks and stockcards, huge cat. value, must inspect,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $700/1,000

1828 Hm Spain Collection in Album $150
Mint and used collection in Yvert album, good selection of
classic and semi classic items incl. BOB issues, generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1829 ) Surinam Two Stampless Covers 
From 1833, 1835 $100
Two folded letter sheets one dated “Jun 1833" and the other
”Jan 1835" from John Parrott in Suriname to his sister in
Boston and Derry N.H, interesting content, generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/180

1830 m Switzerland Classic Used Collection Web $1,500
Thousands of 19th Century through “Sitting Helvetias”,
virtually all used sorted on binder pages in 2 albums created
from numerous collections purchased over many years, dupl.
throughout, virtually all value in very early period with heavy
dupl. of lower values, incl. cancels with better, mint, few
higher cat. pieces incl. Cantons, some fakes, certs, scattered
covers, very high cat., mixed condition throughout, worth
close inspection, few items bought individually out of auctions
rarely seen in this quantity ........................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1831 Hm Switzerland 19th & 20th 
Century Collection $1,000
Starts with decent 19th and early 20th Century material, mint 
and used and picks up with mint very fine n.h. #247-54,
352a, 355a, 371a and onward to late 1980s, massive amount
of mint still in original philatelic glassines, showing
thousands of Swiss Francs spent on blocks, multiple sets,
souvenir sheets and even a couple of complete sheets, plus a
substantial number of additional francs on corner blocks of
four with the official Swiss philatelic cancellation, plus
stockbooks, a file tray, folders, envelopes and glassines,
overall substantially high cat., poke carefully through
everything to appreciate its value, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,400/1,800

1832 Hm Switzerland Semi-Postal Collection Web $900
Hundreds of mint and used mounted in hingeless
Lighthouse album running from 1912 to 2006, fine to very
fine. Scott $13,650 (Owner’s) .................. Est. $1,200/1,700

1833 ) Switzerland Postal History $250
Wonderful accumulation of thousands of Swiss covers in
three banker boxes, first days, flights, events and postal
history, mostly 1880 to 1980 with a few more recent, very
clean lot, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $350/500

1834 H
H Turkey Mint Stock $250

N.h., stock in glassines all identified from #940 to 1770,
some duplication, tape enclosed, very fine. Scott $3,205
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $350/400

Foreign General Collections

1835 m Western Europe Mostly Country
Collections $2,500
In 46+ albums incl. hingeless, or stockbooks, also on pages,
loose in glassines mostly used, all countries represented
except France, Germany (separate lots), incl. Vatican (3),
Switzerland (7), Netherlands (8), Belgium (7), Austria (2),
Liechtenstein, Portugal (2), Spain (10), Italy (3), Monaco,
Greece, Luxembourg, some mint to fairly recent with some
later new issues, some dupl. used, mostly organized but
needs some work, scattered 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine, rarely seen in this
quantity, needs inspection, accumulation of many collections
bought over the decades ................................ Est. $4,000/5,000

1836 Hm Scandinavia Collection Web $2,000
Collectors collections with nothing removed, many better
items throughout, Greenland complete mint from 1938 to
1987 incl. overprints and duplication, Denmark mint
collection to 1985, Danish West Indies mint and used,
Finland almost complete used collection from 1856 to 1975,
Netherlands almost complete collection from 1852 to 1970
(pages to 1987) mint or used in Lighthouse album, Norway
from 1855 to 1972 mostly used with better classics and
Sweden from 1855 to 1972 mixed mint and used, huge cat.
and great for retail breakdown or internet sales, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1837 Hm Baltic States Collection Web $2,000
Two well filled Lighthouse albums from 1919 to 1940s on
nicely written up pages including, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania 
and Memel, only a handful are missing from this collection,
many are signed, incl. owners list of all items, very fine
appearance. Scott $14,661 2014 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1838 H Italian Area Collection in Scott Album Web $1,600
Few thousand with pages to 1960 mostly o.g. with few early
used, many complete sets in most countries incl. Cyrenaica,
very complete Fiume, Eritrea, Libya, San Marino, Trieste,
extensive Tripolitania, Vatican City and some Italian States,
incl. back of the book, worth a close look, fresh throughout,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1839 m Scandinavia Classic Used Collection Web $1,500
Thousands of 19th Century, virtually all used sorted on
binder pages in 3 albums, all classic countries represented
except Iceland, created from numerous collections
purchased over many years, dupl. throughout, virtually all
value in very early period with heavy dupl. of lower values,
strong in Denmark, Finland with numerous “teeth”,
Norway with #1’s, incl. cancels (identified) incl. better, high
cat. pieces and mint, scattered certs. and notations
throughout, scattered covers, occasional variety, some
back-of-book, very high cat., very mixed condition
throughout, worth close inspection, few items bought
individually out of auctions rarely seen in this quantity 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500
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1840 Hm Middle East Accumulation Web $1,500
Stockbook with many better items throughout incl. errors,
shifts, double overprints and other items, some items of
interest by S.G. numbers incl., U.A.E. # 50a mint and used,
95-97 used, #95 (3) used, unissued set from 1975 for Gulf
Long Distance Swimming, 211a in a block, Oman 212 (5)
used, 214 (4) used, Saudi Arabia 1348 and 1358 special issue
mini sheets, Dubai 17a (30), 59b and 59c part sheets mint,
and much more incl. some proof, huge cat. value for the
specialist in this area, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1841 m Scandinavia Mostly Country Collections $1,300
In 17 albums incl. hingeless, or stockbooks, also on pages,
loose in glassines mostly used, all countries represented incl.
better Iceland, also Norway (4), Greenland, Sweden (6),
Finland (3), Denmark (2), some mint to fairly recent with
some later new issues, some dupl. used, mostly organized but
needs some work, scattered 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine, rarely seen in this
quantity, needs inspection, accumulation of many collections
bought over the decades ................................ Est. $2,000/2,500

1842 Hm Collectors Intact Collections $1,000
Three bankers boxes with better collections and nothing
removed as received from collector, Laos mint from 1951 to
1973 appear to be complete for period with booklets
included, Cambodia mint from 1952 to 1973 and appears
complete including souvenir sheets, Italy and Colonies
mixed mint and used from 1863 to 1962 with better sets,
Fiume mint and used in stockbook, Nicaragua mint and
used 1862 to 1949, Belgium from 1858 to 1953 in
Lighthouse album with better sets and singles mint or used
another books with Congo, Luxembourg mint and used
from 1852 to 1967 with better sets and singles, Mexico from
1856 mint or used, and Ireland, Czechoslovakia and Ryukyu
collection, thousands in cat. value and great for breakdown to 
retail or internet sales, please inspect, aa, fine to very fine
appearance .............................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1843 Hm Huge Accumulation and Stock $1,000
Thousands of mint and used in 3 banker boxes running from
classics to 1970s in stockbooks, albums, pages files and loose, 
noticed Scandinavia, Portugal, nice group of Russia,
Switzerland collection and much much more, thousands in
cat. value, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1844 m Latin America Country and General
Collections $1,000
In about 19 albums incl. hingeless, or stockbooks, also on
pages, loose in glassines mostly used, all countries
represented incl. Mexico (2), Brazil, Argentina (2), Chile
(2), to fairly recent with some later new issues, some dupl.
used, mostly organized but needs some work, scattered 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine, rarely seen in this quantity, accumulation of many
collections bought over the decades ................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1845 Hm Collection in Albums $800
14 Scott albums in 3 banker boxes (no China) with thousands 
of mint and used running from 1800s to 1960 with most
being in 1930s to 1960s, many better items to be cultivated
noticed nice collection of mint Ryukyu and Saar, must
inspect, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $1,500/2,000

1846 H Europe Oldtime Mint Collection $650
In binders on pages, virtually all 20th Century in complete
sets, strength in Vatican, Germany, Monaco, Switzerland
with Semis and better sheets, Musical, earlier period l.h.,
later mostly n.h. to 1960, occasional gum tone spot from old
mounts, scattered older FD’s (mostly Vatican), generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1847 m Asia Mostly Used
Collection/Accumulation $650
In 7 albums/stockbooks, on pages, loose in glassines, etc.,
consisting of Laos, Japan most value with dupl. used from
early period to 1990’s, scattered later mint, also better
Mongolia, page of Tibet, weak Cambodia, North Korea, and 
Thailand, mostly fine to very fine, accumulation of many
collections bought over the decades ................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1848 m Eastern Europe Mostly Country
Collections $650
In 14 albums incl. hingeless, or stockbooks, also on pages,
loose in glassines mostly used, incl. Poland (5), Yugoslavia
(2), Hungary (2), Bulgaria (3), also Baltics, Albania
(Czechoslovakia separate lot) some mint to fairly recent with
some later new issues, some dupl. used, mostly organized but
needs some work, scattered 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine, rarely seen in this
quantity, needs inspection, accumulation of many collections
bought over the decades ................................ Est. $1,000/1,400

1849 Hm Mint and Used Middle East $600
In 7 albums, on pages, loose in glassines, etc., most value in
Egypt with many complete sets and with UAR, but incl.
Turkey to 1990, Iran to 1980, Tunisia, Libya, Morocco,
Yemen, and a few others, mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1850 Hm Europe Mint and Used Accumulation $500
15 stockbooks filled with mostly mint (many n.h.) selection
from Belgium, Luxembourg, Hungary, Switzerland, etc.
plus some Israel, please take a close look as there are better
items and numerous useful materials here, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $800/900

1851 m Classic Europe Collection Web $500
Couple hundred hand selected by collector, mostly Belgium
imperfs, Luxembourg, and Netherlands 1st issue, mostly
used but incl. Belgium #9 mint, most imperfs with margins
all round, few Scandinavia, much above average condition
for this period, fresh throughout, also scattered items incl.
album, and few forgeries, Fine to Very Fine overall. 2014
Scott $10,000 .............................................. Est. $750/1,000

1852 Hm Middle East Accumulation $400
Thousands of mint and used (lots of n.h.) running from
classics into the 1990s, many better items throughout incl.
Qatar well filled to 1997, Egypt 1867 on in few different
albums, glassines with sets from all area, huge catalog value,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $700/1,000

1853 H Souvenir Sheet Group $400
20th Century mostly n.h. collection/accumulation with some
used items on black stock pages, highlights incl. Belgium
Scott #B106, Q465 (footnote), Greece 2145 (sheet of 10),
Hungary 486, Liechtenstein 159a, 218 (x3), Netherlands
B144a-5a, San Marino 1562-3 (sheets of 20), Iceland B5-6,
some duplication, well worth inspection, fine to very fine.
2017 Scott $4,695 (Owner’s) ......................... Est. $500/750
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1854 Hm Latin America Stock $350
Thousands of mint and used in 8 stockbooks, on pages and in 
files running from classics to 1970s, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1855 H
H Trieste and Amg Mint Collection $350

N.h., on pages or in glassines, mostly complete sets,
occasional gum tone spot from old mounts, incl. better Dues,
Special Delivery, occasional used, only missing a few,
generally fine to very fine. Scott approximately $6,000
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $500/750

1856 Hm Interesting Accumulation $350
19th & 20th Century mint and used collector’s accumulation
consisting of stamps put away over many years, incl. new
issues, old issues, approvals, year sets, mixtures etc., features
Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain and more, offered as
received, careful inspection recommended, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1857 Hm Asia Accumulation With China $300
Thousands of mint and used running from classics to 1970s
in stockbooks on pages and loose, noticed Korea, China,
Mongolia, North Korea, Thailand, Tana Tuva and more,
worth a look, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $500/600

1858 H
HH r Small Group of Better Souvenir Sheets $300

Leading off with Portugal #641a, Portrait of Brotero (2),
649a Navigators (12), 661a Portugal Naval School
centenary (6), Liechtenstein 395 (note) 10Fr. Madonna (7),
Japan 283a (with folder), DDR 264a (3), all the
aforementioned n.h., then l.h. Japan 407, 423 and 457, and
Germany B33, B91-92, and three copies of B104, tape
included, fine to very fine. Scott $2,268 .......... Est. $400/500

1859 H Specialized A.M.G. Collection Web $280
Few hundred mostly mint on Bush pages, issues for
Germany, France, Austria and Italy, incl. varieties,
printings, multiples, noted “Gratis” and Military Permit
issues (6 with Bush certs.), worth a close look, generally Fine
to Very Fine ................................................... Est. $350/450

1860 H
H Mostly “New Issue” Asia Lot $200

N.h., on APS circuit books, bid boards, 1960’s-70’s “new
issues”, incl. Laos, Cambodia, Viet Nam, incl. souvenir
sheets, imperfs, deluxe proofs, many complete sets, no China, 
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $350/450

1861 Hm Baltics Collections and Serbia Web $200
Collectors intact mint and used collection in three albums of
the Baltic area and Serbia running thru the 1940s, the
strongest is Serbia but nothing is signed so if you are an
expert in this area you may have some great finds, please
inspect, fine to very fine appearance ................ Est. $300/400

1862 m Dealer Inventory $200
Thousands and thousands of mostly used from all periods
identified and sorted in glassines with duplication in 26 file
boxes, mostly from European countries, great lot for ebay or
retail sales as the work is mostly done .............. Est. $300/400

1863 Hm China and Asia Interesting
Accumulation $200
Mostly 20th Century accumulation of mint n.h., some used,
featuring China large souvenir stockbook in a briefcase,
misc. year sets, also Japan, Korea, Laos and Thailand,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1864 H Asia Modern Souvenir Sets, Etc. $80
Accumulation of China souvenir items incl. 1999 Kunming
International Horticultural Exposition, also some Thailand,
Japan, etc., mostly n.h., worthwhile, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

Worldwide Collections

1865 Hm Huge Accumulation Web $4,000
Three well filled banker boxes with thousands of mint and
used, no China, in collections, stockbooks, glassines, and on
sales cards, many better items throughout, noticed Italy n.h.
#C95-99, C62-65, 377-386, Austria n.h. 354-373, Faroe
Island #1 used, Portugal 3 and 5 used, 568A n.h. block of 4,
Monaco #8, 9 mint, Liberia #1 mint, Switzerland Arms
used issues just to name a few, many different countries and
colonies were seen, way to many items to be listed, many
items to be found with inspection, tens of thousands of cat.
value, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $6,000/8,000

1866 H
H Outstanding Lot of N.H. Sets, Singles

and Souvenir Sheets $3,750
N.h., Every item is identified by Scott number and marked
with the current cat. price, housed in two banker boxes, while
some go back to pre-QEII, the majority is in the hard- to-
find period of the mid-1980s onward to about 2010, there is
overall modest dupl., while the emphasis is on Asia, Latin
America, Africa, and Europe there are stamps from
countries throughout the world, this would be a handsome
addition to any dealer’s stock, very fine. Scott $32,527
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $5,000/6,000

1867 Hm Collector’s Estate $3,500
Mint and used in 3 full banker boxes, in binders, on pages
and loose, incl. U.S. FDs, Vatican complete except #35-40
incl. Air sets, U.S. mint collection and early sheets, #834,
value in 1930s to 1950s period with Swiss incl. mint PAX set
and Semis, mint and used Italy & Colonies from 1930s
period, GV Commonwealth, Germany, Austria, etc., mostly
complete sets, inspect carefully, Fine to Very Fine 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,000
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1868 H Massive Group $2,700
Put together by dealer, who was overwhelmed with material
and decided to clean house and put together 21 banker boxes
of material, incl. a large group of mint sets and singles from
around the world, mostly mint with very little duplication, a
binder filled with mint n.h. Liechtenstein, Cyprus,
Switzerland, G.B., etc., a substantial group of mint Australia
and New Zealand, a group of mint n.h. French Southern and
Antarctic Territories (cat. $400+), folder of almost all mint
Cyrenaica, red 102 card box filled with mostly mint
Indo-China and Indonesia, dozens of binders, albums, boxes 
and glassines of BAT, Portuguese India, Sierra Leone,
Belgium, British/French New Hebrides, German Empire,
Ivory Coast, Guatemala, Canada (incl. 102-103 mint),
Bhutan, Egypt, Newfoundland, Nicaragua, Korea,
Scandinavia, Latin America, Philippines, P.R.C.,
Mozambique, Cuba, and much in British Empire and
general Worldwide stamps, and even some very new year sets 
from Finland, Macau and many other countries, several
groups of Minkus Supreme Global albums, binder on QEII
Silver Anniversary, Queen Mother 80th birthday,
substantial mint DDR collection in two Scott Specialty
Albums, three volume collection of Russia, mint Ryukyu
collection 80% complete and much more, patient inspection
will pay off, fine to very fine overall ........... Est. $3,500/4,000

1869 m Mostly General Collections $2,500
In about 45 albums incl. hingeless, or stockbooks, also on
pages, loose in glassines mostly used, incl. Netherlands
Colonies, Philippines, strength in Foreign with Europe and
Africa, some mint to fairly recent with some later new issues,
some dupl. used, mostly organized but needs some work, few
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine, rarely seen in this quantity, needs inspection,
accumulation of many collections bought over the decades 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,000

1870 H
H N.H. Sets, Singles, Strips, Blocks,

Booklets and Souvenir Sheets $2,500
Filling a banker box, vast majority very modern with some as
late as 2009, and whether you are a collector or dealer, all the
work is done for you, every item is identified by Scott number
and current cat. value, an item-by-item tally, tape enclosed
with well over 100 countries represented, desirable lot, clean.
Scott $23,339 ........................................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1871 Hm Large and Small Collections $2,400
Housed in 4 banker boxes, with a France collection which
incl. a decent run of 19th and early 20th Century mint and
used, mint 198-201, 348 and then virtually solid to the year
1980, semi-postals incl. B3//8, B11, a good run into the
1930s then basically solid to 1980, incl. mint B157a,
B249-B317 and onward to B531, airmails incl. a pristine
mint v.f. l.h. C15, the 50 Franc “Banknote,” then complete
C18-52 ($770), Germany in four Scott albums, Greece, from 
early classics with strength in mint sets of the 1940s-1950s,
plus B.O.B. and Crete, Epirus and Thrace, Japan album
with better mint LH incl. 148-51, 155-58, 163-66, 190-93,
198-201, 227-29, 283a (2), 288a, 306a, album of Australia
with scattered early, then mint never hinged 39, 152-54,
163-65, 314-41, 365-79, 394-414, then virtually solid n.h. to
year 1996 plus older Js and some ATT sets, Scott Specialty
album with a nice run of mint Christmas Islands, Cocos,
Norfolk and especially Papua New Guinea, plus Hong
Kong, earlies to later mint to 1982 and Brazil, 1850s to 1970,
mostly used, Scott Specialty Album strong in Thailand with
several mint sets cat. in the $100 range, Solomons, Fiji,
strong Malayan States inc. Malacca 3-17, Cat. $114, and
strong North Borneo incl. mint 244-55, 261-75, etc., Japan
Specialty Album with scattered run mint and used to WWII, 
then good run to 1980s, Austria, earliest to 1980s, incl.
B100-05 mint l.h. and mint n.h. B122-27 and B138-41, two
old-time Olympic Brand albums which incl. better Canada
and Cuba, and better Third Reich and post WWII Germany 
incl. used B310-13, B316-17, B314-15, 9NB1-3, Japan in a
Minkus album which incl. most of the 1871-75 issue and
issues of 1883-96 and 1899-1910, mint LH 148-51, 167-70,
all the earlier Park issues, 397-400, 422, 479 (Cat. $100),
505-08 ($80) and onward mint to 1970s, plus some
Manchukuo, Ryukyus and Philippines, and lastly, a folder of 
Scott pages of mint and used Canadian Provinces, mostly
mint and used Newfoundland and a scattering among the
other provinces, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1872 m Balance of Classic Used Collections Web $2,000
Many thousands of virtually all 19th Century, virtually all
used sorted by country in stockbook, created from numerous
collections purchased over many years, dupl. throughout,
better countries incl. Netherlands and Indies, Russia, better
Belgium, Spain, Ceylon, Natal, Australian States, Portugal,
Latin America incl. Mexico, incl. cancels, few higher cat.
pieces (few certs), very high cat. overall, some identified,
mixed condition throughout, worth close inspection, few
items bought individually out of auctions ........ Est. $3,000/4,000

1873 m Large Used Collector Stock $1,800
Many thousands with dupl. sorted by country and Scott
number in glassines, in 56 small boxes, 1850s to modern with
lots of modern commemoratives, mostly cheaper values but
scattering of better with cat. to $60, better countries incl.
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, G.B., New Zealand, and some Asia area incl. few
China, Average to Fine ............................ Est. $2,000/2,500
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1874 H
HH Fabulous Topical and New 

Issue Collection $1,500
O.g., hinged or never hinged, Thousands in 14 binders of
mostly mint and n.h. sets and singles running mostly from
the late 1950s to 2015 with many better QEII sets of the
1960s and mostly relating to Birds right into the very colorful
and sought after new issues, just a couple of better highlights
incl. Falklands Islands #94-96, 128-142, F.S.A.T # 16-19,
25-28, and many $25 to $50 sets, few cover throughout, nice
lot for breakdown, very fine appearance .... Est. $2,000/3,000

1875 m Collector’s Album Balance Lots $1,300
In various albums, stockpages, printed pages in 11 boxes,
incl. older Schaubek, Yvert, and other 19th Century albums,
incl. country, Worldwide, strength in Europe, some sparse,
some fairly full, few specialized collections, mostly used, 19th 
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine, some were better collections bought from auctions, where the
better material was culled ............................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1876 Hm Huge Holding in Six Banker Boxes $1,300
50 year accumulation of a dealer who is cutting back as he
approaches retirement, everything imaginable in lot,
substantial amount of mint sets and singles - in albums,
stockbooks, glassines and envelopes, some sets cat. over
$100, especially Canada & Provinces, Australia, good
showing of G.B. & Colonies, France & Colonies (especially
French Polynesia), Netherlands & Colonies (especially
Netherlands Antilles), Scandinavia, Austria, Greater
Germany, Egypt, Vatican, Omnibus issues, topical
collections, Europa, Rhodesia area to name just a few, also
dozens of retired APS circuit books with sets to $50, many
items shuffled together and dealer admittedly didn’t check
everything, potential gold mine for person who has patience
to examine the lot carefully, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,700/2,000

1877 Hm Estate Collection in 34 Internationals $1,000
Thousands of used and mint to 2000 in intact estate with
nothing removed, noted Asia, British, French and
Portuguese Colonies, better singles and sets in classic period
incl. G.B. #124 used, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1878 H Dealers Working Stock in 7 File Boxes $1,000
Thousands majority o.g. with some n.h. and used, in
glassines or #102 cards but not organized, cat. value to about 
$25, some interesting Europe, Commonwealth and few Asia, 
Fine ......................................................... Est. $1,300/1,600

1879 Hm Accumulation in Two Boxes $750
Thousands of mint and used in various collections and on
stockcards incl. 500+ #102 cards with mint and used
singles and sets from classics to 1970s, collection in two
albums with Malta almost complete mint 1960s to 1989,
stockbook of mint Peace issues, Gold Coast remainder
collection, collection of Mauritius from 1970s to 2000,
Bahrain collection mint from 1980s to 2008 and more, please
inspect, generally fine ............................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1880 H
H Collection of Virtually All N.H. 

Sets and Singles $750
In 35 large stockbooks that fill three banker boxes, there is
good representation of G.B., France, Netherlands, Italy,
Spain, Portugal and their respective present and former
Colonies, China, Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Scandinavia and
Latin America, also a very few pages of used, very substantial
group of modern material with issues up to 2008, overall very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1881 Hm Accumulation in Two Boxes $700
Thousands of mint and used in two well filled bankers boxes
noted lots of China, British Commonwealth, old new issue
dealer sets and singles, thousands in cat. value, please inspect 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1882 Hm Mint and Used Housed in a Dozen
Large Stockbooks $700
Filling two banker boxes, much of mint is n.h., stock runs
from classic to 2007, good representation of British
Commonwealth, Middle East, South Pacific, Germany,
Italy, France etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $800/1,000

1883 H Better With Vast Majority Mint $650
Highlights incl. two mint China #B9a (total cat. $190) and
two l.h. copies of Yugoslavia-Trieste C17, perf and imperf
(cat. $200 each), new issues to 2013, mint better Germany,
French Polynesia, Ireland, Finland, Macau, Australia,
Turkey, France, Channel Islands, Liechtenstein, Vietnam,
Canada, etc., high cat. value, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1884 H Collection on Handmade Pages Web $650
Many hundreds majority mint with some n.h. in mounts,
mostly 1930’s/1950’s issues incl. interesting Liechtenstein
(Zeppelin issues n.h.), Germany, Italy & Colonies, Spain,
Tannu Tuva and Latin America, blocks of 4, better Airmails, 
some with tape stains but most just affecting mount, Fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1885 Hm Collection in Internationals $600
Thousands in 6 blue International albums of mint and used,
no A-C, G-L or V-Z they do have some pockets of better
material, one nicely filled with from and running into the
1940s, also a French Africa collection to 1960s mint and
used, Russia 1964-1974 with CTO and Latin America to
about 1960 mint and used, should be some good finds,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1886 H
H Two Banker Boxes of N.H. $600

Singles, souvenir sheets, etc., most identified by Scott # and
cat. value, highlights incl. Switzerland souvenir sheets B206
(4275) B178 ($750), 352a ($90) and B297 (2), $40, lot
covers multitude of countries, all modern and up to 2006,
good representation in G.B. Machins, commemorative sets
and similarly for a group of Channel Islands sets, everything
in lot mostly one of each and occasionally two or three, tapes
enclosed, overall very fine. Scott $6,183 .... Est. $1,000/1,300

1887 H
H Modern Never Hinged Stock $500

Hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets with dupl., good
variety, noted San Marino, former British Colonies, Canada, 
excellent topical selection, fine to very fine. Scott $8,000
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $800/900
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1888 Hm Estate Accumulation $500
36 albums with a decent range of collections, mainly
Worldwide, many thousands of stamps, good fun with useful 
items throughout, generally fine .................. Est. $750/1,000

1889 m Large Used Accumulation $500
Many thousands, mostly in small glassines or #102 cards,
sorted by country (in most cases), incl. dupl., very little
beyond around 1930’s period, some duplication, mixed
condition, mostly common but scattered value in the 19th
Century which is a decent portion of the lot, better than
normally seen presented like this, excellent lot for cancels on
classics ........................................................ Est. $750/1,000

1890 Hm Accumulation in Boxes $400
Seven boxes with tens of thousands of stamps from all parts of 
the world mixed mint and used old and new, in envelopes, on
pages and in stockbooks, likely nothing rare, but finds
possible, great sort, generally fine ................ Est. $750/1,000

1891 Hm Mint and Used Dealer Stock $400
5 red boxes with thousands mostly mint but some better used
items cats. up to $200 each with majority $5 to $15 range,
great for internet sales as all the work is done, worth a close
look, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $600/700

1892 Hm Two Box Accumulation $350
Bankers boxes filled with remnant collections and
accumulations with classics to modern, noticed British,
Korea, Ryukyu Islands mint stock, U.S. collections and
much more, huge cat. value with many finds to be had, well
worth a look, mixed condition ........................ Est. $500/700

1893 H
H New Issue Hoard $350

All mint n.h. sets and singles in duplication from Mexico,
Israel, South America and British Colonies, mostly from
1970s to 1990s, fine to very fine. Scott $5,000 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1894 H
H Modern Souvenir Sheet Holding $350

All mint n.h. accumulation of hundreds of souvenir sheets
and sheetlets mostly from 1960s-80s, heavy in Europe issues
with much Liechtenstein in quantities, Channel Islands, Isle
of Man, Gibraltar, Malta etc., also Israel newspaper sheets,
inspection recommended, very fine ................ Est. $500/750

1895 Hm Worldwide Mint and Used Balance $300
Thousands with mint and used packets from all over with
better Canada and Europa, worth viewing, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/600

1896 Hm Accumulation in Two Boxes $300
Three banker boxes filled with thousands of mint and used in
collections, remainders, dealer lots and much more, runs
from classics to 1990s, noticed topicals on dealer pages,
Churchill collection and much more, inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/700

1897 Hm Estate Remainders $300
Two bankers boxes with mostly classics to 1950s filled with
collections, stockbooks and loose items, noticed a large
selection of Latin America on pages and stockbook, old
albums with classics and much more, worth a look, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $500/600

1898 Hm Collection in Scott Internationals Web $300
Thousands of mint and used running from classics to about
1960 with pockets of better items to be found the best being
Straits Settlements including many GV and GVI issues and
Malaya States with values to $5 mint or used, worth a close
look, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $500/600

1899 Hm Accumulation From Estate $300
In four bankers boxes mint and used in Collections, on
album pages, in stockbooks, incl. Bahamas collection on
pages from 1859 to 1980, Cyprus on pages with some better
classic singles, stockbook with U.S. incl. Hawaii and better
Worldwide sets and singles, three volume Master Globals
with thousands mint and used with a few better pockets, Scott 
Specialty albums with Scandinavia and French Colonies, box 
of misc. covers and Scott International Junior, many better
items to be found, please inspect, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1900 H
H New Issue Stock $300

N.h., new issues in duplication from Israel, Mexico, Libya
and British Colonies mostly in 1970s to 1990s, generally fine
to very fine. Scott $4,400+ (Owner’s) ........... Est. $450/550

1901 H Souvenir Sheet Hoard $300
Bankers box filled with thousands mostly different mint
running from 1930s to 1980s, noticed some better items and
many topical, great lot for the ebay or show dealer, huge cat.
value, generally fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/600

1902 Hm Old International Junior Album $300
Bulging with thousands of mint and used from classic to
about 1940, much British Commonwealth and high cat.
value, please inspect, mixed condition ............ Est. $400/500

1903 Hm Estate Accumulation $300
Two banker boxes with many useful items in collections and
stockbooks with many different countries incl. stockbook
with U.A.E. mint and used, Stockbook with many multiples
of U.A.E. used Flower and Falcon issues, U.N. collections,
stockbook of used G.B., stockbook of Germany and DDR
with Karl Marx sheets mint and Mao set mint, collection of
Cambodia and Laos, Singapore #106a n.h., stockbook full
of early France, Japan in stockbook and small collection of
Kuwait, well worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1904 H Oldtime Collection in 1938 
Schaubek Album $300
Gilt-edged “Permanent”, consists of “Amerika” pages to
1938 with Latin America and Islands, and 1941 “Australien” 
pages with States, Hawaii, French Colonies, etc., somewhat
sparse, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/600

1905 Hm Remainder Accumulation $250
Bankers box fill with mint and used in albums, stockpages,
dealer sales sheets and binders, best being Canada in album
with some classics and face value, sales pages with better
Canada material, sheet of Manchukuo #86, 154, worth a
look, fine to very fine appearance .................... Est. $400/500
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1906 Hm Worldwide Revenues and Seals and
Labels Collection $250
Three banker boxes filled with labels and Seals mostly from
the 1930s to 1950s large variety and a number of stockbooks
and albums with revenues, few stamps and cover also
noticed, worth a look, fine .............................. Est. $400/500

1907 Hm Mostly 20th Century Collection $250
On homemade pages, in album, value in Commonwealth
mint split from Foreign (mostly used), many complete sets,
incl. Australia, Egypt with Airs, GB #1 used very fine,
Canada, fine to very fine ................................. Est. $400/600

1908 Hm U.S. and World Two Volume Collection $220
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection in two albums, 
nice selection of used U.S. incl. Washington-Franklins,
some early commemoratives, Kansas-Nebraska complete
(less 1¢ Nebr.), C1-6, C18 mint, also Australia, Belgium,
Canada, early China, Thailand, various British etc.,
condition varies, worth a look ......................... Est. $300/400

1909 H Mint Accumulation Web $200
Box filled with mostly mint British Commonwealth, many
better items throughout in approval folders with mint sets,
stocksheets with sets and singles, also some French Colonies
and Italian Colonies, noticed B.A.T. #1-15 n.h., lots of cat.
value with many better items to be found, please inspect,
PLEAS, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

1910 Hm Worldwide Dealer’s Accumulation $200
In 8 boxes mint and used, around ½ box of mostly 20th
Century, incl. Revenues, in glassines on pages, albums,
stockbooks, inspect ........................................ Est. $400/600

1911 H
H Souvenir Sheet Accumulation $200

N.h., around a thousand n.h. mostly from the 1980 to 2010
from many mostly Commonwealth Countries, appears to be
no more than 2 of each, huge cat. value, worth a look, very
fine appearance .............................................. Est. $300/400

1912 m Accumulation in 5 Boxes $200
Thousands mostly used on stockpages mostly in Elbe
stockbooks by county, all areas represented, and one box of
misc. incl. U.S., great lot for breakdown into retail or ebay
lots as the work is already done, need inspection, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1913 Hm Three Volumes A-Z $200
19th & 20th Century mint and used in two Harris Standard
albums, a little bit of everything incl. a nice selection of early
China, third volume N-Z pages only w/o binder, some better
items throughout, generally fine ..................... Est. $300/400

1914 Hm Boxes Filled With Unchecked
Glassines $200
Some sorted by country, by a collector who liked to file mint
and used together, spot check shows a fair amount of British
Empire, incl. Australia & States, New Zealand, Straits
Settlements to used $25, Philippine Islands, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Portuguese and Spanish Colonies,
China, Canada, Western Europe, G.B. and dozens of other
countries, revenues, Seals, etc., worth inspection, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1915 Hm “Cinderella” Banker Box $200
Filled to brim a wide assortment of material such as state
fishing licenses with stamps, state and federal Revenues,
exhibition labels, glassines and two large binders of
precancels, collection of Christmas Seals as well as sheets
going back to 1930, gasoline ration stickers, seven books of
Associated Stamps of the West plus extra stamps, Japanese
ration coupons and a sheet displaying silhouettes of various
enemy bombers, space material included several astronauts
with signatures, large India “Stamp Office” revenue, fantasy
stamps, map of the 1939 New York World’s Fair and much
more, clean .................................................... Est. $300/400

1916 H 2 Boxes of “New Issues”, Etc. $200
Incl. 2000 and later year sets from Norway, Singapore,
France, 1960’s Korea souvenir sheets, topical Wedding and
related, etc., in 3 boxes, clean .......................... Est. $300/400

1917 Hm Balance in Bankers Box $150
7 albums from classics to 1980s of mint and used in 3
International Albums, mint Austria stockbook, mint
Vietnam stockbook, Philippines and Canada, worth a look,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/350

1918 m Used Mostly Packet Accumulation $150
6 full banker boxes of loose, mostly in glassines, sometimes
sorted by country, literally stuff that fell out of albums that
they were stuffed in, or accumulated in boxed, nothing recent 
and represents all areas except U.S., have fun! accumulation
from many collections bought over the decades ....... Est. $300/500

1919 Hm) Special Delivery Collection $150
Hundreds in albums in a bankers box mostly from 1940s and 
50s with most from Europe, Latin America and Canada,
noted Mexico covers, worth a look, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $4,300 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $250/300

1920 Hm Three Scott Internationals $150
19th & 20th Century mint and used, volumes I & II
1840-1949, plus a separate well-filled volume of used U.S.,
clean albums ideal for continuation, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1921 Hm Balance of Estate $150
Banker box with balance of estate incl. Canada mint mostly
from the 1980s to 2000s, Costa Rica mostly mint in the
modern period, U.N. collection mint and Columbia
collection mostly used .................................... Est. $200/300

1922 Hm Remainders Accumulation $150
Bankers box filled with mint and used (mostly mint) in
stockbooks and loose, take the time to go thru this and you
will be rewarded, many Great Britain and Commonwealth
items, fine to very fine appearance .................. Est. $200/300

1923 m Packet and Sorters Delight $150
5 boxes filled with thousands and thousands includes
Australia in bundleware in 2 boxes, box of unsorted on paper
from all over, countries on stock sheets and 79 copies of Nova 
Scotia #11 in plastic on covers ....................... Est. $200/300

1924 Hm Balance of Estate $150
In 3 boxes, incl. Russia and Switzerland collections in Scott
albums, British and foreign with a few o.g. sets, plus U.S.
and Canada FDCs (U.S. mostly uncacheted), Fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
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1925 m Company Chops, Overprints 
on Adhesives Web $140
Late 19th and early 20th Century, couple hundred incl.
Hong Kong, China with Anti-Bandit control marks, and
perfins, Straits Settlements, etc., mixed condition but
interesting group ........................................... Est. $200/300

1926 Hm Remainder Accumulation $100
Hundreds of mint and used in bankers box running from
classics to late 1940s, mostly value in two Scott International
albums and Harris Senior Statesman, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Topical Collections

1927 H
H Extensive Scouts Stock $2,100

Very attractive dealer’s stock of Scout topical stamps and
souvenir sheets mounted on 3 or 4 line black cards and
souvenir sheet holders, almost entirely n.h. with minimal
duplication, values to $70 with most between $20-$40,
owner’s retail is over $17,000, very fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500

1928 H Scout Stock $1,800
Beautiful mint Scout topical stamp stock of over 1200 #104
sales cards running from A-Z with values to $60+, all are
complete sets or complete for the Scout theme with minor
duplication, overwhelmingly n.h. with just a few l.h. items
and lots of desirable specialty material, total retail is
approximately $15,000, very fine ............. Est. $2,500/3,000

1929 H
H Substantial Group of Europa Sets $350

N.h., covering 1970s-80s, wide range of countries from
Andorra to Yugoslavia, quantities of each issue averages
about 12, cat. value ranges from under a dollar to $90, fine to
very fine. Scott $5,027 (tape enclosed) ............ Est. $500/500

1930 H) Large Collection of U.S.
Bi-Centennial Issues $250
Few thousands (mostly n.h.) and FDC’s in 11 albums, lots of 
common but few better incl. U.S. used #120 (faulty), few
with dist. gum, Fine to Very Fine ................... Est. $300/400

1931 H Various Mint Collection $150
Two banker boxes of topicals, three on Space, three on
Disney and one each on Copernicus, Capt. Cook and
Lighthouses, plus a few Medicine-on-Stamps pages, vast
majority are mint, with only a few used, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1932 H) Boy Scout Accumulation $150
Hundreds of covers and mint sets, stamps are in a red box all
identified and priced mostly from the 1970s to 1980, the
covers are in duplication of a few different issues, great lot for
the internet as most of the work is done, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

1933 H
H Disney 5 Album Collection $100

N.h., 1106 adhesives all in complete sets, and 167 souvenir
sheets, clean ................................................... Est. $200/300

Worldwide Covers

1934 ) Dealer’s Worldwide Stock $2,000
Over 1000 U.S. and Worldwide from all over the world, lots
of older commercial covers with a great range of countries
and usages, you’ll find registered, airmails, FDC’s, censors,
underpaid as well as postal stationery, total retail exceeds
$24,000, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $2,500/3,000

1935 ) Worldwide Collection Web $1,500
About 1000 total from a collector with nothing removed
better items throughout including, Zeppelins, unused
Mulready, many early Canada, First Flights, better German
Area items, set of Karl Marx souvenir sheets FDCs, great for 
dealer or internet dealer as many items are stand alone lots,
must inspect, huge cat. value, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1936 ) Censor Cover Group $1,500
Large group of 1000+ items from mainly Europe and the
U.S., most items from the WWII period but some later and
earlier items seen, most items in the $5 to $10 range, owners
retail $13, 100+, generally Fine ............... Est. $2,000/2,500

1937 ) Unpicked Commercial Accumulation $1,500
4000+ accumulated over many decades loose in 4 full boxes,
19th & 20th Century with nothing very recent, anything
could be in there, from stampless, censored, etc., needs to be
carefully inspected, excellent lot to brake down for stock, fine
overall, see lot ?? for the used stationery balance 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1938 ) Worldwide Stock $1,500
Approximately 1300 with lots of commercial material, incl.
airmail, registered, censors, FDC’s, postal stationery as well
as other usages with U.S., Germany, Europe, Latin
America, British Area and Asia, retail values are generally
between $10-$40 with a total retail of over $22,000, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1939 ) Collector’s Decades of Accumulating $700
Couple thousand loose in two full boxes, culled from
collections bought with much of it in the classic period, small
box with stationery mostly mint, strength in Europe incl.
German and Italian States, G.B., stampless, etc., better
covers throughout, needs close inspection with excellent
potential for retail ..................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1940 ) Aviation History Collection Web $650
Album filled with historical covers, autographs, photos and
more incl. U.S., many $100 and up items, very unique items,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1941 ) Unpicked Commercial Stationery
Accumulation $550
Couple thousand plus accumulated over many decades loose
in 2 full boxes, 19th & 20th Century with nothing very
recent, incl. Aerogrammes, occasional dupl., anything could
be in there, etc., needs to be carefully inspected, excellent lot
to brake down for stock, fine overall, see lot ?? for the used cover
balance ........................................................ Est. $800/1,000

1942 ) FDC Collection Web $500
Two bankers boxes with thousands, many older from the 40s
and 50s incl. British Commonwealth, Italy, AMG, Iceland,
Australia and many others, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $700/800
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1943 ) WWII Censor Collection in Albums Web $500
Over 500 different in five albums, from various countries,
G.B., France, India, South Africa, Ireland, Egypt, U.S., and 
many others, notice some V-mail, Feldpost, POW mail, and
advertising, nice and interesting lot, take some time a look at
this one .......................................................... Est. $700/750

1944 ) Hundreds of Asian, Both Japan 
and China Web $450
Retail group, smattering of other countries, mixed condition
but useful, all time periods ........................... Est. $750/1,000

1945 ) Retail Group of Hundreds in a Box $450
No Asia or British Colonies, but otherwise a wide variety of
mostly older items, many interesting and better, mixed
condition, examine ...................................... Est. $750/1,000

1946 ) G.B. & Colonies Group of 
Several Hundred $400
Retail group of mostly older with several better, condition
quite mixed, examine .................................. Est. $750/1,000

1947 ) Accumulation With Asia $350
5 bankers boxes with about 4000 plus running from early
1900s to 1980s incl. U.S., most are commercial, few FDCs
with one box of Asia incl. China and one box of
Commonwealth, worth a look, generally fine .. Est. $500/600

1948 ) Oldtime Collector’s Group $350
Hundreds filling banker box, culled from very large
accumulation, all commercial and mostly 20th Century
1940’s-60’s period, incl. the usual countries but also Africa
and some other tougher originations, some censored,
occasional stampless, mostly “$” covers but some definitely
better, inspect ................................................ Est. $500/750

1949 ) Hoard in 4 Boxes $300
Thousands in 4 banker boxes with all time periods, mint and
used postal stationery, FDCs, commercial, many items in
quantity, majority appear to be from Australia, Canada and
New Zealand, great for breakdown for internet or $1 table,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/600

1950 ) Well Over Thousand in Banker Box $300
Well over 1000 all sleeved in box with all periods present and
appear to all be commercial mail from many different
countries, better items to be found in this large accumulation, 
generally fine ................................................. Est. $400/500

1951 ) FD’s and Cachet Accumulation $300
Few thousand loose in 23 full banker boxes from circa 1980
(with scattered earlier) to around 2000, all areas, virtually all
cacheted, clean ............................................... Est. $400/600

1952 ) BOAC Flights $300
About 284 sorted by origination in Pittsburgh box, incl. few
Malayan, and SAS, with 8 complete sets of issues incl.
Indonesia, some dupl., incl. Hong Kong, Karachi, London,
Singapore, Tokyo, etc., clean group, retail up to $70, total
retail $4622 .................................................... Est. $400/500

1953 ) Accumulation in a Box $300
Over 700 packed with a fascinating panoply of from exotic
places, unusual usages, splendid array of topics, multiple
franking, etc., great lot for retail or internet dealer, worth a
close inspection, generally fine ....................... Est. $400/500

1954 ) Accumulation in 10 Boxes $250
Over 15,000 covers from all parts of the world, little or no
U.S., largely 20th Century with a few older, mostly for dollar
boxes with an occasional surprise, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1955 ) Accumulation in Box $250
Couple thousand in a bankers box, mostly Australia, Canada, 
New Zealand and little U.S. running from 1900s to modern,
mostly commercial with a few FDCs, worth a look, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/500

1956 ) 8,000+ 1850s to Late 20th Century $250
Filling four banker boxes, incl. a substantial number of
commercial, plus first days, Naval, registered, military,
special events, first flights, service suspended, propaganda,
postcards, censored, topical, decent run of mint and used
stationery, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $400/600

1957 ) Rocket and Balloon Flights Web $200
About 200 different with some Seals included running from
1930s to mid 1960s, mostly Germany but noticed
Netherlands and France better items throughout, noted
Holland #7C1, Belgium 7C2, France 4C3 and a group of
labels for glider and air flights, generally fine .. Est. $300/350

1958 ) Interesting Accumulation $200
Around 1000 in a bankers box mostly 19th to mid-20th
century, variety of countries, incl. censored, postal cards, and
postcards, few U.S. and modern, careful inspection
recommended, generally fine ......................... Est. $300/400

1959 ) Hoard in Bankers Boxes $200
3 banker boxes filled with thousand mostly late 1940s to
1970s with a mixture of commercial and FDCs, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/350

1960 ) Worldwide Accumulation in Box $200
Around 1000 in bankers box from 1940s to 1970 with
Worldwide commercial mail, FDCs and some U.S.,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

1961 ) G.B. & Commonwealth Postal History $200
200 covers, a few ephemera items, 19th & 20th Century incl.
some useful items incl. Gold G.P.O. Telegram, fancy
printed enclosure, few censors from Africa, 1899 Canada
cover w/letter about new 2¢ overseas rate, Aden 1937, 1882
India British soldier’s discharge document, etc., fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/350

1962 ) 19th & 20th Century Accumulation $200
190 handpicked for value and interest, incl. all manner of
airmail, polar, cancels, ships, military disinfected, censored
odd and unusual, registered, perfect for the bourse or
internet dealer, high profit potential, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1963 ) Large Accumulation $200
Banker box filled with hundreds of foreign FDCs and
commercial mail, also early postal cards and misc. postcards,
careful inspection required, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
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1964 ) World War II Censored $150
1940-1945 Range of more than 40 covers from various
countries with wide variety of censorship tapes and markings, 
mostly sent to Emanuel Weinberg in Istanbul, Turkey,
Weinberg is believed to have been one of about 1,000
German intellectuals (mostly Jewish) who emigrated to
Turkey in the early 1930s at the invitation of the recently
formed Turkish Republic to help modernize the fledgling
nation’s universities, health care and legal systems, by doing
so, many of these individuals were saved from the Holocaust
after the war, several of them such as Ernst Reuter and
Alexander Rustow returned to Germany and helped rebuild
it, generally fine ............................................. Est. $250/300

1965 ) Better Balance $150
1862-1967 miscellaneous balance of more than 90 items
from wide variety of countries, mostly pre-1950 incl. some
early German States, WWII censored mail, U.S., etc.,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $250/300

1966 ) Group of Company Handstamps Web $150
19, all Asia, consisting of China (2-1 with U.S. Postage
Due), Ceylon (12), Hong Kong (3), India, and Straits
Settlements, all showing company strikes or chops, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $250/350

1967 ) Waterfalls & Windmills on Covers $150
Interesting accumulation of a few hundred incl. FDCs,
postcards and a few souvenir sheets, great topical appeal,
when organized will make an interesting collection 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1968 ) Accumulation in 2 Bankers Boxes $150
Couple thousand about half Worldwide commercial and the
rest FDCs mostly from U.S., great $1 box material, please
inspect, generally fine .................................... Est. $200/300

1969 ) Accumulation in Box Web $150
Small box with over 100 total incl. U.S., many are better and
appeared to be pulled from collections and put in box noticed
a few Zeppelins, Catapult, classics, and some stampless,
worth a look, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $200/300

1970 ) Train Collection $150
Collection on several hundred pages with stamps, covers and
postmarks, originated in Germany so different than what is
typically seen, clean lot, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1971 ) Postal History Collection $150
200+ mostly 20th Century, some 19th. incl. all Continents,
Islands, Colonies incl., 1837 German Postal Receipt, Alsace
Lorraine card with revenues, Germany post WWII 54 mint
stamps with local overprints, 1942 Lebanon diplomatic cover 
to U.S., etc, generally fine .............................. Est. $200/300

1972 ) WWII Censored Mail $150
147 from a wide variety of countries, both allied and axis,
myriad assortment of marking, labels and marking, great mix 
for the retail or internet dealer, generally fine .. Est. $200/250

1973 ) South and Central America Censored $150
Several hundred from WWII in 4 binders from South and
Central America, Argentina to Venezuela, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1974 ) Naval Lot of Around 80 $100
1930’s group in photo album, showing various Naval ship
cancels, couple of photos, mostly G.B. and France (same
correspondence to Philadelphia), fine overall . Est. $150/200

1975 ) 3 Boxes of FD’s $100
Many hundreds culled from collections, mostly fairly recent
unaddressed incl. Canada, G.B., Israel (of course),
Scandinavia, etc., occasional silk and better earlier,
accumulation from many collections bought over the decades 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1976 ) Estate Balance in Box $70
Thousand or more in bankers box with mostly mid 1940s to
1980s, commercial mail and FDCs, all areas incl. U.S.,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $200/250

Literature

1977 L Boker, John, Kohler Auctions $200
Complete series of 18 volumes plus introduction, critical
reference for the German State advanced collector . Est. $250/350

1978 L Tchilinghirian, S.D., Stamps of The
Russian Empire Used Abroad $150
Complete set of 6, softbound, clean, one of the important works
of Russian Philately ......................................... Est. $200/300

1979 L Lindquist, H. L., The Stamp Specialist 
Accumulation $130
45 HB vols. (18 diff.), few with condition issues, great lot for
person wanting to build sets, mixed condition  Est. $200/300

1980 L Billig, Arthur, Billig’s Philatelic
Handbooks $120
HB, vols. 1-29, 31-33, 35, 42 and 44, Fine, fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1981 L U.S. Literature Accumulation $100
Bankers box filled with reference books incl. “U.S. Domestic 
Postal Rates 1871-1993", ” Color in Philately", “Classic
United States Imperforate Stamps” and much more 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1982 L Lindquist, H. L., The Stamp Specialist $100
HB, vols. 1-20, minor edge wear, great articles, Fine to Very
Fine ............................................................... Est. $120/140

End of Sale - Thank You
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